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Preface 

T->HK PRi.SF.NT 1SSI-I-: »f the Industrialism and Pndmtivi/y Hulk/in has Iwen prepared in 
X response to a number of requests received In I'NIDO from Irench-spcaking omnmo 

Vie have attempted to provide articles and bibliographical commentaries which will meet i he 
needs in question. \Xe should like to draw the attention of our readers to the fact that this 
issue, number 19, appeared in French in September 1972 in order io respond to .hese 
requests as speedily as possible. 

It would seem useful to review briefly our activities relating to the preparai ion and 
evaluation or projects, the subject to which the greater part of this issue is devoicd \, the 
present time l NIDO ,s rendering assistance to some thirty countries in this Held The 
assistance is concentrated on one or several of the stages in the preparation and implemen- 
tation of industrial p,o,ects described in the article prepared In I MIX) which appears i„ 
this issue (page 18). l-xperience ha, shown that there is a certain confusion regarding ,he 
terminology employed to describe the studies and documents required and regarding the 
order in which they should I« prepared. This article attempts to introduce umforme in the 
terminology and to facilitate an understanding of the whole process of preparano,, and 
implementation of projects. 

The fundamental problem in the process of evaluating project« concerns the data 
known as industrial programming data, required for this evaluation. The present issue 
contains an article prepared at I NIDO's request by Mr. J. Salmona, Director of the < «.ser- 
vato!« économique méditerranéen of the National Institute of Statistics and Ixonomic 
Studies (INShh), at Marseille. This article describes the ma.n elements of a data bank for 
planning purposes, the main stages in its creation and the way to approach the problem in a 
developing country. Subsequent issues of the ¡ndustmli-atio,, and Pmlncth-ity HHU.HN will 
deal with other aspects of the establishment of a data bank. 

i i ^rí "Uld like to draW attcnti'»n to »he series of seminars which have lieen organized 
by UNIDO in several developing countries dealing with methods of evaluating industrial 
projects. The aim is to supplement the training of ihc technical personnel of different insti- 
tutions in this field. The third article of this issue has been prepared by Mr. A. Bussen-: 
both the paper on methodology and the case study constituted the basis for discussion at the 
seminar he d in Tunisia in November 1971. The author proposes a method which is above 
all practical, although, according to him, it is not always perfect; he endeavours to remain 
realistic basing himself on the resourcer likelv to be actually available in a given country 
The difficulties arise not only at the theoretical level hut also and above all at the practical 
level, for example in connexion with the gathering of numerical data and the verification of 



the hypWheses advanced. Mr. Busserv also stresses the very great importance of a profound 
knowledge of the general economic situation which will provide the context for a particular 
project. This is all the more important as it is not always easy to demonstrate that a project is 
worth-while from the point of view of the communit;, ; for such demonstration it is necessary 
to take into account the relationship between the selection of projects and general planning. 
In this connexion, it ma\ IH- recalled that l NIDO regularly prepares systematic summaries 
of the industrial development plans of the developing countries. Vie »ake this opportunity 
to draw our readers" attention to the fact that a second volume in the series Summaries of 
Industrial Dtniopmni/ Plans iTNIDO IFPD 54) appeared in December 1971. 

We should like to announce also that the UNIDO study entitled Ciiidtlines for Project 
¡.valuation appeared initially in Inglish in March 1972, in Spanish in December 1972; the 
I Tench version will IH- published at a later date. Our next issue will include a summary of this 
study, following up the article in issue No. IS entitled "An analysis of two approaches to 
project evaluation in developing countries". The latter article, by Mr. P. Dasgupta,a lecturer 
at the I nivcrsity of ( ambridgc, compares the approaches adopted by OLCD and l NIDO. 

The last part of this issue is also designed to meet the needs of a number of 1 rench- 
speaking developing countries. In view of the impossibility of providing articles on all 
aspects of industrial development, it seemed desirable to offer our readers some reviews of 
works recentb published on industrial r inning and policies. We hope that this issue will 
contribute towards a Utter understanding of the problems which have been brought to 
our notice or which we have encountered in the implementation of technical assistance 
projects. ( >f course, these articles cannot deal with difficulties of a specific nature; such 
difficulties call for a specific technical assistance project to be prepared by UNIDO in the 
light of the needs of the countr\ concerned. 
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Main steps in the creation 
of a data bank 

for decision making 
by JEAN V. SALMONA* 

WHKN THK MAM SCRIPT of this report was almost completed, the autlmr received the report of th 
Last African Working Party on Industrial Programming Data, prepared by the I MIX) secretariat 
independently of the present one} The author gladly acknowledges the similarities between his report 
and that of UMIDO. Both are based on the same principles and use the same guidelines in drawing up 
a data-bank programmi suited to the conditions generally prevalent in developing countries. Apart from 
style of presentation /he main difference lies in that the description of th critical steps for data-bank 
building in this paper is not explicitly geared to the particular version known as the "industry pie system" 
but is consciously based on tin author's own experience with the IMSIili Observatoire économique 
méditerranéen, Marseilles, Prance. On that score, this report deals with some elements that the ( MIX) 
report on the industry file system ought to have covered in more analytical or clearer terms than it does. 

As in the UMllXD report, the autlmr wishes to emphasise that a data bank does not necessarily 
involve sophisticated systems and big computers. The very purpose of the data bank u to make existing 
data from various sources more readily available to potential users. 

During the past decade, several experimental data banki have been created in developed countries, 
mainly in Sweden, Murray, the United States, the United Kingdom of Creai Britain and M or/hern 
Ireland, and trance. They included: sectoral data banks for management, general data banks for national, 
regional and urban planning, intended for government or the benefit of private users. Some attempt) 
failed, others succeeded. Both failures and successes facilitate conclusions as to what is to be done, and 
what avoided. 

In nlation to these attempts and conclusions, the author strove to analyse the general principles 
and other factors tfjat must be taken into account when building up a data bank, and to draw up a step- 
by-step guide for effective action for establishment of a data bank in a developing country. The ideas 
expressed in this paper, as in the UMIDO report, are still of a very general nature; they must obviously 
be adapted to the specific need of every country, and to local conditions. 

This report deals only with data bankj for planning and decision making in regard to investments. 
The problem of information systems for management has therefore been put aside. One of the basic 
characteristics of information systems for making important decisions-those that form the subject of 
planning and are fundamentally different from management decisions-is that the information contained 
necessarily ewers several sectors of economic activity, whereas a management information system is 
concerned with one sector only. For instance, the information for management of a transportation network 

" Mr. Jean V. S ALMONA is the director of the Observatoire économique méditerranéen (INSEE), Mancille», 
hrancr TTi» paper vu presented at the Expert Group Meeting on the Industry File» System and Other 
•rw^ju T5chnkiuei for InduMriaJ Programmin«, held on 16-20 November 1970 in Vienna, Austria. 
The idea» and opinion» expressed in this report are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the 
view» of the UNIDO secretariat, nor tho»e of the National Institute of Statistic» and Economic Studies. 

» The Indiutn Fih System. ProviaionaJ Report of the East African Working Party on Industrial Pro- 
gramming Data, Nairobi, Kenya, November 1969. 



includes (io/a <m the e\istin¿ p/ihlic ami private neirnnks iil,n/( traffic, velmles i/ti/t-ed, »»rien 
tmp/uyed). i he in/orwalton tor transportation planning includes data im: population, militati*,« i,f 
transportation in tarions fields of activity and reo ^ra pi Hi al ~twts, daily miration, etc. 

Ih sets iif data needed ¡o varions planning or dntwin-making centres are certain/y mit unrelated. 
Referai ¡ases may arise in a airen country: 

(a)    in tconomtc sector i,r certain Imdy »ishi tu ludid up its nun informa ton system fur decision 
ma kin»; 

tli)  1he (.nvenin/int decidís in creati  an information system tor ne/uork of information systems, 
Itir country » idi, region,il, or urban planning: 

I c)  Several < commie rnti/ies istah/ish a commun informalUn system for planning. 

II liiihcnr /lie case may In, out can hardly overemphasise the merits nf mobilitino informatili* 
from different sonreí s and creating a commun information system fur several sectors tif nonomu activity 
and several decision-making mitres. ¡'In pre mit report deals with an information system fur planning 
npoi to any tiu-r. In tomi casa a partially closed system may prove useful. Altlminift this report stresses 
the "needs o! lh, nier.. ", // presupposes no particular ur nimica t inn of users and sources of information. 

Is I Hol» (   NON 

D\r\   IMSkS   WI) IMORM \ll()\  WMKMS 

/ definitions 

Information system 

AN iM-oRM \noN svMiM is a logical urbanization 
of information elements intended to satisfy 

given needs. It comprises: (a) a set of information 
elements data concerning a person, a building, a 
block, an enterprise, a document, etc.; fi>) the 
means for integration, retne\ al, selection, processing 
and publication of this data. 

An information system ma\ lx- optn or closed. If it 
is intended for the exclusive use of the bodies that 
created i¿, the s\stem is closed (such s\stems are 
generally conceived for specific purposes: budget 
management, social security, faxes, etc.). If it is 
also available to other users, it is open. 

Data hank. 

Bv definition, a data bank is an open information 
system. The sets of data of the data bank are known 
as riles.» 

A data r ik is composed of the following 
elements: 

(a) The basic file», known as data base: each tile 
contains data on entities in the same category 
(persons, firms, etc.); 

» These tk'tinitinn* art taken tri un: Rninmul und l'rh.in 
Information Systems , A It atti Hunks in /•, I tolti \ lair s 
terrain, Salmon», Timmell fINSKf ) and Robeqiwm (Min- 
ittry of tiquipfiR-nt), 1%1) (i ranccK 

(b) A filing system that makes it possible to 
update the files, and to integrate i'.afa from 
different files, relative to the same entities. 
This involves identification of entities (e.g., 
industrial enterprises) bv the same iden- 
tification number for a given unit (e.g., firm) 
in all the basic cards; 

ic) A data-processing system that allows users to 
extract relevant information from the files 
adopted to their needs and in a form suited to 
their decision patterns. 

It w.ll lie seen below that these conditions gen- 
erally implv the use of computers, but do not 
necessarily lead, at least at the beginning, to cr>m- 
plicated and sophisticated information systems. 

Th data conrees 

Data may originate from two categories of 
source: (a) administrative management operations 
(see figure I); statistical research operations »d he, 
such as polls and censuses. 

It must lie stressed that various projects put to 
work throughout the world have all clearly proved 
that a data bank for decision making must he led 
information beginning with that obtained as 
by-product of administrative management. 

!n effect, administrative operations are of a 
repetitive and periodical nature. The data supplied 
as by-product are automatically and regularly up- 
dated, which is obviously not the case for a poll or 
a census. Moreover, it is generally exhaustive fot the 
field to which they apply. 

further, practice shows that the coat of mobilaing 
managerial information for decision making in 
generally low and beyond all comparison wkh thtt 



/ mitre I 

A    IHM   KMI    MIK    UM   IMllN   \1VKIS.< 
/<V •'I/I'     ¡Il  /!///' 

of a census or poll. I inaily, , dm in isf ration of the 
law (taxes, social security, registration, etc.) ensures 
the tksired degree of stability and regularity of 
record. id ht>, inquiries should only U made when 
no information is available from regular admin 
istrative records 

Set turni versus ¡pmral ,1-ilti ii,ink.s 

V   data  bank   may   pertain   to  ont   given  sector 
(e.g., industrial enterprises; t* to several. 

It has alreadv lieen said that a management in 
formation system can he set up at sectoral level, but 
the data necessary for planning must cover many 
sectors. 

Industrial planning (governtnent or enterprise 
decision making) necessitates data on commerce and 
industry, manpower, internal market, foreign trade, 
etc. In fact, it requires several information systems, 
relating to different he-ids, which are necessary for 
decision making, though these decisions may twily 
concern one field. 

Dalu banks and tfotr nuns 

It should be always kept in mind that a data bank 
is not an end in itself. It is a too!, intended for 
certain users who are going to use it f<r certain 
purpoaes. This is why ,/ d-ita l/ank must b? iisrr 
•ritnttd (i.e., conceived in relation to the users' 
needs). This applies to the nature of the data to lie 
collected, as well as to the systems proper 

Moat failures that occurred in various countries 
were due to »/on* initial orientation: the data bank 
»» «w* adapted to the users' need«, and, conae- 
^•emly, the users were not served bv it 

THE MAIN FHA*S IN < RLATIM, A DATA IAM 

Thw part of the report is dedicated to technical 
anwJys« t4 the variou« phases involved m creating 
a data hank. PtoMema relating tu a programme 
foe acttm* up a data nana m a developing country 
arc deak with m the third part of th« report. 

The ilata bank must be mint i\ ed ant) organized 
in accordarne with the users ,,nd uses tor * hich n is 
intended before huiidmg up a data bank, it is 
therefore necessary to tak< stock of the users and 
their decisions, analyze these decisions, determine 
the data and conceive i lie sterns thai fit the 
structure of these decisions 

Im't-H/t») i,l pm, nihil m, n 

< onskirring the economic and polnic.il structure 
of the country, it is nrst M\\ tsabk o.decide vt huh of 
the following economic entities « ill be the users 
of the data hank 

Planners    and    denser, makers    of   the    central 
( tovernment. 

Regional und local administration (planners and 
decision makers), 
Parliament, 
Vate i >w ned enterprise. 
Privately owned   enterprises,  both   national  and 
foreign, 
Political parties; 
Trade unions, 
Research centres, 
I nivelMI íes. 

I or each of these groups, an inventory must In- 
first drawn up of main types of dec is mes that use 
of a data hank may help to optimize These decisions 
can bt classified into categories such as: 

la) Location of a firm or cluster <     hrms (plant, 
industrial complex, commercial centre), 

(b) Programming and locatini» public investment; 

h) Launching a new product, 

id) rk-tining a national education policy , 

(*) (renerai orientation of economic policy. 

\t this pom-., it is not necessary to go into tie-tails 
of geographic aspects of the problems, but it is 
essential to distinguish between dint-rent geo 
graphical strata i>f decisnms: national, regional, 
commun«!, carter, block kvei, etc. lor instance, 
in a country where such Investments are financed bv 
(»ovrrnment, the drcisK>n ct»ncfrning erection of a 
new school may involve several stages: 

la) first, at national level, definition b\ » .overn- 
ment, of the priorities for vartous budget 
sectors and particularly for the different 
iectors of investment, specifically, deter 
mm«ng school and university equipment 
budgets in accordance with the political 
objective- and tk;a concerning the country 
at a whole, 



(li) Secondly, allocation oí '>%fr v»i 1 volume for 
investment in schools and universities by 
reifion, accordine to rrvjHMIXI data such 4s 
school-age popular'on , 

ii) VI irhm each region, allocation 1 4 scholastic 
equipment by community, according tu linai 
dará: school age population, pulii M transport 
network between KminiuniiKv et«   . 

(d) linallv, in a u^rn town, (hoosmu ihe 
«|tiarters and precis«, lo«.-liions m unirdunir 
w irh infra-urban I\A\A 

(onsr ruction of a data hunk implus thai the 
decisions, lo be optimized l>\ the data, must In- 
ranked. The follín* mi; method m,i\ IH- iisrd to 
weight even (tension. 

A certain weight musi I* a«corded cat h operation 
O, (thar can involve on« or more decision makers, 
e.g., erection or plani i'cncrallv imphts at least 
decision or a privately owned enterprise, of central 
Government, ami (if regional administrai ioni. That 
weight may be ascribed tuber to the operation (), as 
a whole, or to the decision /' of e»ch decision 
maker I, involved in operation () In die latter 
case, a separate weight mu must be assigned to the 
decision makers I, on one hand, ami to each 
decision maker I for each one of Ins decisions />,, 
on the ««her. 

These   weights   may    IH    assigned,   either   tech 
nocraticallv bv rhe builtk-rs of the futur« data bank, 
or h\ its future users themselves. In the latter ( ase, 
a  comparatively   simple   methotl   consists   of «-on 
vening   rhe  users'  rtpresentai ives  in  a   group ami 
asking each and ever\    >n«   to assign a  sub|ecrive 
weighting, from 11 to lo, tor instante,   \fter several 
successive roun«ls, a IXIti t\pe method will ensure 
convergence  of  the  subjective   weightings     \s   to 
relative   weights  of various  decisions   In   a  iiivcn 
decision   maker,  the\   mm   be  self determined  (In 
representatives of the yroup it a group is involved 
bv a similar mei ho«), between representatives of the 
same group). 

If weights are thus separately assigned to the 
decision maker I (weight a,) arni In the decision 
maker . I, to rhe decision />„ (weight 4„), rhe 
insolute weight of t lee is ion /> for the whole is 
the product a,     tl„     ft,,. 

If possible, a weight will be assigned to eath 
decision bv every decision maker (e.g., the decision 
of" a privately owned industrial enterprme to erect 
a new plant). If this is no» possible, a weight will he 
assigned at least to each operation (eg , erection 
of a new plan«, involving decision oí privately 
owned enterprises, of Government, etc ). 

I**/V.I/I 1« dmsinns imi rank mi; '// ¡lata 

!t is necessary to analvse each decision ami deter 
mine what data art required for optimisation 

Ihe liest metho«) for this purpose s that of case 
study laking for each de« is ion an actual case 
relating to a real decision to he taken or rha» has 
already be« n taken, the mctho«! consist., m analy sing 
the way the decision must |« (or has been) taken 
and «k-termming the information likely to optimise 
1 or to have optimised) that decision 

Ih« case study will lie conducted for each «lectsion 
with the  participation of the ifc-cision  maker con 
«erne«!,  who must  be representative of rhe group 
to which he lielongs 

These cast studies shall then be used for purposes 
of response in group seminars isee page 14). 

\ separate list will then be prepared of the data 
necessary for optimization of each analysed decision 
(or operation). (The data are of varying importance 
in the weighting of decisions, eg., knowing 
school age population is much more important than 
any other information for locating a scho»»l in a 
given region.) To separate the essential data from 
the inessential, each category is assigned a weight 
Thus for a given dens*» /)„, each fact /. will he 
assigned a weight »„„ that measures rhe importance 
ot lk in the optimisation of />„. The product of 
f>„ times » „ gives a measure of absolute weight for 
darum /, within the frame of optimization of 
1 lee is ion />lr 

Ihe weights are, of course, to be assigned when- 
ever given information is useful for optimizing 
several decisions />,, The sum h„ JF,, p„ w„„ 
measures rhe absolute weight of datum I\ for the 
community of users. Ihe hnal result of »naivst« 
is a list or mam data with a ranking bv weight that 
measures their usefulness for all the potential users 
concerned 

Da/* M ht t*ikff*4Ì tutti sUtrod m tfo turné. 

Ihe operation divides into two parts: (a) stack- 
taking of exMting data and their ivaikbdtty ; (è) se- 
lecting and programming, m accordance with tne 
priorities calculated a« indicate«!, the bodv of dan 
to he fed imo the hank and operation* to be carried 
out m order to make these data uaahle. 

Im<rnt»ry */ txistm¿ tUt* 

Sm$n«s »/ aU/« \M a vaila hie, » 
collected elementary data are stwdtcd m 
ventoev These data ate at twe kind«: (0) 
tally and awtomatnaflv up dan d data: hy- 
of administrative ir ana gì—ni, (à) 4mtm 

i 



not updated relating to fields where no updated 
(brum is available : these art- structural data, taken into 
account tr, the hank, if their usefulness does not 
deoeasc too fast with a«* (population census, 
transportât M m sunns, etc.). 

The inventory for each administrative source of 
data will he drawn up as follows, for example: 

(«) Tax administration: 

Revenues from households, balance sheets 
and accounts of enterprises and firms; 
Real estait data, 

(h) Social security, 

(ï) (.inform and foreign trade adr. nistratton; 

(d) ( (instruction ¿nd public woiks administration; 

(r) Administration of schools and universities, 

//) Internal trade administration, 

<l)   Ngricultural and industrial administration; 

(h) Public health, 

ft) local communities. 

If) (.ensuses and surveys. 

If a central bureau of statistics or euuivalent 
administration exists, the inventory must obviously 
henni with information already collected by that 
bureau. 

term »f tfo avutlahlt data. Ft ;s necessary to study 
tht form in which every one of the inventoried 
facts is available: magnetic tape, punched cards, 
manual card riles, books and reports, microfilm, etc. 
Attention should also be paid to potential data, i.e., 
data that will -or could be petxfuced by administra 
tivt management, but are no  as yet. 

t tUddula  for each tut, it help« to obtain: 

(mteopv of basic documents (if any); 
The format and layout oí the record; 
Tht dennttion <jf the units (fiekl); 
The cmk» (composition and definition); 
Tht geocoahn*,: the manner m which the data 

ate kxaliaed, poatal address, block number, 
co-ot4ifiafes, etc.); 

(•cnerapèitc levels; 
Frequency of updating; 

Accuracy : «casum for urMatrcstimatiort t* over- 

Eiiatma; ways of processing these «toa (tables 
ana1 Imi) ami frequency «if processing. 

Admmmtomt*» forms : 

A eofv of the form, 
ThewM; 
Gcocedmjr ; 

GaofHfhkal lévela, 
FfMpmcy; 

Aniptsiittd tLi.'u 

>tatistical   tables:   design,   codes,   definitions, 
frequency of production, etc., 

i.hnmolouicul series (t-.tí., production indices), 
Maps and graphs; 
Reports and other documents. 

Inventory   of administrative facts  that are the 
object of a record mil might provide data 

Optratkns »nnuir) /or prmultnn //•, r,,/if/ml <L/<¡ 

At this stage, the data to In stored in the bank 
havr been chosen and provided with weights for 
measuring their usefulness. J he inventors of existing 
data and their characteristics has then Inen drawn 
up. By comparison of these two lists, ihe operations 
necessars for obtaining the useful data in required 
form can lie deduced 

Fn fact, the inventors of such operations mas 
have alreads been made during the previous suge, 
but it is necessary to determine the vers ills erst 
costs of each of these operations. The cost of efforts 
needed for mobilizing adminístrame dala a I reads 
riled cannot be compared with that involved in 
obtaining new data, which entails creation of forms, 
and possibls a change in administrative organiza 
tion. This is whs it is necessars to compare efficients 
of various data (measured In weighting) and the 
cost ot action necessars for determining which data 
should be tirsi mobilized.* 

lir.il tii/eiy/r] of pnlimm,ir\ optiti/it,n.\ ¡;r'/(</,//>/'/. 
(tirs ami registt-rw The clara necessars fot preparing 
a given decision will generalis IH- obtained by 
statistical processing of indisidual data merged at 
the level of the individual, i.e., at the level of the 
basic entity (person, enterprise, premises, en.) It 
will thus he necessary to merge data relating to 
enterprises from fax authority tiles, trade ami cus 
torn« files and other hies (hies if electric power 
companies, etc.). Integration must obviously take 
place at the level of the basic unit, i.e., at elementary 
level, even if only data aggregates are wanted from 
the elementary data. It is therefore vers important 
mat the basic units be c><mmon to all the fik's 
considered (For instance, if the basic unit is an 
enterprise whose establishments are all in the first 
nie, whereas the second contains only state owned 
establishments, no integration is possible.) 

• AMuimng(>r<> he tht cost • if obtaining the Jatum/* whimc 
absolute weight for the users' community H» ** 'A* £, />,¿ 
*&)•  Ib* data are rlawMtkd in the ckirea*»ng <>r«>r 'if the 

ratio /,, /,, /, anil  mobilised  in   this  '.rikr  of 

•»•ofity. U the total  available budget  for  the  mobilization 
programme is S, rbc data /„ /„       I, »ill he mobiliattl like: 

.4 . »-/ *-/       I 

and *' i* •    \, * fj       S. 
"     "i      *r, 



All the basic entities such as establishments, 
enterprises, persons, premises, state-owned equip- 
ment, must lx-ar the .une identificai ion numbers in 
every tile (or, at least, hi univoca! corresponding 
identification numbers). 

The preliminar), operation that mobilizes data 
from elementary files consists of ascribing the same 
identification number to a given unit in all files. 
Such numbers are assigned at birth (or change) 
of the unit and recorded in a renter which is a 
file listing at least the invariable characteristics of 
each unit, with its identification numkr and, 
generaliv, with data concerning its location, lor 
instance: 

( ¡i ' Register of persons : 

Identification number; 
Dale and place of birth ; 
Name anil identification   number of parents; 
Address  (land  registry   plot   number,  postal 

address, etc.). 

(l'I Register of firms: 

Identification number (which automatically 
indicates ihcenterprise to which it belongs); 

Location (postal address, number of plot or 
district); 

Typt of establishment (plant, offices, etc.). 

(() Register of blocks (in a cit\ ): 

Identification nuntlier; 
Streets delimiting; the block, and house 

numlxrs aloni; each Mrcet in the block. 

There are two kinds of tiles according to the t\pc 
of entity : 

(a) l.conomic entities (persons, firms, premises); 

fi>l Ocographic entities  (cities,  quarters, blocks, 
plots, etc.). 

The lilts containing geographic entities are known 
as geographic tiles. The problems of correlation 
between economic and geographic tiles, i.e., the 
problems of geographic location of economic units, 
are examined Mow. 

<>nce the problem of the identification number is 
solved, it is advisable to choose data storage tech- 
niques. Various operations can then prove necessary, 
dependent on the nature of the data: 

(a) I i led elementary data: 

Identification bv number; 
Change of formal. 

fi>) I nhled elementary data selection from among 
various tiling techniques: 

( Atú punching; 
Direct recording on tapes; 
( >ptical scanning. 
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(() (.ollated  data selection from among various 
storage technique-: 

Microfilm for the data not processed; 
Computerization for processed data, such as 

that concerning all units in a region, a city, 
etc., that will undergo various treatment 
(updating, calculation, collation, etc.). 

Sellimiiu/iy/ry oj ftrelimhitin npvnttitms: iidmiiiis/nttivt 
and per'mdual problems. Operations on information 
involve operations with information sources. It is 
not always easy to obtain comm inication of data 
from one administration to another. Confidential 
problems often provide excellent excuses for not 
releasing requested information. It is even more 
ditiicult to obtain a change in data characteristic, 
or even in administrative procedures for data 
production. 

This problem is studied further on, along with 
some other political problems of a data bank 
(see page 16). 

The operations that invoke intervention of the 
originating administration are of several kinds: 

(til Modification of nomenclature used for classi- 
fying entities (e.g., adoption of the standard 
international classification for industrial 
establishments); 

(l>) Modification of existing administrative forms 
to obtain new data required for planning 
decisions of the data-bank users (e.g., modi- 
fication of income tax returns in order to 
obtain data on household equipment); 

(f) Recording of administrative operations by 
means of new forms that never existed before 
(e.g., obliging any person that leaves the 
country to fill in a form); 

id) Creation of a new administrative operation 
for recording required data (e.g., recording 
ot sales of lantl and premises). 

Production of lulditumal data: censuses and surreys. 
Censuses and surveys must as far as possible be 
avoided Ix-cause of high costs and lack of automatic 
updating. They are, however, to lie resorted to in 
the following two cases: 

(a) Imp« >rtant fields in which there are no available 
data (e.g., population and employment, if 
there is no population register); 

(b) I laboral ioa of a data base in a field where 
administrative files provide periodic updating, 
but the base is missing (e.g., if administrative 
operations provide a monthly record of new 
buildings, it is necessary to make a census of 
the buildings that exist at a certain moment, 
in order to have a permanentiv up-to-date 
file of buildings). 



If part ot the required information pertains to one 
or these two cases, a census or survey should be 
organized and its cost evaluated: 

(a) A census, if necessary to elaborate a complete 
base for a tile s\ stem (building riles, population 
files, etc.); 

(h) A survey, if necessary onlv to obtain average 
characteristics (survey of household con- 
sumption).4 

A survev can sometimes be conducted by partial 
processing of existing census data that contain the 
necessary information, 1 or instance, if the popula- 
tion census questionnaire contains tjuestions on 
household equipment, processing of a random 
sample will be sufficient to obtain satisfactory 
average data on the equipment of various household 
categories. 

'¡h in formel/inn systems ami the du tu batik 

As we have already seen ihe data bank consists 
of information systems comprising: (a) the data; 
(b) the means for updating, examining, processing 
and publication of these data. 

The systems must be able to evolve, i.e., progressi- 
vely develop and become more efficient as the mass 
ot data and the budget increase. The starting point 
must be neither complicated nor sophisticated, but 
a simple system that rapidly makes the available 
data usable. 

The systems described below are the most general 
for any data bank. The various stages, which extend 
over several years, leading to a complete data bank 
will be examined in pages 15-17. 

It has already been seen that data to Ixr stored in a 
data  bank can  be  classified into two  categories: 
(a) elementary or summarized data that must be 
frequently processed and updated. The storage ot 
such data must facilitate its processing: magnetic 
tapes or disks, even   punched cards  for  a   start; 
(b) other data, such as statistical tables, economic 
accounts, models, for which the most important 
problem is not processing, but retrieval (e.g., re- 
trieval of all information relating to a given field). 

These data are to be stored, if possible on micro- 
film; they must be described and examinable in a 
documentation system. 

A data bank thus contains several information 
systems: (a) elementary information systems, from 
among which it is possible to distinguish between 

* E.g. : t .urvey provides data on household consumption 
of e^príKÍucj according to the socio-professional category 
«t the hiHitthold. The population census vives the social and 
professional structure of the population in any ione. Thete 
two act» of data arc sufficient for providing an acceptable 
estimate of household consumption in any zone, and certainly 
f«>r studici of transportation, market, etc. 

the elementary tile systems and the summarized 
rile systems; (h) collated data systems, including a 
documentary retrieval system. 

IJermntun infwHiat'um systems 

The elementary data to be stored in the most 
general data bank intended for several categories 
ot users are as follows: 

(a) Data concerning persons: data on working 
persons, employment, available incomes, etc. 
can be derived from them. The data concern- 
ing households are summarized data that 
pertain to this category; 

(/>) Data concerning establishments: the data on 
the establishments of a given sector (sectoral 
data) as well as the data concerning enter- 
prises (i.e., all the establishments of each 
enterprise), which are summarized da: a, 
pertain to this category ; 

(i-J Data concerning buildings and public works: 
e.g., data on premises, roads, networks, etc. 

I.¡emvntein files. An elementary tile contains data 
on the indivisible clement of a given category 
(person, firm, premises, etc.). The merit of an ele- 
mentary tile system lies in that it allows merging 
ot data from different sources, relating to the same 
element. 

It has already been said that different data con- 
cerning the same element (e.g., a firm) can only be 
integrated if that element is identified by the same 
number in the various tiles. It is therefore necessary 
to build up a registcrcontaining.it least the invariable 
characteristics of each element and its identification 
number. 

The various elementary files and the means of 
updating, retrieval and processing constitute the 
elementary data systems. Some of these systems can 
be partial, such as: information systems on students, 
industrial establishments, dwellings. There can lie 
two ways of processing these tiles: (,i) retrieval and 
extraction of elementary data (concerning a person 
or an establishment); (b) processes that provide 
collated data. 

As a general rule, even if the laws of the country 
prohibit disclosure of elementary data, such riles 
must be kept in the data bank to provide users with 
collated data suited to their needs, localise updating 
is also generally done at the elementary level. If the 
data arc classified, then only statistics arc supplied to 
the decision makers. The problem of classification 
must be solved technically by provision of adequate 
keys to control access to elementary data. Individual 
liberties mainly reu u i re that repressive authorities 
(police and tax collection) have no access to elemen- 
tary files of other authorities. Nevertheless, the co- 
operation of the originating administrations in the 
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data bank can only be obtained if these are directly 
interested in the existence of the bank and it facilitates 
their management. This implies that each admin- 
istration must therefore have access to individual data 
originating from other administrations, provided it 
is not classified. A data bank for decision making 
must therefore be accompanied by a network of 
unclassified individual data, at least between ad- 
ministrations. In addition, this organization entails 
an immediate advantage for those administered: 
this individual data communicated to all admin- 
istrations could be collected just once, by that 
administration in the best position for so doing. 

Summarised jiks. I lementary data can be collated 
into summarized data, i.e., into data concerning 
grouped units, such as a household file derived 
from the file of persons, a file of enterprises derived 
from the tile of firms, etc. Many administrative 
riles in fact refer to collated units: tax files on 
enterprises, registrar's tiles on households, etc. 

(wo»rapl>ic location, correspondence jiks, and snmma- 
ri~rd nnjyuphiç-fiks. ideographic locat ion is a character- 
ise of the units of a file. This characteristic plavs an 
important role, mainly in so far as it concerns 
urban and regional programming and planning, 
and location problems. 

It must therefore be stressed that: (a) any 
entity (establishment, person, etc.) in an elementary 
file must have a geographic identification (address, 
etc.); il>) it is essential to build up reference files 
between different geographic identifications (ad- 
dress, number, etc.) unless a unified method of 
location has been adopted by the administrative 
management as a whole. 

The files, coltateli at a given geographic level 
(block, community, etc.), are most useful statistical 
files in decision making on problems of location. 
They are easier to handle than elementan files arid 
raise no problems of confidentiality. 

It must be noted that updating of geographic and 
reference files is very difficult, especially in a country 
where land use evolves rapidly, as is often the 
case in developing countries. Administrative proce- 
dures for updating geographic units must lie very 
carefully devised. The best recommendation that 
can lie made is to set up a geographic index of 
land (at the level of the plot panellation), accom- 
panied In a building register and to adopt the 
same units of address in the administrative files. 

( »ILit al data, appended file, and documentation 

Collated data. These are: (a) statistical tables; 
(h) chronological series; (c) other data, such as 
national audits, input-output tables, maps, graphs, 
etc. 
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This information should be stored on microfilm. 
I lach piece of information is identified by an index 
number. It is highly advisable to index the collate 1 
data in a system for automatic documentation 
processing (see "Documentation" below). 

Appended pk. It is essential to know the exact 
definition, accuracy and limits of application of 
each datum. The whole of this "information about 
information" constitutes a general appended file. 

This file is composed of collections of in- 
formation relating to various collated data 
and to elementary and summarized files in the 
bank. Each type of datum contained in the bank 
has a corresponding set of appended information: 
definition of terms, nomenclature used, accuracy 
of information, and other elements likely to be 
of help in intelligent use of the data. The general 
appendix file must also be stored on microfilm 
(microcards). 

Documentation. Reports, maps, graphs, etc. that 
may lie useful to the data-bank users can also be 
stored in the bank. Here too, microfilm is the 
most suitable form for these elements of informa- 
tion. 

An automatic rather than a classical system of 
documentary research is strongly recommended. 

Information retrieval 

lor classifying data stored in the bank and 
permitting retrieval and identification of those 
that are helpful in solving a given problem, a 
documentation system must be instituted. The 
documentation system is composed of the following 
elements: 

(a)    A   general   description   file   containing   a 
description of each element of the bank: 

Pattern of each elementary file; 
Pattern of each summarized file; 
Collated data; 
Documents. 

<l>) The means for systematic retrieval, in the 
file, of the information elements relating to a 
given problem. 

Classical manual systems should be proscribed 
as inefficient. The system chosen may be simple 
(e.g., KWIC) or sophisticated, such as the French 
system SPHYNX (INSEE). 

These possibilities will just be mentioned here, 
without going into details. Actually, this system 
of documentation processing is not the most 
important part of the data bank. Obviously in a 
developing country, its creation cannot be envisaged 
during the first stages of building up a data bank. 



Figure 2 

ORGANIZATION OF A DATA BANK 

Questions in 
terms of 
information 

Information 
éléments 

Entries in the system 

The elementary and summarized files are updated 
by means of administrative files. The best method 
is to send each administration's updated files 
periodically to the bank. Two cases may arise: 
(a) the administrative files are readily convertible 
into the system's files (with a change in format, 
if necessary); (h) the data of the administrative 
files are used for updating the system's files. This 
updating involves the use of the basic records and 
the corresponding files. 

When the bank's files are computerized and the 
administrative files are not, the bank must com- 
puterize the data intended for updating of its files. 
This calls for the devising of adequate entrv 
procedures (by means of punched cards, data 
recording on tape, optical scanner, etc.). 

Software 

The bank's software comprises the following 
different modules: 

(a) Updating of elementary files on the basis 
of administrative files, records and corre- 
spondence files (and updating of the corre- 
spondence files and records themselves); 

(b) Creation of integrated files starting from 
two or more elementary files, on the one 
hand, and the correspondence files and 
records, on the other; 

(t) Creation and updating of summarized files 
and most especially of summarized geo- 
graphic files ; 

(d) Creation of derived liles (e.g., a |',|c ()f 
students starting from person.if tiles); 

(e) examination of elementan and summarized 
tiles, and processing of their data. Corre- 
sponding publications. Manv types of in- 
vestigation must be possible: 

(i) Retrieval of a unit in an elementary or 
summarized tile (e.g., the characteristics 
of a given establishment) and compu- 
tation combining these characteristics 
(e.g., ratio of two characteristics); 

(ii) Statistical tabulation starting from an 
elementan file; 

(iii) Retrieval, in an elementary or summarized 
file, of the units meeting certain require- 
ments as to one or several characteristics; 

(iv) Collation, in a summarized tile, of data' 
concerning a group of units (e.g., data 
on a given zone in a city, based on data 
on the blocks that make up that zone); 

(v) Various computation and processing, 
such as statistical analysis, factoral analy- 
sis, classification, estimation of parameters 
of a model, etc. 

The size and number of tiles, number of 
users, and necessity to rapidly satisfy widely 
different users make it impossible to have a 
special programme prepared in advance for 
each processing. This is why it is essential 
to resort to new techniques, by which the 
computer itself produces the required pro- 
gramme, based on simple instructions that can 
be combined with each other. The best 
solution is for the computer to write out 
the instructions without the aid of a pro- 
grammer. This implies that the language of 
the instructions must be user-oriented. 

(/) Publication of results in a form adapted to 
the users' needs involves listings, graphs and 
automatic mapping, and issue of results in 
informative forms (e.g., magnetic tapes); 

(&) Finally, problems of data-bank programmes in 
different countries may be similar. Thus 
it may be possible for a country to use soft- 
ware written in another country. 

In the field of software, there are wide possibilities 
for international co-operation and coordination, 
which will mainly benefit the developing countries. 

Hardware 

The hardware must obviously be chosen as a 
function of the systems. For instance, the volume 
of files determines the type of memories to be 
used. The two main factors affecting selection of 
hardware are: (a) the bank must be able to use 
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the administrative files; (h) utilization of a data 
hank eventually implies telemetering and installation 
of" terminals, to facilitate direct utilization of the 
hank hy those who are not located close to the 
computer. Shared time will reduce cost of manage- 
ment of terminals at a sophisticated stage of the 
data hank. 

It is not absolutely necessary to have real time 
access to files, at least during the first stages. 

Software supplied hy computer manufactures 
seldom satisfies the needs of data hanks. They 
are too general and too heavy. Therefore, software 
available from computer manufacturers should not 
be taken into account when selecting hardware. 

Permanent conih x ion s ni/h users 

Whether in the public or private sector, the users 
of a data bank are rarely in a position to use the 
information  systems of the bank  directly for the 
simple  reason:  they  are  not  completely  aware  of 
what the bank possesses and can do.  It  is always 
necessary for a team of specialists to analyse prob- 
lems raised  by the user and translate in terms of 
questions to the data-hank systems. They must be 
able   to   help   every   decision   maker   in   choosing 
models   for    preparation    of    decisions    however 
simple   (indicators,   norms) and    in    determining 
the type of data that suits the model.   It is these 
specialists   that   must   therefore   be   familiar   with 
information   stored   in   the   bank   and   with   the 
possibilities that the hank's systems offer the users. 
They   must   be   capable   of   using   these   systems 
themselves,   without   programmers.   Finally,   they 
must be capable of choosing from among the data 
relating to a problem and of preparing a synthesis 
of information elements for the decision maker. 

It must be remarked that no machine can do 
ihis work, and this team is the most important 
human element of the data bank. 

Relationships with users present two important 
aspects: first, the systems of the data bank must 
suit the needs of the users; second, economic 
agents, potential users who have so far never 
had recourse to organized data assembled expli- 
citely for decision making, must be encouraged to 
call on the bank. 

These two problems can be solved effectively by- 
organizing of group seminars for each specific 
category of users. How to make a case study has 
already been shown; for everv category of important 
decisions of each user group, an actual decision 
ot an existing economic agent, representative of 
the group, is analysed and the decision model 
and the two corresponding situations are established 
The information is extracted from the hank and 
combined  by   means  of the  model.   The  results 
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arc discssed with the agent concerned who reaches 
conclusions and makes his decision. The whole 
constitutes the case study. A seminar can thus be 
organized for a group of a few decision makers 
having similar decision structures. The seminar 
has two purposes: 

(n) Testing the case study hy collective psycho- 
analysis hy the participating users, assisted 
by the seminar leader, who react to their 
colleague's expose and that of the bank 
team. Thus the analysis can be amended 
and it can be determined whether the case 
study can be generalized. Moreover, the 
reactions of participants may reveal needs for 
information that have not previoulsy been 
identified. 

(b) The seminar tingibly demonstrates how the 
data were used for preparing decisions, and 
what lessons can be learnt from each example. 
This second purpose is very important. In 
fact, when the data bank begins operations, 
mc-st potential users still have decision 
structures that prevent use of outside data. 
Of all possible marketing and publicity 
operations for the data bank, group seminars 
have proven the most effective. 

For organizing seminars, the decision makers 
are divided into homogeneous groups, in so far as 
main decisions are concerned: 

(a) Government; 
(/') Regional administrations; 
(c) Focal communities; 
(il) Parliament; 
(r) Public and private enterprise: 

Industry; 
Distribution; 
Services; 
Banks; 
Construction and public works; 

(j ) Political parties; 
(ä) Trade unions; 
(h) Professional organizations of doctors, archi- 

tects, etc.; 
fi) Research centres and universities. 

A case study is conducted with a representative 
of each group, by means of dialogue between the 
data-bank team and the representative. The case 
study comprises: 

fa) Analysis of an important decision; 
(/>) Translation into the form of needs for data; 
fc) Insertion of the data bank; 
(d) Description of data to be used, and their value ; 
ft) Decision models to be used; 
(f) Decision actually made, and its results. 



Kxperience teaches that such a seminar can he 
very effective when attended by a maximum of 
ten participants, for a whole day without break. 

After the first seminar for a group has been 
held, and the validity of the corresponding case 
study has thus been tested, more seminars can be 
organized periodically, to gradually sensitize the 
whole group. Such seminars can IK handled by a 
university, together with the professional organiza- 
tions. 

BUILDING lip A DATA BANK IN A Ol VI-I.OPINCCOt NIRY 

Cenerai principles 

Developing countries, and particularly their Gov- 
ernments and administrations, are in great need 
for economic data, more so perhaps than advanced 
countries. In fact, their central authorities generally 
have to retain much of the initiative in development 
matters and the cost of a bad decision is much 
greater than elsewhere: these countries cannot 
afford waste. This does not mean that every devel- 
oping country should as soon as possible establish 
the most costly of sophisticated information systems; 
the starting point can be simple. 

One thing is certain: all administrative-managerial 
operations generate data, and every country has 
administration (at least for collecting taxes).' The 
by-product data of administrative management 
can rapidly constitute ,e data base for information 
systems open to many decision makers. No minimum 
development level is therefore necessary for building 
up a data bank for decision making in a developing 
country. 

However, it must be stressed that the systems 
and structure of the bank must develop gradually 
and progressively. The data bank must evolve as a 
function of the basic economic structures (which 
are common in a developing country), along with 
the growth of available information and the 
changes in decision processes of the administrations 
concerned. 

This evolution cannot be programmed. This is 
another reason for the data-bank systems to be 
operational from the outset, though the first stage 
may be rudimentary. The building of a bank must 
therefore comprise several stages, only the first 
of which can really be programmed. At each 
stage, the data bank must be usable operationally. 

The organizations that are the source of data on 
one hand, and the users on the other, must be 
closely associated in the building up of the bank, from 
the very beginning. 

As regards the source organizations, it must be 
stressed  that  legislative  or  regulatory  measures, 

such   as   laws   making   communication   of   even 
administrative-management tile to the bank manda- 
tory, are not   sufficient:   technical   compétence of 
the source organizations and niainb their knowledge 
of the information that tbev produce and its limita 
tions, are indispensable for operation of the bank 
They must therefore be closeK linked to the bank 
by the detailing of members of iheir stati  t.» ihe 
data-hank team. 

As regards users, the need for close liaison with 
the bank has been sufficiently stressed above. 

I inallv, the data bank should not entail additional 
constraints on the source administrai ion, at least 
during the first years. This is a prerequisite for the 
bank's success. It is essential that the daia bank 
does not meet any opposition, for it can onl\ 
operate in close liaison with sources and users. 
Therefore: (a) if confidentiality is the rule of the 
country, it must be guaranteed from the onset; 
(b) no operation that might arouse hostility of an 
important group or body should be launched 
during the first years. New forms to be completed, 
launching of new surveys and censuses mus; k 
avoided, as far as possible, during the initial stage. 
The creation of the b: ,!k must appear to generate 
administrative simplification (the advantages in 
preparation of decisions are not obvious to all 
economic agencies, at least during the first years). 

iirst stage: a pilot project 

A data-bank committee must be created, com- 
prising representatives of the administration charged 
with planning, all the source organizations (public 
or other), the central bureau of statistics, ami the 
development corporations, financial institutions, 
banks, etc. 

The Committee must control preliminary study 
and see that an appropriate study team is constituted 
and organized. The team should include statisticians, 
economists, and programmers. Participation of 
international experts-mainly experts on data banks 
and developmental strategy should lie considered 
(if the aid of an international organization is 
required). 

The preliminary study comprises two parts: 
(a) inventory of users' needs, analysis of their 
decisions in terms of data, and weighting of these 
decisions ; (b) inventory of data that can be mobilized 
and cost of mobilization. 

These operations have already been described 
(see page 7). At this stage, the study does not 
need to be a complete analysis of all decisions 
made by all decision makers, but only a rapid 
inventory of decision makers and their principal 
decisions. 
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Nevertheless, the objectives of" the data hank 
must he death defined. The s'udy must contain 
indications of" attitude of" the potential users toward 
the project, and on particular users who should be 
associated with the project from the outset. 

The inventory or data sources and .mah sis of 
the information that cm he mohili/ed have heen 
outlined a hove. This studs must assess actual 
possibilities for co-operai ton between esistine in- 
formation sources and an eventual data hank. 
'I Ins information will be taken into account in 
organizing the data bank. 

I inalh, a proposal for „ pilot pro|cct: indication 
of operations to be canted out in sellini; up a 
pilot project that ma\ help s.itisf\ needs for in- 
formation relating to preparation of decisions 
that ha\e received .1 hiuli weighting, In means 
of data that can he i.ipidh  mohili/ed. 

\ pilot project must always precede building 
up of the data hank propel. This is ncccssarv if" the 
ttrst stage is to he immediateh operational, without 
too heavy a budget. The pilot project must he 
hmifeil. It can take dtilcrent forms, according to 
t\pes of decision makers and the nature of rapidly 
available data. 

There are two possible categories of pilot 
projects: 

du A sectoral data bank: e.g., on industrial 
firms and investment projects (the industrial 
information system project proposed by 
INIIX) is a sectoral databank project); 
the project can even he limited within a 
sector: e.g., only to industrial firms with more 
than ten employees; 

(li) A data hank for a limited geographic zone; 
e.g., a regional data hank for a pilot region, 
the first informal ion systems of" which can he 
based on summarized geographic files. 

Onh data that can be mobilized, i.e. rendered 
usable without dclav, should he taken into account 
•n the pilot project. 

It is possible to establish ranking of the necessarv 
data, by its utility and the operations that make it 
available, as a function of cost. But it is not possible 
to calculate precisely the benefit accruing to the 
country from the use of a data bank. The profit will 
lie shared by many users and will be more tangible 
over the long term than in the short term. A cost versus 
benefit analysis would therefore yield an illusory 
result. 

Once the weights attributed to different users and 
the cost of mobilizing the relative information have 
been evaluated, the choice of the operations, in view 
of the given budgetary limitations, becomes auto- 
matic. 
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1 IM pi In 1 pro/at timi preparatimi oí ti second project 

The pilot project having been launched based on 
rapid inventorv of information effectively available 
and analysis of important needs of the users, it is 
essential for the project to become rapidly operation- 
al six months or a year after having been launched. 
< operation of the project makes it possible to check 
the analyses that have been made, the information 
and the decisions. It helps users of the bank and its 
source organizations to become acquainted with it. 
This bit by bit permits determination of whether it 
is possible to build a complete data bank in the 
country, and to make the stages of the second pro- 
ject more precise. 

Various structural organizations may be envisaged 
for operation of the pilot project, expérience 
recently gained in several projects carried out 
(successes and failures) in developing countries 
leads the author to insist on an organization that is 
structured from the beginning, of the following 
type: 

(a) National committee for the data bank a 
management council. The national committee 
controls the preliminary study and assumes 
responsibility for conclusions reached in this 
study. A pilot project is then launched. A law 
or regulation may be necessarv from the 
pilot stage. The committee then officially 
becomes the management council of the 
bank. 

(b) Association of users. The users having been 
divided into groups for the needs of the 
preliminary study (analysis of decisions), 
users' commissions (one for each group) are 
constituted from the groups involved in these 
analyses. A users' council is created, compris- 
ing a representative from each commission. 

(c) Creation of the bank. Three solutions are 
possible: 

i) The data bank is directly attached to a central 
administration  that plays an   important  role 
in development (e.g., the Ministry of Planning); 

ii) The  data   bank   is  a  private   body  (e.g.,   a 
foundation); 

iii) The data bank is integrated into the central 
bureau of statistics, 

l'or a pilot project, the third solution may be 
convenient. The first would actually give precedence 
to governmental needs, thus leading to a practically 
"closed" hank. A private data bank runs the risk of 
not obtaining aid from the data-source administra- 
tions. The central bureau of statistics has a staff 
of information specialists and ts already geared 
to respect personal secrets; all the agencies concerned 
will therefore trust it, in this respect. 



The central bureau of statistics, whicn is tradition- 
ally a body for studies rather than programming of 
decisions, on the other hand, may lack creativeness 
and dynamism and require new staff to take charge 
ot the data bank. 

One risk to avoid is that of creating multiple, 
isolated sectoral data banks. Indeed, this solution 
would render co-ordination very difficult in such 
matters as identification numbers and selection of 
nomenclature. This is why the bank must be the 
subject of co-ordination between administrations. 
The management council (previously the national 
council of the data bank) can provide the basis for 
such co-ordination. Through this committee, each 
data source is able to control the utilization of data 
that it furnishes. 

The staff of the data bank must include, at least: 
a specialist on each data source, who is familiar 
with the data supplied by the body to which he 
belongs and with the administrative operations that 
produced these data; economists and statisticians 
forming a team which analyses users' problems such 
as those that are posed to the bank, and conducts 
the case studies, if necessary; system analysts and 
data-bank experts, whose task is to define the bank 
systems; various technicians (programmers, multi- 
copiers, etc.); marketing specialists to promote 
use of the data bank; administrative personnel. 

As for utilization of the computers, it has been 
said above that a computer is not indispensable from 
the verv beginning. A computer can be utilized from 
the beginning only if the two following require 
ments are met: (a) available data to be integrated 
into the bank's systems have alread\ been computer 
ized; (b) computer time is available to the data 
bank in an administrative body. If the intention 
is to make the bank operational as soon as possible, 
a new computer cannot be used for the pilot project. 
If there is no computer in any administrative body, 
one can make do with punch-card machines tor trie 
pilot project. If a computer is utilized, only software 
that is readily available and functioning on that 
computer should be used. 

After the bank has effectively functioned for six 
months to a year, the pilot project must be re-ex- 
amined. Experience can bring alterations, and a 
second version of the pilot project can then be 
defined accordingly. The second pilot project can 
function for a period of one to five years. 

Project Xo. 2 

Project No. 2, which is the complete data-bank 
project, should be studied after several months of 
operation of the pilot project, bv a team which worked 
on the pilot project. The preparatorv studv will cover 
different stages, such as those described in this 
report; it will include a complete inventory ami 
analysis of all data mobilization which can 
be envisaged, as well as all decisions and decisori 
programming and control actions tor which the 
data bank will be called on for assistance. 

This project will be divided into stages, according 
to technological and budgetary possibilities. 

The conclusions of the pilot project will obviously 
ta taken into account in the preparation of Project 
No. 2. Project No. 2 can start with the introduction 
of the primary modifications necessan in the second 
pilot project, followed bv progressive extension 
of this project, in its new form, to other sectors of 
the economy (or to other regions, according to the 
t\pe of pilot project that was chosen), so as to 
assure continuity  of operation. 
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ÙSM 

The stages of preparation 

and implementation 

of industrial projects* 

(CI.ASSII KATION Ol   PRF INViSTMKNT STlDIi S) 

IMRIIDII noN 

PR» PAR XTIOS OH A PRDfM rcan lx- seen as a scries of 
interdependent measures in constant evolution: 

a process aimed at translating an ulea into a collection 
or plans ami figures, graphs anil other information 
ncecssan for construction, testing and commission- 
ing of an installation. The elaboration of a project 
undergoes a certain nunilxr of stages during which 
its various elements are pre pa reel and examined 
in order to reach decisions, some of which require 
contractual agreements. I he preparation of a project 
can therefore he seen as a series of activities culmin- 
ating in establishment of a certain number of studies 
and documents which permit the taking of various 
decisions. 

Projects arc developed in a given institutional 
frame which determines their nature and the number 
of economic agencies liktK to be interested in one 
project or another. Thus, the nature and set|uence 
of decisions concerning viabilm »>f the project, 
its location and financing, approval of contracts, 
etc., will be determined bv the policy of competent 
licensing authorities, the role of banks in economic 
life, the scope of legislative power delegated to 
local communities, etc.; the range arul accuracy of 
information necessary for the taking of decisions 
in different stages of a project will also depend on 
its inherent characteristics: size, degree of complexity, 
sector, type of final product, etc. Therefore, am 
attempt to describe a typical process of project 
preparation comprising detailed classification of 
decisions to he made and thorough analysis of 
information required for that purpose would meet 

* Document prepared bv tKc I MIX) «ccrctauat. 

with insurmountable difficulties. However, the 
process can be outlined by specifying main srages, 
their function, and the most common type of 
study (ckjcuments) used foe each. 

MAIN STA<,KS IN FI.AHORATION AND 

IMPl.KMI NIATION Of   AN INDt STRIAI. PROJH T 

The starting point of an industrial project is the 
setting of the objective to be attained, i.e., the belief 
that it is possible and desirable to manufacture a 
certain product or group of products, or to utilise 
certain resources. This belief can result from survey 
of existing industrial establishments, sectoral or 
inferindustnal analyses, geological surveys, market 
studies, etc. It is often a response to a need that 
appeared within the frame of industrial devel* 
planning. 

The process of preparation and execution of a 
project, following the determination of" the objective 
to be attained, can be divided into stages and 
steps. 

These steps have the following characteristics: 

Prtsekctimt. A decision must be made as to 
whether it is advisable to conduct detailed study ai 
the project and if so, to define the scope of »wbaetjttent 
studies. This requires ensuring that: 

(a) The project is of sufficient interest on the 
technical-economic plane to justify detailed 
study, i.e., a feasible technical solution can be 
anticipated; 

(k) The project conforms with the objective« of 
governmental strategy and pia 
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The remit« obtained during this stag* are c««ip»led 

m   a  preliminary   feasibility    studv     Intuir»»"«   art 

contturft-d by the investor himself, r by a "hctiti«»us 

investor" (promoter), the latter can I*  a develop 
ment KHIV, ministry, etc 

t mee it has been ascertained that the profeti 
deserve* stualv in «letali, an investor must I* tound 

who is willing to carr\ it out . it promoter an<l 
investor are not one ami ihe same). 

/ nrmH¡*tit>n \t this stag* the various alternative 

solutK«* (technical, economic, hnancial ami a«l 

ministrativc) must !*• studied and the conclusions 

»ml supporting data presented in a systematic form. 
This is achieved In partial studies (of techniques, 

management, etc j or c<«iplete stu«ltcs (of technical 

economic feasibility 1 entrusted to a consultine 

engineering ci«H-anv, supplier, or potentini foreign 
investor. 

I .MIM/HIN ami dmsum. A decision must he taken 
at this stage as to whether the project will he 

implemented, ami to dehne its essential ec. lomic 

and technical characteristics. It an order of priorities 

exists, the project must be quantitatively assessed 
in terms of us ranking and priority. 

Although    formulati««   of   the   proteo    already 
implies an assessment, the feasibility study ami other 

preliminary investment studies must also he (.valu 

ated h\ the invest«», or the hodv up«« w h >se appr« »val 
eneeutK« of the protect will depend. 

( mtriktmv   At  this   stage,   methotls  of implem 

erttatM« of the project must  lie duine«!  by   le^al 

ciunmitmentü   (c<«tracts).    \egotiafK«s   must   (*• 

c<«ducted   with  several  bodies  to  obtain   official 

approval or conclude c(«tractual agreements: with 

hanks on mo.k-s , * financing, a ith ( ...v a ,Mm 111 , „1 

-ite an*l hseal incentives, .in«I , uh .1 consulting 

engineering c,»mpan\ on mimical supm ison | he 

negotiations *„h suppliers ,>f material ,in«l tulmual 

know how are eepialh imponant, ¡»„Is must |H 

evaluated, technical and comiiHTci.il «. .tulti tons 
fixed, an«l the nmv m conti uts Mgiu.l Ih« 

signing ..t confa« ts csiabhshe- |„„|, technual 
procedures an«l the c\i« uiion scheduli 

l'ruini ,lt\¡uH/t/j, ,.///i/>7„ 11,11, .m,, ,,,»¡l,,ny>l,,„nr 

Industrial installation must lonform viiih uvlmu.il 
spec locations and time s.htilulis speune.1 ,,, ,|,t. 

contract. 'I'hese steps comp,is, ieri .un attiviti« s, 

such as preparation of plans an,I ,,ti,et .letailed 
technical stu«lics, consirui non «Itavi nuis, s,,, ,level 

opment, c« «st rue Hon v*ork, deliveries . recti.«n, 
trials, etc. It should IH- noi ed that diavung up ot 

contracts does not always piecede preparation ol 

plans an«i construction ic.g , in the I.IM. ut turn kev 

plants;. In the other implcmcnia, mn sismiis |,,r 

instance open bid«lmg tot ml, L>r<.u(> ..t ma« limes 

contracts are made in sivttal Mages, s,nu tor 

reasons given Ix-lov* the pi\ st nt siuiiv .Us not 

deal with proni t implemeniai ioti, the vanni of 

f«)ssible systems tor execution are noi indiiaud 
here 

\s to we \t meut promotion in the strici sense . >f the 

ferm(i e.,adivines aimed al ensuring (inani mg ot tin 

project), these activities should loll.,* preparation 

ot the project an«l ihe dei ision in implement. 
\ctuallv, it can start as soon ,«s t he mien si ot 

eventual investors can In- aroused In pra« 11< «•, this 

means activities can begin immediati l\ alter pr« 
select li« 

I lal'or^ni 

H Ih 
Mr m ih Prtih't 1  ii-MfmiH' 

imi sclcition . z Hie! sriViiinn 

I 1 111 1—-f—I 1 
I Pre inrtum itt ip.'r'ìTmrfiis I 

M<MT COMMON TTwi or Hr-is\MrMiNi 

ITI We» AND INVTJTMKNT DIM I Mf.ftlTS 

k KM alretek been MM* that research Awe for m 

maVttriat pitfct Md c«mck.«iom reach*«! ate 

compila«! meo a number of studies and «Jocuments 
»Hat CM he daaamtd M follows: 

(*) rVt-MveMmtM atwdies (elaboration atage) ; 

(b) DocMWWtt t*MK*tmm% Mveatmenu, caecution 
(inrrMtirjM io lendrt, bait, contracts, à*uàtà 

drawMifft, Wue prints, c««structi<« j»lans, 

enfmeerinn stuebes, pro««!« work progress 

WfMirts, trial reports, ctc.j. 

In vitw i4 the fact that IMIX) assistance to 
«trvctopmg countries is ma in I v given for the varwHis 

»tafts <4prtfwt elmfmratitm, the present paper sire>ses 

pre «vestment studies, as for executk«, :he paper 

onlv ¿hacteMMS tenders and loan appbeatie« hies, 

i.«. «é.K-wmmts concerning the very nrst stages tir" 
prnfect mspiementaaie«. 
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Pm IIUIN im   I I RIUNII       M I» 

Staff  Preseleitloii 

I.Kptrl   itr  lint/y   tv   >>r   iliurgrn1  » itti   ih,    ,//«/r      Vi    nukiseri.il 

en un 'trust (i ir iiiunneeri »uh p4»f MIITIU experience 

Ohieit ,m<l ¡on/tut    I he P"rp< «t • <i the scmit is t.. determine 
lai  ^ hither the  i.h|fcfivi's  . .•  the  pri.mt   ronfi irire   vi eeh 

(íi >vi-rnmt-ueal pnlk'Y. 
Ibi  %hether   rht-   perecí,   ai   tir-M   sighi.   «mit   t..   iiisiitS 

detailed xtiid\ , 

/i     * h ii aispetts « >f rht   proferì  ikserit   spinal atienin .n 
during tuhsiqiK'iii nsearr h í market surtris  lahor iti.rv 
reses, ere ¡. 

In perirne dei'Wton mi the merit • •• thi   project. ihc studv 
must include. 

(i) A descripción . 4 the market 'estimait . if o .imuiiip- 
lluii, tren du, present supplì    pi ice 

(li)  Vi outline ni tcchnolojiícal i.iriaiits  imi informa 
funi   o met ruin«   ,ti .nlahiliu   • .t   mam   producimi! 
factors (mainh    un   materials 

(ni)   \   provisional   inimwu    i.t   procih J   • >l    un essarv 
lllllStrtlCllt  and n psl  I if i >|n rain MI . 

(iv;  Vi appn iximuti estiman . >t i-. .míen -n i.il rcniahiliev. 

*   IIMI'I      II     I  I    «    IMI I  M       -|.   I.l 
(Mi     IMI    VI      IMi   MUSnMIl 

\ltiftr: li irmulatH m. 

I.xfrr/ itr My tu h, eburtted wit)< tlir >tmh     \ nim . .• rii»£mecf« 
and economists, prcrcraWv   ítmii an "«111 »• >r t naiiiiiinm 
studies speclaJiziiiK 11: the tik-iant Held 

Oh/nt ittul .tmtiHt    I ht purpose • <t rke snidi  is 
lui    111 assess the technical ¿ml en mu   \ lahilirv < 4 1 ter, 

pn i|erl  1 ariani, 

Ih)   i o determine and e. ahi.iti m ihuil tlit optimal variant, 
and outlineaproiisionalproi/rammi-f. .r implt rm m au. m. 

This study culi he presumí) «s h ilk 1« s 
! 111  Sficclftcatlons ni tht manufacture d pr< <du< t<<,    technical 

ikscripiioti, iitiltti  1 elucj. 
Ibi   Market oufkt« mid produrli• .11 

Infirmiteli m   un   external   .11 iti   ninnili     unlets    ind 
dtmaeid, assemhlcil in a market -.indi    sei hel.  1» 
tort-rant  prmíui! 4 ihc plant,  m mi/ed h\   u» 
and priidurt (ut predilli  tjn.iip 
tripli   in   he  taken   in   penetran-   ihc   market   (prue 
polrcv, suits "ry.iiii/.itn ni, iti 

fo   lethnienJ dmn 
(t) pimi ut ih«- piane 

< *pi«'Mv (rated, maximum * 
Teihnoltim and hli n k diaurairt "• • i|n raíl, ms 
c*riivi»cinii»l ai rainiemt111 . •• 11 mi aliaci, ni« 
H.IC.N eifuipnieiic .imi mwhiik-ri . 
t*rt»kd«iwii. >• per* >i 11 it-1, un Imliii^ manaiiemt-nc. 

(Uj O^.er-aiHm: 

Pi >tiueiN>ci taecufii Ira» muceriaé«, pn*er   »Mr, 
*pant pt*rt«, eie 1 «cid their siniries .4 »upf»h 
Pri>«kèCtii>n   »eiif» ut mainila« (un acid possibili 
tk» íiir   kver<M*H attori 
m p»i>Aiii ucili/aih.n  «iid *a«n  dMpi>wt4 

(ili i i mincriMtK «1 : 
lim« laW» i>t mani   .pi raen . nu ami diamines 
Pïr*ii>n«l formulai H m and rerruHmrui 
Avaélithir   km-*  h..»     and    parents     ce-ehim«! 
awMHacM«  urtili. 

:Ji  li ita!» >n 

Itulh Mì> m • «f rh« m> .se mtp- .re»n« sue ihmai leriMH» 
( (unen I. »at*HI .««ita mi a^vaora**» 
Antun me in <4 the «w 

ir I t-i nomo dwea ¡RitifW and tupriis*-» m loeal and 
fi >re itfii 1 urreiit \ »uh mnieiiHi . 4 <àt*fvt ni ari uratv 
« ht ri 1 ir fu »mtmtc 

1    \iiun-al snk-s   ..11 domese-.i   market atid *h»oiid), 
(11     xiiiiual pri icie« and   oprtaticHi t-«tp»-iKirii, 

Maceri»! ime 
I aftour ri me 
Inn rese 
Ut ne 
Inifcrtrt !a*es 
I Kfwet I1MI1 m 
^tèm*citwrafivi  ex^ti-tmt 
Pr-ihtii hef. .re tax 

fin; I mnptwtm tuptntémirt 
I net-d aiwet« 
% ' irkni(i rapMal 
MlmeNaeieiius r. .utiiiiyi 11< K v 

fiv 1 Pri.pmurd linamial »eruttiir« 
^•hare i a|>»cal 
I 1 .atw 
•»iipf*!*ni  i red»» 

i\ . ( ash 4i 1« 
'/    I i aluaci. .ti 

1   I ultiath m nf l'iimnii wl prnHeah#licv 
Itrt-ak t vt-n pi ime 
^BH irci/acioti 
•ecurn mi total 1 apieal 
ProricafHtev    recurn ri. share 1 «petal. 
N»c   p»ore«,   aetuafem-d   at   rhi    rat«   ut   dtneoucit 
ptt vaJrne in ih* macrki-i 

(M)  Viale»»  i4 IHM  and  hriH-t««  ni rfitr  pro»««:»,   m 
ferrn« 'it che naekicial etoe - ifwv 

l*i*ee» aiéekd vali«    »nd em|»knmtiic, 
füret 011 the halacHi  of pavmnn* 
Ineoiwt acid tup« ndtetire efcVeis 
*ii:t(v«i«    •• »• ..i.il  ('..st'   and ht-nefic.    «évalua 
tu.11 1 4 times m terms . .• real prie««I 

I« imf*eirti»flt preifrctn, the gfnrrvl irnsiWffv MMtK 
is hwfNr* prrcetWil b\ •wfmrnte sfu<Ws of tirraii« «if 
pi*rtKi*lar «spM-fo. Nrvrral tn»mf»ks cií partid 
"•futif*« at rhr sf»^« ,4 pruprct rlabofaotm M« 

Xtvrn fifk)* 

M 111» I   si •  IIY 

t   -fmt  m  /Mw/t    Jmrttté with  th   bittet     Industrie»! eeiwtotvMWt 
i>r   in«nieers,    »ho   have   thorough   kiH'wkiiMt   ot'   rh« 
ptotfiHt uiitèrr r. leicwJeracH m 

<»>mt ma imtmi    future demand i<* rfw produerdi ii*V>«aM 
he   awtrMMtd   a«   atiuratek   a*   pcnafàl»,   ae   ktaae   few   «IM 

ixperee-d  amoriMWn>ei  period.    Irte   *tu4v  m«*t  meli 
H    \iia4vst« i4 patte atxi prêtent demand (ronaui 

titiatetitv *nd vaiut. i» neue ton <4 p*Mc, «*c ), 
""  ^iHtlv»« «if «otat^ei <4 »upptv fkwal p*iitiurr•• m, main 

pT'^hat:««, row tvolutKHi, crnpoft, dMtfimitiim  cmw- 
i it-In and m«tk«tMi»i, 

'n f scemate <4 fueu«  domeWM  émmuuvé (rtawaj IMI «MrtaJ 
pniUK-mKiei,   aciMvst«  <4 end   MM   éné  fetuñeii  e«- 
r*»Hieiit«, Hitertiat«acati tinMaimim i«yiWfj •>—<W; 

HI dt-maod. etc i »ted eaport r»«Mf*e «t<M fiirfinillnii 
<m atMorfMtve tapatitv oirhe market  4m*m nmwmi, 
trade »Himemtne« HI emmenée ne mWK fo •• mn 

m, m 
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Idi Immm* of futur*  prodottoti  fpm>|ccfx  m  construe 
fton, propers m preparation). 

tut Protection   ,4   trend*   Mi   rUecttvc   demand   per   year 
(domestic *i\«< export) and 411 estímate . .•' rht  pr.>|ect'« 
»hate m these market». 

'// Step« i<> i*4c MI order t.. insure the forecast «hurt of 
each murkil 

lu   HM(    ti      I I   IMHII  111     s. I   IIV 

/ > f*rt «r hody H> ht thnrttd mi/li Mr tlmh    A te..m . >f cniítnccr« 
ana rhemiar« «cuciati/ni« m the sect. ,r under c< msidt rath .11 
lah» aratorie«, research institutes 

(té/ttf WmM   Review ni" tichmtfuc» (profits) that could 
h* applied   l'hm study involve« 

<*y Inscription  of applicable   ttrrm,,loi/i<al   vermuts  and 

e.»n«StM>fi«f.>ftht ir implementation (site, ta* materials, 
power, water, ptihlic  utilities, UK. .ur and management, 
patent»), 

thl Study <4 availability of ntxcsaafy protlwtH.11 tactor« 
(physical and chemical properties of raw materials 
and possibility for usuiti them in «'triam te. hnologtral 
pri >ccs«c«, tvailahilttv of other essential prodtxtH .11 
fat-tors, with indication, if necessary, ..» location 1A 
nouretrs of supply . 

ft) Selection of techno,.,guajly viahtt variants, IIM Incline 
.be following 

(i) Matti tharacttriatic«   of the   iicccssirt   eta u iptm 111 
ante machinery, 
(Ü) I .«hour needs, 

(Ht I PlMiaiMe N <M H «1* . 

(i*) I otecasf rápense ori etfuipmtnt  £1* each variant 

Sn 1»   III    lilt   M I I 

/. \/*rt m **rv t* k, ehurgtd with fhr r/Wl. \n niiluMri.il eo .11..- 
•Ma« affai a civil engMMer 

OéfKi md tmttuu lo evaluate comparative advantages to 
rbe m »»»tor and the national economy ,4 the »tmahlt 
atte* fti*i technical viewpoint, anta to recommend the 
m«** appropriate location. I ht stuttv compti«*» tht 
íoíh.wing: 

ta) An   murait    ,4   equipment   expense   »ml   (ait rut ion 
n*H  rntaded  111   the  selection  ,4 certain   »He«  (aite 
arifuMMMiai and development, trati«portatioti   <4   raw 
NMMCfMfc, fuel and iniiabed products, water »uppiv and 
tcwa**  treatment, power  »upptv. lahour recruitment, 
etc.), 

fki h* «v«ry limimi, »ti mmtmnmi ,4 C<HW« and advan« 
•lavi ii* the  nationaJ  KiaHwnv. « . HW»    hiHiwii«,  t% 
pana*m of nrrtt*ty »leeior atid puMir «CVH«, environ 
MkttWai   f(H»rivatfc.il.   Advantaiie«:   ertati.ai   of  ^4>», 
rmtt**ml dMrrfWtkwi of jnciant. 

F\ tu AtMm »Kpoat «NU un Mim 

(***/ «W MN«Mr   ( iMcUMMon« «^ th« evaluation r«p.,rt aw 
a.laatitMtai  prcatntwd   HI   a   written  tfWumxn«  «if h^hK 
varia«*»  f>«w.  aco^e   and  r.wi««»«.    Ihm  «ViciMMrnf  can 
H M lu J* : 

<*; liwttl (* trttcatiorM «Waft with m the pte Miveatmtm 

(In ( «tteal taMHttatKai ,4 f.H^caat duta mai comment« 
• m r*m ttaluatKai attd rtcoNMnendMNtw et^taaned Mi 
the pac Mrvratment «udart. 

(() A wc<«aas«mi>t«>fi rottet rrvin« th» drriaton to ht 
tataM (<w n4Kr*at«aw 1« rtht dfcCM«. .11 ait»»*» Mdwn). 

K'   !|  IMIIV    10   1 1  \ . .1 H 

Wrtf«     Making ' >f ci.inr;ict«. 

/../irr/r  A»,«   JwJe,l »,tl,   ,/„   ,/,„/,     (onsultllití   .Wim..« 

<>b,nt*mli„mtr*t   S,H-, in,«„,   ,t , ht ,„ hm, ,|  „,.l .,-„„ „ 
charactt-nstic« ,,t ,ht hid. .is »iH ,.« th. torn, ,„KI n.uur, 
ot coiiirat'iual .ommitnu-nts. Ih. .1... ,.nu..i rompu«, s 
tht I' >llo\t iny : 

H)  Introduction  itk «i^n-ition  of ,mi„,,r    ,,u| , , ,nv,,|, IML, 

tiiKHH-er«   (it  am.   dthnitio,,   ,,(  certain   i.rrn»   i,«c,|  . 
dehmtion o» opt of contract. . ,t.. 

11) I ump «uni contract tor turn kc\   |oh . 
Ill) I t.ntrac. for   crvicc« remkrei In the home    .tti.v 

<4    the    contrat tot     m.l    mat. rial    ex|Hn«.«,     ill 
count met ion coat« rcmainitv t.. St  di«cii««t.l. 

(nil I ixt.l fee for sert Ice« extemled h\  1 he .•. .1,tract, .r's 
hi .me  ..frict,   the  matttiil  exntnst«   and   cost   . ,f 
rimMfiirtii.11   work  rem 1«  to he til-, .¡-.scd , 

(lt)(,.«t  price  for  «crvi.es  extetuled, plus';     ,,   i,Ml| 
»urn or    In  .1 urtaiii ptrcinia^t  of rlu   cost  pi 1, i 

//';  Ik-scription ,,f pr, ,H,, ilXiract ..» teasihilits  st.uh 1. 
f*rodticti..ii ohicefives. 
ItthiiKal data, 
IticatH .11, 
he. .111 .rtih: characteristics, 
I ime «thedtik. 

I()  I MW   <4   «.K,dti   and   service«   ...   ht   supplied   h\    the 
contract. >r : 

I'-^uipnH'nt «pectritd m tht   ipptndlx. 
Site preparation, 

Inspection ..f materials delivered t.. the site : 
ItchilHal   know   ht.v»    (liteiMes    nid   piiients   t.,   ht 
provided, 1* necessart, h\ the siipplk r n t • .ntracior 

I ime schedule, «pecif\ inti 

Sanctions for dclav. . ,r h..r,.,M, f.., »,„k .. .mpleittl 
hefote   iltadiitM     duration   of   maintenance    (H-trnd 
following comrtletion of work, 

< onatructn.il work (nianai/tnieiit, reports on pr. .^.uss 
.rf work. Hits f. >r consiructh MI item«, sube, intra, iinu. 
triai«, etc.). 

14) (.ommercial clause« 

Requited format of contract, 
Pricing; 
Payment r. .ntfitit .11», 

duarantee« (e.n., for design, efficiency, matt rial«. 
Ill Noti commercial clauses; 

Penakv clauses. 

SetrlMi|i .rf'diHftute« and recourse t.. arhnrarii m ; 
Afajilicahle  local   law«  and  rtiitilations   (concerning 
laf* >ut, imports, etc 1. 

It) Special irmtriirttoiis concerning, huh: 
Time limits for hidilin«. 
Guarantee deposits, etc 

An near«: 
SpecrtVatioii« ,4 machiuirv and materials. 

Pllyakal and cfccmtral ptopertie« '4 raw  material», 
( Karat 1er tat K« . 4 the site , 
(.onatriM-rinn facditK« availahie in the country, etc. 

LIMN \rn i< v 1 ION 1111 « 

/.\fitrt * Wr  * In >k*r*,4 nth ih  ,lu4y    Special»«!«    in 
NivvMMtent ftnanciiiK 

(Hiptt *mi tmttitt J'n prot ide tiiiatKiaJ Hi»tituti..ns with in- 
formation on ccixamit and financial viability o» the 
pw^aiet, and on ihe invest.>r and hi» technicaJ partner« 
TW aVariMnrnt n<ornali\ contain« the folk.witiK 
It) Crenerai mA^maitofi (hiatorv <4 the project, rinmirial 

aituafKm, reputation and 0«npetence i4 investor«;, 
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• , Infirmatimi of tra- pri ijcct (extract» of the feasibility 
«fudv e 

Market and production, 
list « if applicable manufacturing methods, des- 
cription of the «elected procedure with derailed 
indicanoti ut the cost of equipment and operane m 
expense ; 
( ommercial profitability, 
Social benefit«, 
I inancial   soundness   (financial   structure   adi .pted, 
solvency i ; 

'e,   Miscellaneous informai H in: 
Prop« mal« conccrniniv guarantees to ht orti red to 
hank ; 
Step» taken and formalities completed toward im- 
plementation of the pri.iect; 
'technical partner* envisaged or «elected. 

1  \( TS { OM:HM\(,   II ( IMI   \|.   \sslM \\( | 

IN  I'HOJM   I   PHI l> VH \ HON 

The purpose of this list of pre-imcstment studies 
with details of iheir contents, is not to provide a 
model that applies to even case, hut rather to 
indicate the logical sequence of operations and 
provide a genera! idea of their nature. In practice, 
the studies and documents can take various forms, 
according to: 

(a) The sectoral characteristics (technical feasi- 
bility studies arc, tor instance, of much more 
interest in the chemical sector than in mctal- 
processing); 

lb) The scale of production (for projects of 
limited importance, some decisions can be 
taken without real preliminary stud)); 

(i) The method adopted for projec. preparation 
within a certain institutional frame. 

The method of preparing projects is a function 
of the respective roles plaved in this process by 
various economic agencies. The most important 
of these agents are: 

The investor; 
The financier; 
The public authority ; 
The technical partner (who supplies the equip- 
ment); 
The   consulting   company   (that   provides   the 
technical skills). 

(The prvimttr plays an important role in develop- 
ment of some projects. Public or semi-public, 
national or international bodies usually assume 
investment promotion and take various steps to 
tickle and facilitate the preparation of industrial 
projects. They can also help in seeking other possible 
partners for projects. Nevertheless, they are not 
always   directly   interested   in   implementation   of 

projects, nor arc they bound by etwitract. Thus 
the\ cannot be considered as playing a functional 
role in the project development process.) 

knowing who will pl.tv this functional role can 
be ver\ important for development of the project. 
If the investor is a public body, it may be tempted 
to by pass the stage of project preparation, and 
pass directly from the stage of identification to that 
ot invitation to tender. The type of technical 
partner is also very important: British and American 
companies prefer to respond to tenders accompanied 
bv specifications carefully prepared by consulting 
engineers; some l.uropean companies are more 
used to studying the possibilities for project imple- 
mentation themselves and submitting their bid 
accordingly. Other institutional factors can also 
influence scope and depth of project elaboration 
work. 

In view of all this, bodies that render technical 
assistance in preparation and promotion of industrial 
projects are advised to comply with the following: 

(a) Hefore umlertaking detailed and expensive 
studies necessary in the formularne stage, a 
study of possibilities (preliminary feasibility 
study) should always be <m hand; this study 
must be thorough enough to permit 
judicious preselection of possible projects; 

I In The stage of formulation should never lie 
omitted; feasibility studies should never he 
left exclusively to an equipment supplier, 
unless he assumes part of the operation's 
risks (such as  is ¡he case in joint ventures); 

( t) Detailed studies pertaining to the stage of 
formulation (mainly feasibility studies) should 
only be commissioned or undertaken if a 
potential investor has been found, and if the 
project ranks high in national development 
priorities. If there is no prior commitment, 
ordering expensive studies that are likely to 
l>e shelved should he avoided as far as possible, 

(</) In investment promotion programmes, a 
distinct it MI must be matle between formulated 
projects (feasibility studies) and projects that 
have not been preselected (by studies of 
investment opportunities or preliminary imple- 
mentation studies). Industrial projects for 
promotion are usually only elaborated in 
the form of a preliminary implementation 
study. In such cases, the promoter would 
not only have to find a local investor, but 
also assist in detailing the project, i.e., pre- 
paring the feasibility study. This assistance 
is not necessary if the project is to be carried 
jointly by local and foreign investors, as the 
foreign investor in this case usually desires to 
carry out the feasibility study himself. 
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IviHODt ( HON 

THE FFFK T of an industrial or agricultural project 
on the economy of a country is one of the most 

difficult factors to evaluate in a developing economy, 
where classical theory cannot be stnctlv applied for 
various reasons : a price system not reflecting cost,real 
values, economies of scale, external savings or other- 
wise, problems i>f income distribution. The ^lethods 
suggested to resolve the problem arc frequently not 
appropriate cither to the statistical data or to the 
time granted for conduct of studies, or co momie 
training of the persons responsible. I'se of "reference 
prices" for better cost and profit evaluation of the 
project -despite progress made during recent vears 
faces three mam obstacles : 

(a) It is difficult in many cases to measure refer- 
ence prices ; 

(b) "Dccision-makeri" (politicians or executives) 
do not easily accept vindication based on 
prices that differ from current prices; 

(c) Reference prices do not permit measurement of 
all the effects of a project: in particular, this 
approach does not take external savings and 
surpluses into account. 

* Mr. André Bt>a»c*T it Director of the Department for 
Industrial Economy ÍSEVIA-Mctra Intimation»!) and 
lecturer at the Economic Development in« ¡tute of the 
International Rank for Rtcon« ruction and Development. 

Therefore,   the   paper    proposes   a   pragmatic 
approach, taking various theoretical teachings into 
consideration, yet remaining workable ami provid 
ing a minimal evaluation of viability of the project. 

This method rest? on examination of the effects 
of the project on major enterprises located vertically 
forward or possibly behind, ami on public finance. 

Projected accounts receivable ami pasable for 
various units, based on their assumed productive 
capacity and cost structure, are subject io possible 
correction to take into consideration deviations 
from current prices and costs ami in real benefits to 
the community. 

Having arrived at a rate deemed reasonable, 
selectirm between variants can be made, either by- 
considering the up-dated accrual profit or in the 
more probable case of financial constraints the ratio 
of accrual profit: investment cost, computed for the 
entire economic entity in question. I or pro or con 
decision making the obtaining of a positive actual 
ized value is sufficient to justify favourable decision. 

The paper presents the various stages of c«imputa- 
tion and insists on the necessity for judicious and 
careful use of these methods. 

Calculation of viability of an industrial or agri- 
cultural project, made from the standpoint «>f the 
private or public enterprise entrusted with im- 
plementation uses well-known methods, applicable 
all over the world, with the difficulty of evaluating 
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certain present or future numerical values in relatively 
poor h known technical and economic conditions. 
\X e shall take for granted the methods of up-dating 
and computing the benefit-cost ratio which, for 
simplification, we will refer to as the financial 
viahilitv of a project.1 

Calculation of its economic viahilitv, i.e., from the 
viewpoint of the economic entity into which it 
should integrate, is one of the most difficult prob- 
lems facing the working economist. 

The problem's complexity results from: 

(at Prac/ica/ considerations: it is virtually impossible 
to know all the effects of a project in the 
economy because of statistical uncertainty of 
much of the data, e.g., the use made by house- 
holds or the State of additional incomes 
generated bv the project, and difficulties in 
forecasting future conditions in the economy; 

(l>) Theoretical considera I ions: judgement of a pro- 
ject implicitly necessitates reference to an 
over-all model of the economy and its aim:. 
In addition to difficulties in formulating this 
over-all model, the economist faces questions 
of political options that are outside his sphere 
of competence. 

Nevertheless, decisions are made every day by 
governments anil external financial bodies. "Mxperts" 
are called in and must trv to answer despite imper- 
fections in their knowledge and methods. 

More than ten years of reflection and experiences- 
some costly-permit a first "decanting." The modest 
purpose of this paper, which is followed by a simple 
yet concrete example of practical application, is not 
to suggest a new theory but only to give a "guide- 
line" which in many cases may permit an answer 
that if not optimal is at ¡east satisfactory, to the 
questions asked. 

The paper comprises four sections: 

(a) Results of classical analysis and its conditions 
of validity; 

(It) The major difficulties in applying theory to 
reality; 

(c) Partial solution for reference prices; 

(it) Proposed practical solutions. 

Bibliographical references, in some cases with 
comments, are appended to this p:\per. 

This paper will not touch on problems posed bv 
public investment, for which evaluation of receipts 
in monetary terms is difficult and sometimes impos- 
sible. We wi'l also assume the future to be sufficient- 
ly well known for establishment of maturity sched- 

1 The   interested  render can  find description»  in  papers 
|1|, |2|, P|, of the attached list of references. 

ules for incomes and expenditures without great 
uncertainties.* 

We will take the position of a "Plan Service" 
called upon to advise on a project presented by a 
public or private body which seeks, apart from 
possible approval, certain financial or fiscal advanta- 
ges, or asks the State to accept certain additional 
expenses related to the project (especially in infra- 
structure). This situation frequently occurs in 
"Third World" countries that leave much to local 
or foreign private initiative, or to mixed or semi- 
public industrial development bodies. 

"Industrial programming" of projects seems to 
be partially illusory in many countries where public 
powers can only play a role of encouragement. In 
countries where public powers directly intervene in 
selection and implementation of industrial projects, 
more elaborate methods should be applied. Although 
subject to debate on certain points, the possibility 
presented by C Prou and M. Chervel in [5], based 
on systematic use of a table of industrial exchanges 
seems to us an interesting way. 

THE RKSl'LTS 01 CLASSICAL ANALYSIS AND 

THL CONDITIONS OF ITS VALIDITY 

Classical economists, like Pareto, built a theory 
in which the collective optimum correlates with 
simultaneous individual optima.* 

lor the enterprise this situation corresponds to 
profit maximalization on a front defined as the 
combination of factors beyond which it is impossible 
to increase production of one product without 
diminishing production of another. In the same 
way a consumer maximi/c*- his function of 
satisfaction in an entity limited by his budgetary 
restrictions. Modern economist-mathematicians such 
as G. Debreu demonstrated that every optimum is 
consistent with an equilibrium in respect of a price 
system and that inversely, any equilibrium with 
regard to a price system is an optimum. 

The marginalistic diagram and its recent formali- 
zations can only be verified by means of certain 
hypotheses which we call: 

(a) Perfect competition : cost of factors and goods 
are independent of the action of individuals 
(producers and consumers)-there is free entry 
into the branch. Ci. Debreu demonstrated that 
the existence of non-increasing returns and 
the hypothesis of free entry into the branch 
entail existence of constant returns. 

2 The problems posed by future uncertainties and their 
proposed solution would be a continuation of the present 
description. The interested reader can refer to |4| which dealt 
more specifically with probable uncertainties, or to tome 
chapters of |3| which deal with the same subject. 

4 For further details on the "classical theory," refer to 
chapters I to IV of [3] or to the summary by J. Lctourne in 
(7j, or to the work of P. A. Samuelson [25]. 



(b) The behaviour of entrepreneurs is guided by 
search for maximum protit (which entails for 
each enterprise a minimum-cost-management 
and a production level at which the cost of the 
last unit produced is equal to selling price), 
whereas behaviour of consumers is guided by 
the search for maximal satisfaction within the 
income at their disposal. 

(c) Successive economic periods are taken into 
account by means of a rate of realization which 
is identical for all enterprises and individuals 
and which results from free meeting of 
supply and demand for capital. 

(d) Income distribution is said to be "optimal", 
i.e., it is impossible to improve satisfaction of 
one individual without reducing that of 
another. 

(e) There are no external savings or deficits (costs 
or profits resulting from implementation of 
the project for economic agencies not directly 
related to it). Air or water pollution can repre- 
sent a cost factor to the community which 
will however not appear in the books of 
the enterprise. Conversely, an industrial enter- 
prise can contribute to training of manpower 
useful in other sectors without any obvious 
counterpart in receipts. 

In our present case, the project to lie implemented 
does not disturb the marginal pattern, i.e., it is a 
marginal change in the economy which does not 
affect the price system. 

It is obvious from mention of the above conditions 
that they are far from being met in real economy and 
still less in developing countries. 

Hence, the point of view of the enterprise and the 
economy as a whole are no longer identical, and in 
each case distinct analysis of the two should be 
undertaken. However, before indicating methods 
for such an evaluation from the viewpoint of the 
community, we will reflect on the major sources of 
divergence of theory from reality, in order to submit 
solutions which are better adjusted to reality. 

MAJOR SOURCES OF DISAGREEMENT BF.IWKFN 

THEORY AND REALITY 

There are five main sources of difficulties which 
nevertheless are somehow interrelated: 

(a) The existing price system does not reflect real 
cost to the economy ; 

(b) Introduction of structural changes by certain 
projects ; 

(c) Existence of external savings or deficits; 
(d) Problems of income distribution; 
(r) Taking of the time factor into account. 
We will analyse these five points. 

The price system does not reflect 
real cost 

The system of real prices is not that which would 
result from free competition on a market with a 
great number of well-informed buyers and sellers, 
on which the State would not collect indirect taxes 
(but would intervene solely to ensure competition). 
We will analyse hereunder the major sources of 
divergence of certain factors of expenditure and 
receipts occurring in a project. 

\\ ases 

The level of wages in developing countries does 
not result solely from "free" play of supply and 
demand: generally, minimum wages were established 
under pressure from trade unions or by application 
of regulations inspired by the Western countries: 
conversely, some countries fixed maximum wages 
when this function suited the higher administrative 
echelons. 

Now, if a worker is recruited for implementation 
of a project, what is the real cost to the economy t 
The real cost is the value to the economy of his 
production in his previous position. 

In a market system his income (salary or entre- 
preneurial profit) would have been strictly equal to 
the value of output that he ensures and, assuming the 
supposed equilibrium to exist, his income in the new 
function will be equal to the former and thus to the 
value of his previous output. His wages, which 
appear as a cost to the enterprise that employs him 
are, therefore,at a cost to the community of diminished 
output of one product for the benefit of another. 

This pattern is certainly not realistic. 
Let us suppose to begin with that the new wage 

earner was an agricultural labourer on a family farm 
where manpower was superabundant. His departure 
will probably not entail any output reduction and, at 
most, his cost to the community will be equal to nil. 

In fact, as will be seen, this cost is not nil, because 
the monetary income at his disposal in his new 
position will permit him to incur expenses that 
correspond to costs for the community. 

On the other hand, if a new enterprise has to 
recruit a highly skilled head of the maintenance 
department who previously worked in another 
company, the cost for the community may be higher 
than the salary paid this specialist. A fortiori, in 
countries where an upper limit is fixed for salaries 
of executives, the real cost of an executive can be 
much higher than his nominal salary. 

Taxes 

The existence of taxes, and especially indirect 
taxes and import or export duties, falsifies the price 
system in differentiation between the price that the 
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buyer pays and the amount that the producer or 
seller receives. 

Let us take for instance the purchase of imported 
goods for S UK) of which S 20 are various taxes. 
The enterprise records an entry of S100 as expenses, 
hut the real cost to the economy will he: (a) the 
price paid abroad, e.g., S7.S; (/>) the cost of forward- 
ing services from the border to the place of use. 
Say S 5 (assuming it to he a significant share of the 
costs). 

The S 20 of taxes are onlv in the nature of a 
transfer from the enterprise's funds to State funds 
and do not represent cost for the economy. 

Convet:ely, the value to the economy of an 
exported product, subject to export dutv, will be 
higher than the price paid the exporting company, 
because the importing countrv also pays a certain 
amount to the State. 

Analogous reasoning can he applied to products 
solely in domestic trade. 

Rate of exchange and imparl quotas 

A great lumber of countries lack foreign currency 
and are therefore obliged to restrict imports to a 
minimum. 

For various reasons which we do not seek to 
examine here, the procedure of devaluation of 
national currency is not always used. Very often, 
complex systems for quotas, import licences or 
multiple rates of exchange according to the nature 
of the transaction (import or export) are established. 

Whatever the system, the price paid (or received) 
for import (or export) is not consistent with actual 
cost (or profit) for the economy, because demand 
cannot lie met at the existing rate of exchange. 

Price of public services 

Because of the rigidity of any tariff system and 
occasional erroneous conceptions in this sphere, 
pricing of public services (transport, water, electric- 
ity) is often far from reflecting the real costs of the 
services supplied. We will illustrate this in the case 
of railway transport. 

Generally, creation of a new industry entails 
backward and forward transport of raw materials 
or finished goods. The current tariff is applied to the 
enterprise. 1 lowever, particularly in the case of 
carriage by rail, the tariff rarely reflects the real 
cost to the economy of supplementary transport. 
Railways represent an activity where infrastructure 
expenditure is particularly heavy, and where "pro- 
ductive capacity" is generally not fully utilized. 
The real cost of transport supported bv the com- 
munity will be: (a) either higher than the tariff 
applied to the enterprise if, for instance, a special 
spur was built; (l>) or lower and even much lower 
if only a few available waggons are added to an 

existent train. The expense will then solely amount 
to a small power outlay and to additional mainte- 
nance expense on equipment and rolling stock. 

The tariff, which is relatively rigid, cannot be 
adjusted in all cases and will consequently result 
in a profit or additional cost for the railway company 
ami, thereby, for the community. 

Similar examples can be given for other public 
services, and especially electric power. 

Price oj certain production 

In numerous cases certain national, agricultural or 
industrial products enjoy tariff protection or price 
support which permits sale on the domestic market 
at prices much higher than those of equivalent 
imported products. 

In such cases, the question arises as to whether 
receipts so obtained by the enterprise actually 
represent total return for the community, and if so 
whether it would not be advisable to take into 
account a lower price of the real market value of the 
product in question. 

C a pi tul cost 

The enterprise will record in its forecast operatio- 
nal accounts, the amount of interest to be paid its 
lenders. 

However, as everyone knows, no perfect capital 
market exists, and several rates will appear for 
diverse local and foreign sources of financing. 

The enterprise may benefit from favourable interest 
payments arranged by the Government for promo- 
tion of industrialization, or even from simple aid 
for which no cost appears. 

However, whether this aid is of local origin or 
foreign, where the amount is limited, it represents 
a real cost to the community, like all other invest- 
ment capital. The cost of this capital must be taken 
into account at a rate of interest representing its 
cost to the community. 

One could add to the preceding remarks on the 
difference between observed prices and actual costs, 
similar remarks on the difference between the ob- 
served prices and the prices "felt" by the consumer, 
and based on which his purchase decisions are 
made. In his lecture ¡economic Techniques for the Use 
of Developing Countries [61, C. Pradon developed this 
concept and demonstrated the necessity of taking 
into account these "felt" prices in founding develop- 
ment action, especially in traditional sectors. 

Introduction of structural changes by 
the projects. The notion of surplus 

So far, we have observed that no ideal market 
exists for the great majority of goods and services 
traded in the economy, but we have nor considered 
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the specific problem posed by big investments 
which introduce structural change into the economy, 
in particular on the level of prices for goods and 
services offered. 

A structural change may for example result from 
construction of a new road (considerable reduction 
of transport cost), building of a fertilizer plant 
(price reduction and sometimes more fundamen- 
tally-availability of fertilizers previously impossible 
to obtain), a power station, etc. It must be noted 
that a qualified structural change at the level of a 
town or a small district can sometimes be considered 
marginal for the country as a whole (or for the 
enterprise which decides, if it is for example, an 
additional plant for a very important foreign 
company). 

What is the specific problem posed by this kind 
of project, which is particularly frequent in devel- 
oping countries ? 

To present it, we will use a graph well known bv 
the economists (see figure 1). This graph comprises 
two curves. The first is that of cost of production 
C of product as a function of quantity produced. 
The curve may ascend or descend according to the 
location where it is placed. 

Let us specify that it is not for the average cost 
of production of quantity Q, but the marginal cost 
of production, i.e., of the last unit produced (we 
assume for simplicity that there is only one marginal 
cosi as a function of the level of production attained 
and that the curve of marginal cost is regular). The 
other one is the curve P of prices (or curve of 
demand) as a function of quantities: it decreases 
with quantities sold, since the price of a product 
must diminish to increase sale. 

Figurt 1 

Price 

ligure 2 

Price 
1 uf crowing 

4       Numlx-r ol cm 
per nume li 

Let us make a more detailed analysis of the 
significance of this curve by taking a specific 
example. Let us consider an individual of given 
income, living near a river which can be crossed 
by ferry or toll-bridge. Let us suppose that his 
relatives live across the river. The number of 
crossings of the river per month will depend on the 
price for crossing. Let us suppose that we can 
experimentally plot his demand curve according 
to the table below: 

Prict of crossing in dollars 

4 
3 
2 
1,5 

Crossings per monlb 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Figure 2 demonstrates this table. 
Practically, we can interpret it as follows: the 

first visit the individual pays his relatives even 
month procures him a satisfaction equivalent to 
four dollars, since he is willing to pay four dollars to 
perform it. The second visit gives him only a 
marginal satisfaction of three dollars, the third- 
two dollars, and the fourth-1.5 dollar only. If the 
price for crossing amounts to two dollars, he would 
take the ferry three times a month, and would pay 
2x3 = 6 dollars, but his total satisfaction can be 
estimated at 4 + 3 + 2-9 dollars. 

In other words, the price paid does not always 
reflect the total satisfaction derived by the individual 
from consumption of a product or service. From 
the point of view of the enterprise running the 
ferry, its returns will show receipt of six dollars, 
although the service may be worth nine dollars for 
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the community. The difference between these 
two is part of the "surplus" first descril>ed in 1844 
|21] by J. Dupuit, engineer of roads and bridges, 
and which is the subject of much dispute and 
debate among economists.4 

Let us return to figure 1. 
The surplus is proportional to the surface AÌÌD 

encompassed bv: (a) the surface OPHI: which 
represents the total satisfaction for users of quantity 
Q of the product studied (the curve PB represents 
satisfaction derived from consumption of an 
additional unit); (b) the surface OAHI: which 
represents total cost of production of the c|iiantitv Q 
(curve AH represents cost of production of an 
additional unit at each level of output). 

We can envisage a project permitting production 
of QJ instead of . 1, anil selling at price P2 instead 
of Pu /\ being lower than l\. The receipts of the 
enterprise will amount to P?     (¿,. 

But this receipt does not express total profit 
resulting from this investment for the community. 
The value corresponding to the surface /•',/ 2// has 
to be added. 

We will return to this point again, to show how 
to try to take this profit into account. 

The ex/rnitil savings timi déficits 

Two kinds of external savings, or deficits can 
lie envisaged: (¡i) the external advantages or 
inconveniences not taken into consideration in 
market price and resulting from technological 
effects; (h) the external advantages or inconveniences 
reflected in modification of the price svstem of 
economic agencies not directly concerned bv the 
project. 

The advantages or inconveniences of the first 
kind are, for example, atmospheric or river pollution 
resulting from siting of a chemical plant, or con- 
versely, the aesthetic, tourist and eventual sanitary 
advantages of water projects aimed at harnessing 
water mainlv for agricultural and or hvdraulic 
output. 

An example of external saving of the second kind 
is price reduction of a given product to all con- 
sumers, because a new plant will need it in great 
quantities. Such an increase in consumption can 
entail either price rise if the product is available in 
limited quantities, or in a favourable case, will permit 
installation of a new production unit which, as a 
consequence of economies of scale, will allow price 
reduction. Such an advantage will not show in the 

« >X c mention in particular Alfred Marshall |22|, ). R. Hicks 
|23|, J. I.csournc in the papers |7| and |24| and J. ( . Hir- 
schlcifcr, |. I., dc Mavin and |. V(. Milliman in |16|. A n<x>d 
discussion is presentid by Abraham and Thomas in |13|, 
chapter Vili. 

books of the planned enterprise, but it is nevertheless 
real for the economy." 

It is often possible at least partially to attribute a 
value to external savings and deficits of the first 
tvpe (e.g., cost of pollution prevention). However, 
it seems that savings and deficits of the second tvpe 
are far the more important phenomena in developing 
countries, where economies of scale are frequent: 
creation of an important plant consuming electricity 
will justify construction of a new power station 
which in turn will reduce the price of electricity to 
all consumers. Conversely, a new clothing factory 
may cause partial decrease or total disappearance of 
activity by many craftsmen who will be deprived 
of their income. 

We will be returning to the taking of this kind of 
disadvantage anil advantage into account, but we 
note now that the price system used to judge the 
initial project is unable to cope with them. 

Problems of income distribution 

In the conditions of validity of classical theory, 
we indicated that income distribution should be 
judged as "optimal." A small project would not 
really make a considerable change to this distribution 
and the condition can be considered as met. Mow- 
ever, most projects in developing countries will 
have the effect of considerably modifying income 
distribution within the nation. Moreover, the location 
of a factory in A or lì will doubtlessly change certain 
investment and operation costs somewhat, but these 
costs cannot reflect the importance that public 
authority attaches to development of one district 
rather than another. 

I urthermore, considerable change in income of 
the population may cause important modification 
in demand for certain goods and in their prices. 
Such effects are not really accounted in the forecasts 
of the project. 

Calcination of the time factor 

We indicated before the presupposition of a rate 
of actualization valid for the community. This 
simple statement raises a lot of methodological 
problems, even if we admit the implicit existence 
of a rate of actualization for a given individual in 
his options between consumption and saving. We 
briefly state some of the questions: 

'" This advantage, resulting from an economy of scale, is 
expressed in a surplus in the economy, which reduces cost 
of inputs of the enterprises and, in certain cases, permits 
other new increases in output. An example of this kind is 
a hydroelectric power station which supplies an alumina 
electrolysis plant in (.hana. electricity available at an ad- 
vantageous price made possible renewed mining of gold 
requiring extensive pumping and a slight reduction in 
electricity price for public supply. 
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fa) How to "collate" satisfaction and rates of 
actualization 'vhich naturally vary for all the 
individuals of a nation at a given moment ? 

(b) How to "collate" post-factum forecast satis- 
faction and behaviour with regard to rate of 
actualization over several years, especially 
accounting for changes in income distribution 
resulting from implementation of projects? 

(c) How to take into account future preferences 
of future consumers ? 

Various theoretical solutions have been suggested, 
but we shall not deal with them here.* We will onlv 
indicate that we are on one of the borders between 
economy and socio-politics, in so far as degree of 
preference for the future, with regard to the present 
reflects or necessitates comprehensive political 
choice. 

A POSSIMI- SOLITION: rut  REFERENCE PRICK. 

DESCRIPTION AND LIMITS 

We have seen that in fact in the economy-in 
particular of developing countries-current prices 
generally do not reflect scarcity or real value of 
goods and services traded. Therefore, the use was 
tried, in the study of projects, of prices that more 
accurately express real costs to the community. 
From the preceding paragraphs, we know that it is 
difficult to find a price system responsive to all 
the required characteristics. In particular, effects of 
income distribution or external savings cannot be 
taken into account solely by modification of the 
price system. 

In spite of these reservations, rhe concept of 
utilizing a price system that takes into account the 
real cost and advantages to the community can be 
admitted as theoretically satisfactory. These prices, 
albeit artificial, would therefore be more suitable 
than market prices for evaluation of projects. The 
prices have been given various names: "shadow 
prices", "accounting prices", "opportunity costs", 
"substitution prices", or "reference prices". 

Quayum and Chakravarty (cf. [8] and (9|) were 
the first to make theoretical studies on this subject. 
The two authors give a theoretical justification for 
their use, which in their opinion, leads to effective 
allocation of productive factors in the sense of 
Pareto's application. 

The first practical trials were made in Pakistan, 
with a very simple model and very rough deter- 
mination of accounting prices (cf. Papanek and 
Qureshi [10]). Since then, numerous theoretical 
studies and various practical experiments were 
conducted, either a posUriori or to try  to define 

• Cf. [7] J. Letournc, Het*»mtc Calcutta, chapter 7. 

policies (Algeria, dreece, hon (oast, Tunisia, 
Mexico, India). Volume II of the \l,intt,ii of ln,l/t.<:n,il 
Project .-inahsis in Ifm-hpinn C mmtrivs, an OKI) 
publication, by I. M. D. Little and |. A. Mirrlees, 
should be mentioned here: ir desenlies, without the 
use of mathematical formulation, the theory of 
shadow prices, tries to show its operational nature, 
and recommends use of an international price for 
goods and services. 

Many theoretical and practical difficulties in 
effect restrict the use of shadow prices. 

The first difficulty is estimation with relative 
certainty: in effect the planner must resolve the 
over-all problem of optima! allocation of resources 
for the entire economy. Theoretically, solution 
could be attained by resolution of a giant programme 
aimed at maximization of production over a certain 
period, for the given available resources (human, 
material and financial). At the same time, solution 
of the programme would give the best allocation of 
resources and correct prices leading to this optimal 
allocation. 

Really scarce inputs would all be utilized ami 
would have a price determined In the programme. 
Superabundant production factors would not In- 
completely used and their price would be nil. 
However, examination of the programme reveals an 
anomaly, essentially, solution of the problem 
consists of trying a certain combination of projects, 
with a certain range of prices for production factors, 
selecting those that are viable and then determining 
which factors are superabundant and insufficient for 
this combination. 

The prices are then high for scarce factors and 
low for the superabundant, and the process is 
repeated. At each repetition, demand for scarce 
inputs will be better adjusted to supply and the 
combination of selected projects will be closer to 
the optimal solution. After a sufficient number of 
repetitions, a list of projects will have been (»brained 
which makes use of scarce factors precisely, and a 
list of factors that do not represent constraints for 
the economy and consequently have a "shadow 
price" equal to nil. Hence, if the solution provides 
factor prices, <t also provides the selection of pro- 
jects and "shadow prices" will not have played any 
part in the selection. They only serve to show how 
a solution has been reached. 

Chakravarty recognizes this anomaly and suggests 
a search to establish some approximate values which 
do not require resolution of the whole programme. 
This can be done at a relatively high level of collation 
for factors such as manpower, foreign currency and 
capital. Estimates made in this way will be used to 
analyse projects. This kind of experiment was 
conducted for Pakistan, but it raises many problems, 
and there are doubts as to the merits of results 
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obtained   In   ilassitication of projects on  the basis 

of roughly estimated numerical values. 

I ht papers mentioned Uforc |1)|, |12|, [ìì] 

written in this spirit7 helped to considerably refine 

the abov e mentioned nicas. ïhiv conclude- In 

suggesting generally high rates of actualization 

(IS to ^V',,; and n commend rcterencc prices, 

«.speciali' tor the exchange rate or tor prices of 

certain goods ih.it do not dittcr fundamentally from 

the observed prices. | 'he n,si ot unskilled employed 

labour torce   is generally  nil, as could IH* e\pected. 

\ further step could he made with the opening 

ot neu possibilities h\ the immense computerized 

linear pt< >granimes. In tact, needs tor, ami av atlahihtv 

ot, production factors are constantly changing. 

Therefore it is necessary to have, not onl\ a simple 

"reference price" tor each factor, hut also the 

evolution ot t fi i - price oser the course of time. 

\ theoretical modi I of dynamic programming 

could l»c devised, lahm; into account a threat 

number ot periods ot tin economy as the\ corre- 

spond to i he practical liti of projects. Research is 

at present IH mg conducted in this field. However, 

ihe restili-- are not ut workable, because of the 

scope ot detailed programmes without ov ersimpliti- 
cation, distortion ot realm, anil the "no limit" 

problems posed h\ implementation of these pro- 
grammes. 

lor instance, an e\olut'on,il reference price must 
IH- used for salaries of vinous manpower categories 

as a function of supply and demand (i.e., of the 

i ramini; ^'^ produttivi projicts retameli in the 

programme! \ reti nini prue can also Ix- retained 
tor capital and foreign currency. 

I itile and Múrices proposi using international 

prices as reference puces, t<> yiv c tangible f< rm to 

reference prices used in evaluation of a project. 

llo<*cvcr, this sugestión does not resolve the 

problems ot very difficult esumai ion of certain 

products (capital ¡¿nods) or sen ices (especially 

pricing ot public servicesi. 

( omplcsitv of compitimi; and elaborating under 

hint:  m-nlcls, as well as the difficult estimation  of 

certain parameters, have sotar considerably   res»nc 

ted the use of shadow prices in developing countries. 

However, the principle should not l>e entirelv 

rejected. Without awaiting results of research in 

progress, manv adjustments have already lx*en mail« 

lor observed prices in project studies. The adjust 

ments for instance relate to manpower cost, tax 

and foreign currency cost as will IK- seen in the 

following section. Hui first, another i-ucstion of 

principle must IH- raised with regard to the theory 
ot shadow prices : the prices proposed for evaluation 

of projects arc those which wn.ld result from free 

7 A liooil summary can In  tminil in |S|, pp.  tlftS     I21' 

competition. The justification for this procedure lw*'- 

in the tact that these are the prices which would 
appear in Pareto's optimal economic condition. 

However, to reach a Pareto optimum all prices 

in the s\stem must IH.- competitive what happens if, 

in a non optimal situation protects or even worse 

onh certain projects are selected as a function of 

shadow prices, while the real prices do not reflect 

actual tost to the community r In particular, can 

we In sure that projects selected in this way will 

lead toward better allocation ot resources, or perhaps 

he a step backwards ? 

I ntortunatelv the answer is negative. ( >ne can 

only assume that such is the case, and most authors" 

having dealt with the ticklish problem of second 

rank optimums, share this opinion. Hut some dispute 

this viewpoint anil <.-uore examples to prove the 

contrary. It is not out of the question that systematic 

application of a method of project selection, as a 

function ot community interest in these projects, 

based on the shadow price theoiv, would lead to 

approval of several projects tha' result in deficit for 

i he enterprise. Public authority would then In* forced 

to intervene in such a wav as not to suppress, if 

possible, incentive for sound management. 

However, it should be liorne in mind that such 

a solution, applicable to a very small numlier of 

projects, cannot be generalized without strongly 

affecting public finance and even the whole econinmv, 

since fiscal policy changes optimal allocation of 

factors m the economy. This observation shows 

clearly that there is An additional restriction on 

systematic application of the method of reference 
prices. 

I inallv, a last comment on reference prices is 

necessary. The over complex method of their 

elaboration, assuming feasibility with sufficient 

certainty, complicates dialogue between economic 

study bodies and decision-making bodies, whether 

public 01 private. How can a political authority, or 

the manager of an enterprise conceive that the 

prices they observe must be "manipulated" in 

various directions in onler to witness impact on 

their projects. According to Prou and Chervel in \$\, 

to he possible, the dialogue between the "centre" 

(the Bureau of Planning) and the "periphery" 

(i.e., enterprises, administrations, individuals) must 

retain clarity. The present research on reference 

prices can only result in workable methods if w 

leads to technic-ues of project evaluation, simple 

enough to he understood and discussed. 

" An accani t and a <JMCU«*ì<HI on fh« tfwnrv of th* second- 
rank upumum is pristiirtd in (I \ •eikl's parier " I >* Second- 
Kank O-pumum" in I cmtmn ( alt »Ins, Faculty "f I aw and 
Icniiomi»- Viencct, I nivtmkv <>f Pam, rVet-**** I nivtrsWM-rcs 
Je frame Part«, t9Aë «»hi large fetMio'tra-pfcv). < f • **•<> 
I. R lavttrc, I »r an I catmmu ( nUhiut »/ th Dtscmiummi — 
lit < ml Ijfciemr Amah su. Ml IR  1, V ni. VII. No. 4. i<*ê. 
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In the final event, the theory of reference prices 
supplies a useful framework of thought, likel\ to 
hnd practical application in well dehoed cases where 
it *ill he possible (as »ill he seen hereafter) to 
deiermine relatively objective reference prices, 
without resort to í<M> complex a mcxtel notably 
hv use of international prices. 

In manv cases, application of the theor\ of rctcr 
encf prices will equate correct computation of the 
indirect effects of a project " Nevertheless, this 
theory is unable to c<»mprtber>d certain factors, 
such a« change in income distribution resulting 
from the project. 

More global views indicated the concept of 
collective utility (social welfare function) which 
would adequately "integrate" the satisfaction of 
individuals who form the economic entity, b\ 
conferring a "weight" on each. I his theor\, »level 
oped, mhr alia, hy |. 1 esourne tri | T| clearly demon 
strates the importance <>f the hypotheses on "Kome 
distribution ami the nature (marginal or structural) 
of the change resulting from the project It permits 
interesting results, when incorre distribution is 
ludged "optimal", i.e., when the allocation ot one 
additional dollar of income, r»«» matter to which 
individuai, increases collective utility to the same 
extent. I xperience shows that such an hypothesis 
i» not always realistic. Nevertheless, we shall make 
practical use of" certain results or this appropri in 
the following section. 

Pa «TI« si sou THINS m m- ADOPTM) H*   P«O|K I 

fVU.1  UION     FROM       I Hf      ( (IMMl M'l'T      VII-WPOIM 

In thin last section, we shall try to describe in a 
practical manner the various stages to be followed 
MI passing from the standpoint of the enterpriv 
to that of the community. Naturally, the rules we 
will describe of suggest must be applied in klenttcal 
fashion to all projects submitted for examination hy 
pubtic authority We nor« that here we are mote in 
the perspective of study of a project with possible 
multiple vartancs, to decide tm its implementation, 
rather than in systematic programming of an 
industrial development which requires more soph is 
ticated techniques, if applicable. The practical rules 
that we ate going to «ugge* awn at of*aming as 
accural« ** poatéblt IMMMM« of ínteres« of the 
pfojact.bv mnvmg gradually from the certain to iht 
less certain. We suggest the following stages: 

(*) Dennttion of the economtc entitv foe which 
viability taf the project » examined, 

• To Mwrt, die MMWancr rlNH ri* prit* <4 • metric um 
m • ifMcitic taw w a, mummd .«~ tfcc msrnitl raw >4 t«, 
••anufM KI Mvm« rwat, if rfcc »wwrpeiw pays M in» itw 
mmnt Km, tfwist ti W M téémv n»l proto ,4 4 ft» rfcc 
»aihra». 

/ / i 

' <) 

tin 

let 

IVhnition   ot   i   reference   solution   liken    is 
basis « .• comparison, .is IMVMH 

Idem ihca> ion ot  tht cconumu    u'ituic* ion 
cernei) with the pn >|c< i . 
< alculation <A  direu  and   indirect   costs   ind 
profits of ¡he protect , m . inip.issmu. if ncccs 
sarv,   modification ut certi in  observed pines 
and .» procedure of .ictu.ih/.tiion , 
I stimaii<m of possible surplu-  m<) oft\urn.il 
say mi;s nul dt tu lis, 

<^u«ntitaiivr estimation, in   is t,lr   is possible, 
of   effects  of  change   in   IIHMIIH    distribution 
antl summary compi,in ion ot induced -si eon 
darv ) effects, 
Research ot other i|ii ilit.it iv e ,ind i|u.mnt.itiv e 
erfeets  in non-monetir\  ternis, m it  prexioiish 
taken into account, 
IX-cts.on according to criteri;!  which express 
economic   advantage 
us examine these points successa » |y 

IhtiHifMH ni I In reumi mit rn/i/i /</'  // /</< << />n./i, / vi,i'i¡¡'\ 

h  i \,t Willi ii 

( alculation of viability vsiihin a fr.itiHwork c\ 
reeding that of the hod\ called on t< > undertake 
imptementation of the project, presupposes .1 fairly 
accurate definition of ihe frame in which the cal 
rulation is to be made let us srxt H \ tw o examples: 
thai i à a folcitili inclusi i lai illesi meni ,md a haroout 
:tivestment. 

The hrst case (the imlustnal project) can he 
examined from the \ lewpotnt of the national 
community of the country recciv int? the inycsiimni, 
or from the larger vie* that takes into act (inni, 
for example, the country of origin of the investment. 
The investment financed from abroad represents 
no real cost to the national community, sime then 
is no recourse to financial resourctsof that communi 
tv. In the second case, however, total cost ot 'ht 
project must he taken mm consideration 

In the case of a harlxiur investment generally 
charged to the country »here the harbour is located 
the resulting advantages mav differ slightly accord- 
ing to whether the viewpoint is stmtlv national, or 
more general time saving for foreign shij••> for 
Hwtance, whtch in principle will lie expressed in 
reduction of freight rates for imported ,cnd expirted 
products, as well as MI time saving and reduction 
of freight rate« for all other go»ids carried by ships 
catting at *hts harbour, commg from tvr going to 
torenn couneries 

The advantage resulting from the opening of a 
permanent connexion over the I nglish < han ne I 
would he measured difltrentlv from a I rene h or 
IritMh viewpoint or bv both together. 

Thewfoee the frame fot evaluation of advantage 
and coat should always he defined 
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lìrfmtwm */ tht pHSMkU rt(treme* «oiuftHH 

\ project correspond* ro a certam change in the 

allocami« of resources in rhe economy Ihr«-*«»«, 

the nature oí the chanfle envisaged should always 

he specified at the initio stage with its "Batumi" 
evolution were no project envisafled 

In the case of a mmin* or agricultural project, 

the reference s<»lution could lie "to ito nothing" 

In an industrial project, rhe reference solurk« would 

he either import or the floods in questuai, or 

maintenance in working order o* obsolete units 

with hiflher prtntuction costs In both rases, imple 

mentation or the project will rntail chanfle in income 

for other economic entities which should he taken 
into account in fllohal evaluation 

It should he noted that rhe reference solution 
does not necessari!; uphold the status quo 41 rhe 

time of study or rhe project It will orten he rhe 

initial situation "adapted" to meet evolution or 

demand, i.e., it necessar\ entailing certain investment 
or chanfle 

/Maitmn ami c/a\stfkatttm 0/  viirums   ftonurnh   t/t¡ fors 
aimtrmd m/h t/>* protri I 

The next stafle necessitates prior reflection on the 

practical method proposed, and a reminder or the 

Ciitnpkx nature or allocation or resources in the 
eennomv. 

I very economic organization comprises 

(aj I nterprises   which,   with   hmife<l   productivr 

capacity, ensure rhe pnxkiction funefktns m 

transforming   raw   materials   or   semi man« 

factum!   floods  into  intermediate or noshed 
products, 

(k) A Mate with limited income, ami which with 

this ensures certain investment and functkm 
of certain services, 

(e) Indtvkluals who, on the one hand, consume 

g>»ods and services hut who, on rhe orhet 

hand, represent the "labour force" or enter 

prises and administrât M tn. Itere again, the 

number 0/ qualified people and not only for 
rhe highest position* is limited 

I tmll y, these various "economic aflents" make 

e»changes with the exterior <rf the economic rnrity 
Ml UMCStkDII. 

Theat exchange«, both domestic and e «temei, are 

on the hasis of a price system which, a« shown above, 

does nor always reflect rhe real social co« of the 
good or service tratted 

W wh rime, a projet will affect re alloc at KM «rf 

available resources (raw materials, equipment, man 

power) in such a manner rhat rhe new alloc at M in of 

resources will permet a hewer "\ «kl" to the économat 
s\ stem as a whole 

Vrtctly speaking, computatK* ot rhe effect* of 
a project amounts ro anahsis of its impact on all 

economic factors '• fhts analysts is most simple in a 

case which postulates "full emplovment" of rhe 

existing mean« of product km (1 e , equipment as 

well as lami, manpower as well as raw materials). 

This is of course an extreme case, hut it permits 

minimal evaluation of viahilitv of a project for 
rhe entire economy I nder rhis hypothesis of 

full utilization, all enterprises make full use or rhcie 

productive capacities, arid rhere is no unemployment 

This hemg so, any consumption or pnxtuction 
•actors , raw materials, capital 8<x»d*, manpower) 

for implementai ion of the considered project can 

only he at rhe cost of other production The other 

economic aflcncies will he compelled either ro 

imporr if technically or rcfmomtcally possible or 
ro forgo certain production 

In this limited case, rhere are no indirect or second- 

ary effects and hevond possi We chanfle in income 

distri run H MI, the only advantage or rhe project to 

rhe cornmw»tt\ is measured hy its pront which will 

possibly he aiijusted, as we will see hereafter, to 

rake certain factors into account expenses of rhe 

Vate, possible change in exchange rate, taking into 
account a possible surplus 

The real economic world, m particular in develop- 

ing countries, never correspond* to thi* éntreme 
hypothesis. We must enlarge it 

We » ill enlarge it in two stages In the first, we 

will mamme rhe eflrct of rhe project on enterprises 

which supply goods and services for its implementa 

tion and operation and which, without it, do not 

fully use rheir mean« of production In the second 

stafle we shall see how to deal, if necessary, with 

'he problem of manpower (seepage H). In all cases, 

the effects of the project on public finance should he 
taken into account. 

At 'his «tage, the problem posed rherefoet 

amounts to detection of the emerprtacs whose 

activities will he influenced by the project, either 

during its implementation, or afterward m rhe 
course of its operation. 

We then list mam enterprises concerned with the 

project,   fot   which  the  additional  activity   that  M 

T< Mirant* MMHV, »n*l m accordance watt ie»awm>*igy 
et-neraMv aa< 

1*1 Primary «Heart refe-**,  <w KWMwy ekeact 
wtwe* «•••>!  HI accounn ,4 ri* *•*}« 

(»1 Wrmmry   métmtet   Ars,   or  MM*?   in«*i 
tk<>m ISMU*WMJ  from aurcaase <i *•««•> 
ír< MM  < *fcer «iwtfriiM. 

1 c) StMMMMlary aáWw, ft».«« feWim« troni an menate ... 
the me<MNe «4 ver*«* eexw  KMH §mmw, «W 10 écran 

id) 
••«««Me <*" tew a****» maaieW afama, ptrnimÁtm 
<4 aae«-«**«Mi akvaenajwuinl jrtcr e« mat mit* MI id % 
netW«M* <4 —c<<ném\ t*mm, etc 
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generares will permit  better  utilization of existing 

but urternploved productive capacity, or for which 
the additional activity generated rntaih new invest 
ment (insportant or not). 

I'h* IIM w»ll be of more or les« importance 

according f" the nature oí the project ami the degree 

of accuracy of the desired evaluation. 

Frequently three or tour enterprise* (or sectors) 

»or the operating period, and one or two for the 

investment period suffice to provide the detailed 

information mentioned hereafter 1 valuation of the 

other sectors »ill be quicker, or, as a safeguard, it 

will he assumed that indirect effects on these enter 

prises are nil (i.e., their means of production are 
already fully utilized) 

It should he noted that in certain rases an enter 

prue which is not a direct supplier of the project 

can he classified in the first category: an industry 

with a heavy electricitv consumption may indirectly 

cause revaluation of heavy fuel produced bv a l<jcal 

refinery, and used for additional electric output. 

At the end of this paper we therefore give a list 
of enterprises (or sectors of activity) which will he 

the subject »if more precise investigation, and a list 
of other sectors for which estimation will be more 
concise 

C*kdatnm #/ th prttftit cast «*W rtturn 

This entails several stages: /a) compilation of 

maturity schedules for receipts and expenditures of 

the enterprises concerned with the project and for 

the .Vate; (k) possible adjustment of certain prices; 
(t) actualisation. 

We »n» going to examine all these stages succes- 

sively with their practical problems which require 
resolution. 

Mmturtty xhànks »f rtttipts and exp$mtnnr,S 

The enterprise and the Vate will he analyzed 
successively 

(a) Lmttrprists 

For each enterprise most directly affected bv 

the project, its impact showy he analysed MI terms 

oí: (0) addmoml receipts and expenditures, re 

«shitif fr*im pi..duct urn of good« or services put 
a« the dsapnaal of the project; (k) »dbHional m- 

vwatmnts that may he necessary to cope with the 
addstinml demand. 

1M gesserai the analysis shoved not be made M 

•erma of "average coat" or "average peofk" Let 

«ss for «anmpit take a new cement plant, consuming 

fml and electricity Th»s addtonnaJ electricity 
cri H i HMf lion may either perm« hrtter «tduaatioii 

a# existm* emiwpioycd productive power (at least 

et some hours) «caukmg m imp r ir um proét «o the 

power plant, or necessitate heavv investment in 
means f>f prtxluction ami transmission, the cost <>t 

which is not always reflected in the price of elee 

trtcitv to the cement plant " likewise, for a -t finery, 

according to its initial productive capacity, the 

nature of crudes processed, and market distribution 

of white and black rM|s in the country concerned, 

the additional demand may result in significant 
losses or profits. 

(»enerally speaking, every time a project emails 

better utilization of underemployed productive 
capacity, the effects will lie positive But, invest 

ments however small supplying enterprises hay e 

to make to meet additional demand, must always 
be taken into account. 

Should the price system not be subject to change, 
the effect of the project will equal the variation 

in profits of the various enterprises whose activity 

is affected bv the project. To facilitate possible 

change in the price system, a precise maturity 

schedule of additional receipts and expenditures 

must be compiled tor each studied enterprise, 

distinguishing in particular between the share of 

receipts and expenditures resulting trenn traile 

with the state, ant! the share of foreign currency 

(or more precisely receipts and expenditures insule 

and outside the economic area m question), for 

enterprises, activity of which is only slightly 

changed bv the project, indirect effects will lie 

considered as nil or, if certain productive capacities 

are unutilised, cautious estimate will be matte It 

recent tables of intermdustnal exchanges exist, 

they can be used, or else rapid investigation can lie 

made m the sectors in question. In such cases, an 

estimate of coso of corresponding investments 
should also not he omitted.'* 

(b) hxmmmatm* »f effects »n //* Statt 

Implementation of the project can some times 

entail certain state expenditures (roads, schools, 

subsidies, etc.) and modification of certain income 

(taxation of imported products and profits). 

(xmseefuently, receipts and expenditures ascer 

tamed for enterprises connected with the project, 

should always be complemented bv receipts and 

expenditures generated to the accounts of public 

authority, either by direct operation tir through 

indirect effect i of the kind described above. 

" Strictly speakin«, estafeHehinem <4 i cernent plant mar 
have the effect <4 aes-ancin« the timing <4 new in vestment 
m trccinciry am«|uction, m a cowwry where aVmeod w 
•towing, an* where irtitnJ output capacity is ifwumnent 
luck an accelerati)m >>f the invent««!* paramene rinds 
captwee« <n m the cm* <if aetuaiiacd valu« which <me must try 

14 Strictly speaking, the capitai retfuiremem necessary 
K> cria« with mareiiiaJ chana« m aVmanc! »hould he taken 
¡tuo account In ftar», these coefficient» arc generativ not 
known anal one has to he conten« with cetimatet wwkcci <mt 
m well sa awiaaihh. 
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(e) Ptissihle luljitslmtnt ni cer/ciiH prîtes 

We already indicated that actual prices must lie 
modified cautiously to attempt liettcr evaluation of 
the value of a project in terms of the entire economy. 
There are, however, certain cases in which almost 
all economists agree to make certain corrections. 
Before analyzing problems posed In \arious 
entries of receipts ami expenditures, we shall deal 
with two specilic corrections which sometimes 
affect almost all entries: taking into account duties, 
faxes ami subsidies of the State and possible adjust 
ment of the exchange rate. 

(d) / in¡im till /run.nu/ions irit/i the S/u/i 

I very financial operation (excepting purchase of 
goods or services) l>etween the State and a domestic 
economic agent (or the economic community, 
according to the point of y lew ) is of the nature ot a 
transfer and therefore does not create new wealth 
or expenditures. ( onscqucnth, it need not he taken 
into account from the viewpoint of the communia 
(if, of course, the problem of incoine distribution 
l>c  teniporarib   ignored). 

Practically, it the Stale lie considered an economic 
agency for winch a maturity schedule of receipts 
and expenditures has been compiled, it will suffice 
to add the actualized balance of these transactions 
to the other effects of the project. It the State's 
role,:l is limited to collection of taxes and payment 
ot subsidies, with no purchase of goods anil sen ices 
on its part (e.g., industrial project for which the 
State docs not have to make any specific investment) 
there is no absolute need to identify the State asa 
particular economic agent, nor to modify receipts 
ami expenditures of the enterprise to adopt the 
viewpoint ot the whole economy in use ot the 
following table which indicates ihe various possible- 
situations. 

This table should lxj utilized correctly. This 
implies simply noting the existing differences, 
taking into account computation of financial 
transactions with the State and the differences 
lietween the viewpoint of the enterprise charged 
with the project and that of the economy as a 
whole; a subsidy V tor equipment is a receipt to the 
enterprise which, on the other hand, effects an 
investment / to an equivalent amount, which will 
appear as an expenditure in the accounts of the 
enterprise as well as those of the community. 

In    the    strictest    sense   the    above-mentioned 
viewpoint   presupposes   that  problems   of  income 
distribution   not   be   taken   into   account,   ( onse 
qocnth, certain writers, such as Prou and Oicrvcl 

'•' *. e havt in mind the State in its strict «.list . .f the 
administrai M m ut national aici>untin)¿. A ni ivcrnmcnt 
ii» iivil cntcrpritK shall he considered ** in interposi if it 
sells »¡i «'its ,ir servios (mall, telephone, water suppK, ite.). 

\l t (Il M ISi     I l IK   I 1 V ISM  Ml     rmsjSM   riONs W l'I 11 Oil' St A o 

i „.„,.,. .•A „„;.• 

1 ' •*; «ZT, /    .'•:.•! 

»."'    '     'li:.                        M ,«. 
/ % '.,« 1 v»i 

* . ml.      4,im- «„.,,„ *»; 

Indirect duties tin 
lupins ( 1 ) 
(including imp« >rt 
duties)  r r 

Indirect duties i m 
' iiitpiiis CI") 
(includimi export 
duties)     T' T' 

1 )ireit taxes paid bv 
the enterprise (D) i) i) 

Subsidies, capital 
participât ti m or 
loans (S)     S s 

in the first chapter of |S|, insist that tbe fiscal 
machinery of most developing countries is unable 
to ensure desirable redistribution and that in fact 
it is impossible, in evaluating a project, to dissociate 
its effects on production from its effects on redis- 
tribution of incomes. Therefore, they rightly warn 
against computation without taxes, which would 
not lie complemented, as we recommend here, bv 
total calculation of the project's impacts on income 
ot the State and, further, on the income of various 
categories of economic agent (see page 4<>). 

(e) I ottici i/immx exchange 

If the project is in a country where currency is 
not freely convertible, the problem will arise of 
the economic value to be attributed to the rate 
of exchange which will be used in evaluation of 
goods and services, imported or exported. It is 
difficult to formulate a general rule, because 
regulations in force and economic conditions vary 
wideh from one country to another. 

We will only indicate that it will f>ften be advisable 
to approximate that rate quoted on the parallel 
exchange market in order to evaluate rem! value 
of foreign trade; this will confer a certain coefficient 
on all the entries of receipts and expenditures in 
foreign trade, regardless of certain price adjustments 
which will occur later. 

(t) f .valmtmn »f ffo valut #/' tht pnpet's output 

We will distinguish between three cases: 
la) Production exported; 
Ih) Production destined for domestic use, but 

which may be used in foreign trade; 
f() Production which cannot be used in inter- 

national trade. 
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Production exported. The retained value is, in 
principle, that actuallv collected bv the national 
community (i.e., the enterprise and possibly the 
Srate it there is an esporr dut\), possibly adjusted 
by means of a previouslv determined coefficient 
for exchange of foreign currency. 

Nevertheless, there nia\ be certain cases where 
different values must le taken into account, I xports 
wirhin the frame of bilateral tratte agreements, 
with the partial characteristics of barter, mav lead 
to sale ot a product at an interesting price, counter- 
part to which would be purchase of goods at a 
price higher than that at which the same goods 
could have been procured elsewhere. A reduced 
value should lie retained for exports carried out 
under these conditions. 

I'rodnc/ion for domestic consumption only, but »bicli 
may be used in internationaltrade. Here, too, the normal 
rule will !>e to refer, in principle, to prices quoted 
on the world market, or more exactly, to the price 
at which the goods can actuallv be procured on 
the world market, taking into account transport 
costs and existing trade relations (and possibly 
adjustment of the rate of exchange). 

This rule is of utmost importance, because many 
products enjoy protection or price support on the 
domestic market: one should not judge viability 
of a sugar plant project by the price granted the 
existing sugar plants, but by the price at which 
sugar can actually be procured abroad. The profit 
of the project is in fact equal to savings realized 
by not buying this sugar abroad. 

The price supplement granted to domestic 
producers is, in the wider sense, a transfer from the 
consumer to the producers at large (the enterprise's 
owners, wage earners and suppliers). 

Products which cannot be »sed in foreign trade. These 
are essentially services (transport, housing) or 
goods produced by public services (water, electricity, 
excepting certain cases). 

The economic theory indicates that optimal 
allocation of resources in the economy is realized 
if goods and services are sold at their marginal 
cost, demand being then equal to supply. This 
poses many problems in practical application, in 
particular in the case of enterprises producing 
goods and services which require very heavy 
investment (railways, generation und transmission 
of electricity). Sale at marginal coat is not the 
general rule, and there is a considerable divergence 
sometimes (positive or negative) between the price 
paid by the user and the real production cost of the 
service considered. 

Without too complex research, one should try- 
to estimate the value of goods or services which 
cannot be used in international business, at produc- 
tion cost. However, this simplified rule cannot be 

blindly applied. \ great numlxr of enterprises, 
selling goods ,,r sen ices which cannot IK- used 
internationally are in tact in a monopoly position, 
and retaining a value for scry ice at equal to marginal 
cost could 'lead to justifying of aberrations m the 
economic field. 

Consequently, ha\mg made sure thai miplenicti 
tatton of the project will U followed In a demand 
that effectively corresponds at a forecast price 
to available productive capacity, the retained 
value of the product will significantly balance costs 
over a reasonable period. 

Hence, strictly speaking, a value ahoye selling 
price must 1* taken if, for political reasons, (In- 
service in question is clearly priced below real cost. 
Because of scarcity of resources, this will prevent 
the enterprise from meeting the manifest demand, 
and will result in cuts in power ami water supply 
(common in certain countries). Reciprocally, that 
part of the price intended for easier self financing 
ot the enterprise in order to meet growing demand 
(generally the case in electricity projects) cannot 
IH.- considered as a receipt to the community. This 
price supplement is a kind of transfer from user 
to enterprise owner and is facilitated by the enter 
prise's position of relative monopoly. It would 
not exist in a competitive situation with a large 
money market capable of tasi I y financing forthcoming 
expansions. Nevertheless, one might contend that 
the user who agrees to pay the dtrianded price 
for the service supplied, confers on it a "value" 
equal to the price paid. Consequently one may 
retain the price entailing a margin of self financing, 
while being assured of market volume at the 
proposed price. 

(g) l.valnation of  the value of consumption o\   lyWr 
and services by the enterprise 

Here we specify : 
(a) Imported goods and services; 
(b) Domestic goods and services but available on 

the world market; 
(c) Goods and services impossible to buy on the 

work! market; 
(d) Wages; 
(i) Transactions with financial bodies. 

Impertid jgtmis and services. They are estimateli at 
real cost, possibly with an adjustment ctjcfttcient for 
the rate of exchange. Insofar as the State account 
has been identified, taxes arc taken into account 
automatically. Otherwise, the amount of taxes is to 
be eliminated.14 

14
 The two methods arc equivalent. In cant where there 

in State account, alor.|<»kk' that irf the enterprise, the amount 
of the taxe» paid hy the enterprise appears a« a receipt to the 
Stat« and m cottaong for the whole economy, the operation 
it balanced out. Therefor«, taking inti> account theae purchase* 
lets tax amount« to the same thing. 
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(iftw/s unii services produced locali) ¡nil » hic h attilli lit 
imparled. In this case we must distinguish between 
two hypotheses: 

{iii The case where goods and services consumed 
are produced by enterprises working at full 
capacm ; it is clear that the prices to be 
considered in this case are those of equivalent 
imported products. 

(i>¡ The goods and services consumed are pro- 
duced In enterprises from the list of those 
affected by the project, for which accounts of 
receipts and expenditures are established. In 
this case the purchase price for the maturity 
schedule will not be amended; losses or 
profits resulting from additional production 
should appear in the books of the producing 
enterprise. However, a ticklish problem may 
arise, if the r.-al cost of additional output 
(and not its sellini; price), is higher than 
the price of the equivalent imported product. 
This implies that production is less efficient 
than in other countries, \\M\ it would lie 
advisable striciK from the economic 
viewpoint to stop the production. If, for 
reasons other than economic, this production 
is torced on domestic users, it seems legitimate 
to lake it into account at the cost level, rather 
than to retain ihe price of the equivalent 
imported product.1 ' 

In principle, the reverse situation should not 
occur; it the cost ot additional production is lower 
than the price of the equivalent imported product, 
the enterprise should e\port and work at full 
capacitv and we would return to the previous case. 
Should lliis noi be so (because, lor example, of 
transport and insurance charges on export), the 
real cost must be retained, and not the price, less 
tax, of the equivalent imported product. 

It should IH' noted that, in the case of utilization 
of local production at marginal real cost1* higher 
than that of the equivalent imported product, the 
project under investigation is penalized, because 
ot wrong previous allocation of economic resources, 

'•' Such a situation might result from economics of scale: 
the productiim cost ..t one unit in a small factory, even if 
well managed, is ¿¡cut-rally higher than that of a factory 
with greater capacity. 

'* The concept of marginal cost must be applied very 
cautiously. In particular, it should nut IK- limited to short- 
term view. In the case ot an expanding scaur with temporary 
si rplus productive capacity, the marginal cost shall rake 
into account, as we already notti), the actualized cost realized 
hs advancement ot the date when a new production unit will 
be needed. 

In the converse case of a regressing sector, it will nor be 
necessary m take such a cost into account. 

In the case ot a technically connected "siring of projects" 
te. g., a power station and An aluminium plant), the marginal 
cost will include all investment and operating costs of these 
units. 

or lnxause of change in technological and commercial 
data. 

Xon-imptirtable goods and services. In this case one 
should clearly distinguish between prices or rates, 
and real costs actually generated by the project. 

It is obvious that cost of additional transport of 
cement or ore, by a railway not working at full 
capacity, will he very low by comparison with 
the cost of constructing a new special rail-head to 
service new strata. However, in both cases, one 
risks application of similar tariffs, the rate having a 
general character which does not take into account 
particular characteristics of each load. 

In the case of enterprises included in the explicit 
analysis of additional receipts and expenditures 
resulting from the project, computation entails 
no special problems. However, in the case of 
supplying enterprises, for which no explicit analysis 
is made, the rates applied by the enterprises should 
be checked for compliance with costs, at least for 
certain highly valued inputs. Comments made 
before, (page 35) on products which cannot be 
subject to foreign trade, apply equally here. 

Wages. Assuming full employment, wages in princi- 
ple reflect the cost of manpower both to the commu- 
nity and the enterprise. Any new employment can be 
created only at the expense of other employment, 
and the real cost to the economy is in principle 
equal to the production value that the wage earner 
realized in the sector where he previously worked. 

( )n the other hand, if part of the staff pianned for 
the project was previously unemployed, creation 
of income resulting from the project may be taken 
into account in evaluation. The initial application 
of the reference price theory led to a nil cost for 
these wages. A more careful-and perhaps more 
cautious analysis of the question leads to admission 
of a certain reduction of nominal wages, but not 
the acceptance of nil cost. Indeed, certain costs often 
correspond to input of work (recruitment, minimum 
training, housing), and are not nil but always 
registered elsewhere. 

( )n the other hand, total unemployment over the 
whole year is rare (in agricultural areas there is 
occasional manpower scarcity for harvesting) and 
there might be certain production loss. Finally, 
monetary income thus created will be partly used 
for consumption of goods that are imported or 
contain imported elements, whereas the consumption 
structure was different before creation of the 
employment." 

" In the paper [14] J. M. D. Little and J. A. Mirrlees, on 
the basis of schematic computations, put forward the idea 
that reference wages represent about 80% of nominal wages 
in the case of a staff without employment. This calculation 
assumes however the possibility of transfer of the amounts 
paid as wages into amounts available for investments, and 
one could dispute this viewpoint. 
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A reduction of 20 to 50".„ of the nominal rate of 
these wages can therefore be accepted for the case 
of personnel without employment. 

Moreover, it should be noted that the staff which 
was really unemployed before the project, only 
constitutes a part of the whole staff, and that staff 
not classified in higher categories may often be a 
scarce commodity in the economy. 

This adjustment of wages can in practice only 
be done for wages paid by the enterprises linked 
to the project, and only by more specific investigation. 
Generally, wage adjustments in other enterprises 
will be ignored (as reflected by the taking into 
account of costs, slightly overstated for locally 
made products). 

For qualified staff who are scarce in the economy, 
at least real wages shall be taken into account and, 
in the case of a country applying arbitrary limitation 
of wages for executive staff, it may be justified to 
take an accounting price that exceeds the nominal 
rate. 

The reference price theory applied to remunera- 
tion of work input, raises problems as yet unsolved 
by economic theory. In certain cases, programming 
submitted to the constraint of full employment, 
can lead to negative prices for wages. 

It was this dilemma which confronted I.. V. 
Kantorovitch when he applied mathematical pro- 
gramming to socialist planning. The objectively 
defined evaluation (prices) for labour input may be 
without significance, from a political or social 
viewpoint, and its economic significance is only 
marginally true. However, in a liberal economy, 
wages do not derive solely from relations between 
wage earners and employers. With tax, social 
charges, allowances, subsidies, etc. the state com- 
pletely changes this relationship, as R. Pallu de la 
Barrière observes in the foreword to the French 
edition of L. V. Kantorovitch. The socialist econ- 
omist also suggests a general equalization of wages. 

One may even go farther and consider introduc- 
tion of a systematic distortion at the level of refer- 
ence prices which can be theoretically justified when 
returns increase. Indeed, in the linear case, prices 
(dual variables) maintain a constant value up to the 
point where they become nil. However, in the case 
of growing returns, remuneration of inputs at 
their marginal productivity entails remuneration in 
excess of average productivity. The transition from 
underemployment (even partial) to full employ- 
ment naturally implies a growing return of input, 
and this kind of distortion can therefore be justified. 

Transactions with financial bodies. Transactions, no 
matter of what nature (participations, loan, loan or 
capital repayment, interest or dividends payment), 
will be classified in two categories, according to the 
beneficiaries: 

(a) Transactions with national linancial agencies, 
or at least bodies within the economic entity 
under investigation; 

(b) Transactions with foreign financial bodies. 

The first are simply internal transfers and there- 
fore of no interest to us, except from the viewpoint 
of income distribution. 

But the second must be taken into account, on 
their actual date of operation, with corrective 
coefficients as might be necessary, for all payments 
in foreign currency. 

Actualization 

We now have at our disposal maturity schedules 
of receipts and expenditures, possibly adjusted to 
take into account certain distortions of exchange 
rate or of particular prices for each economic 
agent (enterprises and State) most concerned with 
the project (as a result of change in their activity, 
in cost of their consumption or in sale of their 
products and consequently in their profit). 

It now remains to take into account the fact that 
the value of 1 dollar in a year, or several years 
from now, is not the same as its immediate value, 
neither to the individual nor to all the other eco- 
nomic agents. The concept of actualization was 
therefore introduced from the viewpoint both of 
the enterprises and the individual. Its use in judging 
a project from the viewpoint of the community 
raises some difficult problems in the theoretical 
field.18 Some dispute its use even in the case of big 
investments, and recommend direct consideration 
of the maturity schedules of receipts and expendi- 
tures. 

Whichever the hypotheses considered, the authors 
generally agree that the community attributes more 
weight to consumption in the near than in the 
distant future. The evolution of the coefficient 
which balances consumption and consequently 
forthcoming uses is not known exactly, but it is 
traditional and comfortable to admit that it assumes 
the form: 

1 

(1+0' 

The rate of actualization from the community 
viewpoint (social time preference), would then 
equal / for all periods. 

This form may, however, be criticized: in parti- 
cular, the rate of actualization has no reason to be 
constant, and may depend on the level of consump- 
tion attained. 

e 
" Sec a discussion on these problems in [7] of J. Lesourne, 

p. 172—177, in |3) of Abraham and Thomas, or in [5] of 
rou and Chervel, pp. 133 and 134. 
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It is nevertheless the form generally adopted. The 
coefficient : 

1 

(1 4 ¡y 

has sometimes been called the psychological dis- 
count rate (M. M. Boiteux). But, once the principle 
of actualization has been admitted, definition of the 
rate to be adopted raises many problems which 
have not so far been resolved satisfactorily. 

Various approaches have been tried, and we 
shall mention three. The first accepts the idea that 
the financial market at least approximately reflects 
the future evaluations made by suppliers and reci- 
pients of capital. The rate of actualization will 
therefore be sought on the basis of analysis of rates 
actually applied to various kinds of investment, if 
possible distinguishing between the rate of "net" 
interest and the "premium" on risk of the operation 
financed by the loan, and on the quality of the 
borrower. 

This pragmatic approach is nevertheless con- 
fronted by the fact that there is not one, but several 
financial markets, each partitioned ort and subject to 
its own regulations. Furthermore, the market which 
can be included in statistical observation, often only 
represents a small part of total investments of the 
country. Finally, the rates quoted may vary bv 
some two to three per cent on medium-term bonds 
issued by the State, and up to 100",, on usurious 
loans granted at some periods of the vear. 

Such a situation results from partitioning of the 
various capital markets. Thus, ii is verv difficult to 
determine a rate that may be applied for "equi- 
librium". 

Therefore, another approach has been suggested, 
close to that recommended by certain authors for 
an enterprise in the case of financial constraint. 
The central planning authority could attempt to 
determine various rates for projects yielding a 
positive actualized profit and then calculate the 
total capital requirements for each rate. In this 
way one gets (figure 3) a decreasing curve, as a 
function of the rate of actualization (or more exactly, 
a stepped curve, since the number of envisaged 
projects is limited). C0 is then the total amount of 
available capital originating from various sources 
(foreign aid, budget, local savings, etc.). The rate /'„ 
as rate of actualization shall be so chosen that all the 
projects yielding a positive actualized profit at the 
rate i0, can be implemented with the available 
funds C0. However, this procedure can be criticized 
for several reasons. 

First of all, in reality, it is quite difficult to grasp 
the notion of available funds C: what length of 
time is envisaged-one year or five?  Are transfers 

Figuri 3 

from one year to another possible ? As far as projects 
are concerned, difficulties are also numerous. What 
kind of project is taken into account: public 
projects only or public and private ones ? Is it possible 
to delay some projects? The interdependence of 
projects also entails many problems. 

But, even when C„, the sum of the capital avail- 
able, and the projects are sufficiently well defined, 
the very principle of the method is open to question. 

It would be valid within the frame of a broad 
capital market where an increase of interest rates 
would be reflected in actual increase of capital 
supply. 

In reality, the envisaged procedure leads to adop- 
tion of very high rates (20 to 25°,,), when the invested 
funds originate either from public (hence fiscal) 
sources, for which it is difficult to fix an interest 
rate, or from external aid, the rates of which, if it is 
a loan, rarely exceed 6 to 9°;, and will never reach 
the rates of 20 to 25% obtained before.1* Should 
the choice between projects then not be made 
t ither by real capital cost and consequent adoption 
of much  lower  rates-of 8  to   10%? The  most 

" One should mention the explanation, given by C. Abra- 
ham and A. Thomas in their work |3| (p. 318) of this difference, 
admitted even in developed countries for public invest- 
ments. The less ling of satisfaction resulting from the pay- 
ment of 1 dollar i is assumed to be much greater than that 
resulting from an 'come reduction of 1 dollar, and the 
scarcity of public fufu foHows from it. The method shown 
in figure 3 would then bi applicable, only through increasing 
the monetary COM of public investment by a certain amount, 
corresponding to the psychological cost of the tax. Abraham 
and Thomas suggest an increase of about 20 to 30° a. 
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interesting projects would then be those for which 
these rates generate the highest actualized income.*' 

This procedure, though not applicable on a 
country-wide scale, has nevertheless been employed 
at the level of certain services that receive capital 
grants yearly (Ministry of Public Works, of Knergv 
etc.). It remains a useful palliative, and a first 
approximation of what might be called the rate of 
substitution (or opportunity cost) of capital for the 
country or service considered. 

The rate thereby adopted would be the rate of 
internal viability of the first project to be renounced 
(or the last project implemented, if each project is 
sufficiently small in terms of the whole ensemble 
of projects). But this rate of substitution, resulting 
from juxtaposition of the funds available, and the 
"project ideas" at the time of its determination, has 
no reason to be equal to the coefficient of actualiza- 
tion which expresses the weight that the community, 
enterprise or individual attribute to outputs, 
consumption or future satisfaction. 

Thus, another much more theoretical and "macro- 
economical" approach is necessary, but which 
better reflects the future factors to be taken into 
account. 

Consideration indeed shows that: 

(a) In the same proportion that the planned rate 
of growth is higher, the rate of actualization 
is probably higher; a high rate of growth 
requires big investments, with resultant heavy 
drawing on available resources. The heavier 
the immediate demand for sacrifice, the higher 
the present preference, consequently, the 
actualization rate will rise in consequence ; 

(l>) As the rate of actualization is higher, so the 
total resources available for saving and 
consumption will lie smaller in direct propor- 
tion. 

The rate is therefore linked to the growth rate 
desired for the economy and its initial level. But 
the relationships between these various factors, and 
many others, such as population increase and socio- 
institutional aspects of the community concerned, 
are not rigid. 

Many models of economic growth, presented by- 
theoreticians21 (Cobb-Douglas, A. Quayum, S. 
Chakravarty, J. Von Neumann, Kemeney, Morgen- 
stern, Thompson, Solow and, recently, Malinvaud 
and  Stoléru),  connect growth  rates, existant  re- 

*• The discussion is clo»e to that which can be held from 
the viewpoint of the enterprise, by comparing the criterion 
of rate of internal viability, and the coefficient of relative 
capital growth where financial comtrainta exist. 

" Se« P. Massé in |4), p. 42S and the following citations, 
where description and discussion of several models ¡s given. 
We should also mention Malinvaud in J15|, J. C. Hirschlcifcr 
J. C. de Haven, J. W. Milliman in [16], pp. 139 151 and 
1é0—141, Stole«, in [17]. ** 

sources, the interest rate, the rate of savings or 
investment and various other factors. I ndcr 
certain conditions it can even be demonstrated that 
the rate of expansion and interest are identical at 
equilibrium." Unfortunately, these models rest on 
complex hypotheses, some of which are apparently 
not fulfilled (in particular, the convexity of produc- 
tion function, since multiplicity of equipment 
decreases development cost). 

Moreover, purely theoretic analysis must lie 
complemented by: 

(a) sociological  analysis   of  actual   behavior   of 
economic   agents,   and   the   rate   of  savings   the\ 
accept; (b) analysis of the role of technical progress, 
in all its forms, in economic growth and its relation 
ship to the rate of savings. 

Beyond these conceptual difficulties, the applica- 
tion of models presupposes a measuring device 
sufficiently precise for the parameters 'adopted. 
Such a device can only k- sufficiently elaborate 
national accounting, which few countries at present 
possess. Nevertheless, it is conceivable that such an 
instrument will one dav enable political authority 
to adopt an actualization rate that is more adequate 
from the viewpoint of the community. Such a 
choice would essentially reflect a choice Intwcen 
present and future, as to the rate of growth and the 
kind of development desired. On these grounds, 
it is a political decision to be made by the central 
political-economic authority of (he country. Models, 
no doubt complicated, will one dav make it possible 
to test the consequences of choice of a certain 
medium and long-term rate, taking foreseeable 
reactions of economic agents into consideration. 
The formal ami mathematical developments presen- 
ted by L Stoléru23 and relating to economic growth 
in F ranee, enabled decision on a global rate of 
actualization of lx.tween 8 and 11)",,. 

It follows that this rate will not vary for the 
various investments envisaged:*4 present satisfac- 
tion procured by forthcoming availability of a 
dollar cannot depend on the equipment which 
made this dollar possible. A unirteli rate will there- 
fore he the rule. 

It should also he noted that the actualization rate 
so defined is truly the rate which expresses the value 
accorded to future income, consumption and out- 
put. It does not necessarily equal the "rate of sub- 
stitution" determined theoretically, by calculating 
the rate of internal profitability resulting from the 
use of fixed capital of the project for other purposes 
in the economy. This concept of rate of substitution 

" See B. Kirchner [IUI. 
" Paper mentioned |17[, pp. 41*   442. 
14 This point of vkw is especially disputed by |. I)es- 

rousseaux [19|, hut the author appears, in certain cases, to 
question the very principle of actualization. 
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discussed in detail by American authors-for 
determination of the rate of actualization on funds 
allocated to public investment expenditure, is 
difficult to grasp in terms of alternative use of the 
funds (private or public utilization).26 

finally, although generally accepting the prin- 
ciple of actualization, economists emphasize the 
difficulty in proposing tangible rates for com- 
putation from the community viewpoint. Therefore, 
calculations are generally made on several rates, 
to better check the sensitivity of projects to varia- 
tions of the rate, experience shows that a variation 
of a few points generally docs not alter judgement, 
except in projects with very different capital cost 
and operation structures. Rates from 6 to 2.S°„ 
seem to represent the limit of actualization rates 
admissible for a community. 

Besides, various models of economic program- 
ming, showing the actual capital cost, lead to rates 
of about this order. 

Such a calculation gives: fa) minimal estimation 
of profit for the economic entity concerned with 
the project, or the variants of the project under 
investigation; (//^possible estimation of attraction 
of the project from the viewpoint of public finance 
and, at least partially, the influence of the project 
on the balance of payments. 

The latter does not limit itself solelv to the enter- 
prise's foreign trade resulting from the project, 
but also encompasses trade of enterprises affectt \ 
by the project. 

Intimation of profits or losses due to considerable variation 
of prices and external savings or deficits 

Many projects will erlect considerable change 
in price of existing goods, either b\ rise (protection 
of a new enterprise), or reduction (considerable 
increase in capacity, due to scale effects). In principle, 
demand for the goods will vary and price alteration 
will find expression in additional loss or profit for 
the community not previously taken into account. 
I,et us take an item imported at price /',. first the 
case of a rise in price from P¡ to P2, the quantity 
being sold dropping from Qt to Q¿ (see figure 4). 
As indicated, the receipts for the project from the 
viewpoint of the community will be the value 
(¿i » /*,, where the sum (P2 Pt) - Q2 has the nature 
of a transfer from consumers to owners and wage 
earners of the project enterprise. 

furthermore, there is a loss of "satisfaction" in 
the economy, since consumption dropped from 
£>, to Qv I'nder certain general hypotheses, it 
can lie demonstrated that this loss is equivalent to 
the surface t>f the curvilinear triangle AHH. Like- 
wise, in the case of price reduction from Px to Pt, 

"• N* S. ( . Smith and I . N. Ílattei in |20|. 

f igwt 4 

and increased consumption from Qx to Q3, one 
must add to the profit resulting from price reduction 
for the past consumption [represented by the 
surface APXP%1\ i.e., (/\-^¿x£,]-the profit 
resulting from new consumption made possible by 
the project. It can also be shown as represented by 
curvilinear triangle ACf\ 

One can therefore try to estimate these benefits 
and profits. Practically it will often be difficult to 
evaluate variation in consumption due to price 
change. Knowledge of price elasticities is insufficient 
for mo«r products. Nevertheless, one could try to 
make a cautious estimate and assimilate the demand 
curve with a straight line between the significant 
points for the initial and final state. The profit or 
the loss will then be equal to: 

(A   PJ * (& - Qx)  ot  (Pt - />,) x (ä - &) 
2 2 

Similar calculations will for instance be made in 
the case of increased traffic because of improvement 
of a road (taking into account the advvnt-ge result- 
ing from "traffic generated"). Profit ca»c dated in 
this way will of course be actualized at the same rate 
as the other receipts tnd expenditures. 

Likewise, attempt will be made to evaluate 
external savings and deficits. We have already 
indicated that some cannot be directly quantified. 
They will merely be described. For all other cases 
an estimation will be attempted, and especially 
for projects entailing considerable price variation 
in other products in the economy or changing 
activity   of other  economic  agencies   (especially 
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because of a substitution effect: a shoe factory will 
reduce activity of craftsmen in making shoes. 
Conversely, a plant for aluminium processing can be 
erected after implementation of a project to produce 
aluminium). These external savings and deficits 
will be subject to separate evaluation, from year to 
year, according to the previously defined rules for 
the project in question. 

fiffects of projects on income distribution and summary 
calculation of induced or secondary effects 

We repeatedly indicated the significance of 
problems of income distribution. However, economic 
analysis conducted so far has practically ignored 
them, in assuming one dollar of additional income 
tt) a poor farmer to be totally equivalent to one 
additional dollar for the wealthy entrepreneur or 
the State, provided the profits be in the same 
community. We tried to measure growth of income 
resulting from the project, without giving attention 
to the beneficiaries. This approach has the ad- 
vantage of simplifying the calculation. This pro- 
cedure follows essentially from the fact that mo- 
dification of income distribution should result 
from action of the State fiscal and of various 
social institutions rather than from choice of 
production projects. However, taking the signi- 
ficance of this problem into consideration, the 
main categories of beneficiaries should be distin- 
guished for every variant of the project, and especial- 
ly domestic and foreign economic agents. This 
distribution is not solely of political importance, 
but also has economic bearing insofar as it affects 
utilization of new resouicc* created by the project. 

The effects on income distribution must be 
quantified as much as possible, leaving the re- 
sponsibility of decision and the weight to be 
accorded each category of beneficiaries to the 
political authority. Sometimes they can be used as 
a basis for the estimation of secondary effects. 
However, one should use secondary effects to 
justify a project only with the greatest caution. 

When comparing two projects which are in- 
compatible, both will have secondary effects related 
to income distribution modifications entailed by 
each. If the income distribution resulting from the 
two is more or less the same (which is mostly 
the case), it will be enough to take into account 
income created by each one, without multiplying 
it by a factor which would be nearly the tame in 
both cases and would therefore not change the 
gradings of the two projects. 

If two projects posses» effects on income distribu- 
tion that vary widely from the one to the other 
(capitalistic and non-capitalistic project), an estimate 
of resultant secondary effects can  be  attempted. 

It should not be forgotten however, thai a secondary 
effect is only possible if the productive capacity 
of the economy concerned is not fully utilized. 
There are many bottle-necks that prevent satis 
faction of considerably growing demand, without 
additional investment, which should be taken into 
account. Without precise information on actual 
behaviour of beneficiaries from increased resources 
created by the project (households, enterprises and 
the State), only some summary estimates are 
possible. Coefficient factors with weak theoretical 
and statistical bases should lie applied with utmost 
caution. 

Other effects of the pro/eel 

All other possible factors must lie collated to 
complete economic evaluation of projects under 
consideration. One could consider implementation 
of projects that permit the country to acquire a 
certain economic independence from a sole supplier. 
Such a position may be justified. The additional 
price paid to make the project viable then becomes 
an insurance premium against future uncertainty. 
Analysis of behaviour of developed countries shows 
many examples of this kind of project. The purpose 
of economic study will then be to show the cost 
of this insurance or independence. A favourable 
decision is only made if the economy can bear 
the cost, taking into account the real profits antici- 
pated, economic independence at any price 
impossible to achieve in the 2<>th century, even 
for the most developed countries would be very 
expensive for the economy. 

A criterion often considered is the number of 
new jobs created. However, this criterion is not 
sufficient in itself, since creation of jobs always 
corresponds to cost. 

The analysis of variants will take the relatively 
low cost of manpower for certain projects into 
account, and in some cases will lead to adoption 
of material of lower technical performance, with a 
cost in foreign currency which is also less. 

The value of industrial training given by the 
enterprise can justify, in certain cases, advantages 
granted by public authority. It will, however, 
always be difficult to estimate correctly and caution 
should be applied. 

Pnjtct dasstfuatutn 

Upon conclusion of the work discussed above, 
each project will have : 

(a) An actualized balance of its direct and in- 
direct effects, evaluated in a limited and 
cautious fashion; 
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(I>) An actualized balance of surplus, and ot 
possible external savings or tkticits related to 
the project, 

h) A qualitative rather than quantitative balance 
of its erkrts on income distribution, secundan , 
induceil an<l other possible effects. 

There will also l>e an evaluation of actualized cost 
for profit; tor public (mance. 

Il no» remains to make a decision anil three 
cases can IH.' distinguished: 

hi) A decision ot "yes" or "no", » idiout selci non 
ot variant ; 

(b) An   option   lietwecn   several   technicalb    in 
compatible projects; 

h ) Several   compatible   projects   (possibb    with 
variants^ tor which priorities' must l>c detmed 
taking into account financial or othe' resine 
lions). 

In these cases one does not overlook calculation 
of protitabilnv of invested capital In comparison 
with the reference solution: e.g., in a shoe faeton 
project, the possible loss ot acii\U\ ot several 
craft simn. 

fhtisii'H /') ")ï(" nr "w/" 

In this unfortunately too frequent rase because il 
testifies to searntv ot projects tor siuih it is enough 
tor the actualized profit to be poswive it the rate 
considered normal, or what amounts to the same 
thing tor the rale ot internal viabihn to IH/ bisher 
than the niinimiim judged necessar\. 

Optimi ¡Hlwrtn hit a m pit li>'•/'< pro/>t/( 

In the absence of financial restriction, the variant 
Yielding the highest aeiuali/ed profit is recom- 
mended. In fact, there are almost alwavs financial 
restrictions even it not explicit. In this cast-, the 
variant to I* adopted can be that with the highest 
relative rate ot capital growth, In comparison of 
the HI of the variants fi would IH- the actualized 
profit from the community viewpoint (ihis profit 
mav sometimes include prudent estimation of 
surplus) ami / would he the initial capital expenditure 
of the community concerned, sub|ecte<l to the 
financial constraints. It would not necessarily be 
the total capital cost, it part of the investment 
originates from foreign sources, an«) if there \> 
no option of it being invested in another economic 
secfof (f.i;., the case of certain industriai or mining 
projects calling f«>r foreign capital) The variant 
giving the highest H / will then be adopted. 

/ hfinitWN nf priorities ammz In Imitalh campili'ihIt pru/nts 

This situation has at least two aspects: hi) definì 
t ion of priority among projects which are compatible 
and profitable,  but  not   all   realizable   because  of 

financial restriction; On definition of priority 
amoni; projets tor whicb prorvrh speaking, there 
are no financial restrictions their financing not 
being state supported, but tor which some action 
is nevertheless required i.e., orientation given to 
industrial promotion on behalf of several projects) 

In the first case, the criterion of the rate of 
relative capital growth H /, as defined above, 
permits first classification which, though not 
perfect from certain points ot view,*1 has the 
merit of being simple and adaptable to the con 
dit ions ot many developing countries, where 
uncertainty of data does not alwavs |ustify applica 
non of a roo complt x method. 

In the second case, the possible uncertainty as 
to source ot financing (foreign share in the total 
investment) makes the option between priorities 
more difficult In fact, both criteria (actualized 
proni realized and relative capital growth rate 
at an estimated rate of financing from a domestic 
source) complemented by the chame of succeding, 
more or less quickly, in a possible promotion, will 
permit practical definition of priorities. 

It should he noted that we have not made use 
of two criteria somen mes emphatically proposed 
for project evaluation: added value and etteet 
on the balance ot payments. We want to specify 
our objections to these two criteria and demonstrate 
the extreme practically non-existent cases in which 
in our opinion they might be applied. 

1 valuation of projects by added value amounts 
to saving that no cost is attributed to the creation 
of added value, which includts the profits, possible 
tax, wages and charges. Increased product price 
due to tariff protection would then he reflected 
in additional profit, and consequently in additional 
added value In fact, atklcd value would only be 
admissible if there were no Inittle neck in the 
economic system ami especially, if there were 
underemploy me*nt of all means of production 
(manpower and equipment). This case practically 
never exists. 

The criterion of the added value is sometimes 
used in the form of the relation I '..!./, / being 
the initial investment. The numerator is sometimes 
the actualized added value, but more often the 
"average" aekled value of a normal year's operation. 
This criterion, to lie correct, présupposes: 

** In fact, the criterion HI impticitlv Mtumrs that <>««- 
tirm apital grants are mtiik for tmpêememation of a certain 
number ut protects. In fact, there »ill generally be i budget 
ot investment renewed every vear, »mi each project m»y be 
impk-mtnftd, cither in ihe tir« oí the accorai, or »* v«af- 
T not .ill Otic then is dealing wwh. a lunar programme in 

integer numbers which is very complicated. Capri's method 
maltes if potutible. 
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i ¡i I That the concept of "average" added » due 
makes sense, if, that there is actually nn 
great difference between the hrst and ln-i 
years of duration of the project. 

On Thai the rim* o* duration <>t the romprnti) 
projects is utentical. 

Iti That, as altovr, there is umkrcmploy mrnt 
of all production means m rh«- economy 

This criterion, in imerse rari«» to a capirai m 
efficient, is in s<>mc respects comparable in tb* 
"period of amortization" u ;*d by certain enter 
prises, the limitations of which art- known ^Kc 
therefore «k-em it impossible 10 use this criterion 
in mam cases, other than tor preparatory classi 
horion in un economy with great umlrremploy 
ment, including of qualitr-d stari 

In general, the entern Imscd on atltkd value 
assume a shatlow price tor labour equal to It tor 
total manpower, and ignore the cost of consumption 
of certain technical inputs to the economy 

S<»me authors recommend that countries suffering 
form severe lack of foreign currency should classify 
projects h\ foreign currency contribution. This 
criterion must also be used with great caut'on, 
since it often amounts 10 an assumption that * 'ie 
onl\ scarce commodity in the economy is ft reign 
capital. It is likely that there are other •«arce com- 
modities such as qualified manpower and it would 
simply kad to comparison of cost of foreign 
currency saved or earned for each project, this 
would be no diffrrent from the ft »cedure indicated 
before, mce possible correction has been macie 
to account for the rate of exchange, determined 
at a level that tloes not reflect scarcity of foreign 
currency 

tff-vm M ( ofs*< it sios 

The theoretical and practica! developments in 
evaluation of project« from the viewpoint of the 
entire economy show that the problem is no* 
easily descrmed, nor resolved, despite constant 
attempts to stmpltfv w 

The practical method proponed here isa'also no* 
perfect, and only permits good evaluation in a 
relatively simple economy, or for profects with a 
limited numbtr of inputs. But it seeks to remain 
realistic as to the mean« actually available foe 
evaluation of project intere«* M many countries. 

Systematic lmpiementatK* of this method would 
doubtless have avoided mtflv errors TKH presup- 
pose« that bodie« tenpowaihie foe the rc<«omv 
would devise methodology adapted to the specihe 
condition« of the country (e.g., a« far a« avadante 
production capacity is concerned), and would opt 
for certain identical numerical values for e lamination 
of all projects   Nevertheless,  k  should he  noted 

that many countries in- making i. mshk tablt 
progress m this Jimium t triam n>ntcpis t,.n 
siikred inulniissililr MHIH- years .m< > tri todiy 
adopted and tycn rcconimcndtd by atiim inter 
nahonal nnantral bodtts I Inri m insinui, ut 
elective utilization of reft row t prit is tor du- 
rate ot exe hangt, capiti! tosis, pmdut ' H >n y.iliu 
or »age costs m analysis , ,t projet i* w'mh h.in 
been i he  subject of ttfecl y i   'inanimi* 

F he essential ditticulty results noi only troni 
theoretical problems, but also troni pruiuil 
problems, MM h as collai ion ot data ami y. nutation 
of the hypotheses ad\ inteil in tin i bei H y | his 
data collation tan U no more ihan appn >\mutt, 
and the ccnetomisi mu-t always demonstrate mipcc 
cable judgement ami mtcHec'ual intigni y t li musi 
limit his investigations, Ixiausc < >t time or tinant tal 
restrictions that Att imposti! on him lbs seiet non 
between heltls ro U explored mon thoroughly, 
ami matters »here summary estimates will SUIIHT, 

IS essential in the y aim of i he study Ibis t hum- 
assumes proti itimi knowlcdgt of the i»t turai 
econoniK' conditions into which the projet t is 
integrateti, ami hen we again ileal with the prob 
km of liaison Iter ween choice of projects ,\m\ 
general planning It is essential that the person 
responsible tor the projecrs whether industri or 
mit is 'cquatntrd with the main punts of this 
paper Minv people, am! even many experts, will 
try to convince him of the interest of a spcciht 
project tor the community Vic h an interest ma 
be real, but if should not result troni summary 
ikmonsrrarton too frequently encountered \ dis 
honest or bally trained economist will always 
In able io iktiioiisi tau ni jieisous HOI laminar 
with economic techniques that a projet t is interesting 
for the community The industrial economist, 
charged with study of projects, must always lx- 
aware of the conditions whit h rtmlrr these <k 
montttratKirts valiti, am! he has to verify whether 
all the significant eflects of a project have Uen 
analysed 

The evaluation factors to lie collected for 
various peoatefs will he partially kkntical (capacity 
for energy production, transport, employment 
data, etc.). With some experience, such evaluation 
can he made in relatively short time for each 
project 

(•peat care must always he taken to adopt only 
minimal estimates t>f prt>ftt In this respect, the 
so-catted acrmiclary rHects will practically never he 
taken mto account r stimai ion of "induced" 
eflects must he cautious and should lie limited to 
the mont certain among them liking into account 
the "consumer surplus" justified in manv cases 
should however he prudent I inallv, cost analysis 

always he meticulous, especially   so m those 
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rase* wh*r* rh* market pf*re ts liàeh Hi h* i"e"wace<< 
h\ MI *rco%i«ei«<t price ih« her»** i»(Wt« rh* co*» of 
a pKufectKi« infHK »o rh« rnmmunm 

TH* hvpoth*"*es n* which computano* is baseii 
will alwa\s he cle»rlv specitwd < omputatto« o* 
effects of a pr»nrct *t<xm the- co»¥MY»ufiitv \wwpoam. 
»mi selection o* rhe protect that bes» ^HV rhi«- v leu* 
potm emails roo mam conceptual, methodological 
and «atistical prohiem* TK frt'W, results «hou M 
not he presented without their motte ut <ateníanos 
h*Hij| specihetl, rh*r*hv  permitting itistussiort 
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bmitr ti-ihnii|tns *ruth i m W IM.I li .allouai 

•uniHItmrni ut an inttipiist auah-i» •* tit maini, 

choice < >t invemmeui management •• sunk lmt.it 

proxrammtiiK   iti 
(»IH. Mimmi ti'.iniih« /tu bruii- 'Httintritt /Imi- ir* 

pii\s m itile àt iit,i>rhit>!>emrnl l'Hitt \ 'I 1 \h lliinlulmit 

et etink' ée un Ini» handhoi rk ikw rihes u-chiiiqucs .t 

crimurnH   analxsi» "I a proni t    tr >m 'he \ievipoini    >l 

ffl* enterprise 

< timiHM and \ IIIIIM*.. Mnrnnimomn l>n/<Hmt 

«pimtths 4r»t< l'tmtrtlirnt el ä,in- lu nuttm. I>un..d, 

twrn, i<*t*> Several ihapters . >t ihi« work .level. >p 

ek-mrn«« meniiontd m ihi» paper * Hit- »ill rspei i»ll\ 

tmd ail «level, .prttents relaimy !<• Pantos rheor\ • >t 
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Case study 

Y X A \l PI F ( * I Vf H >RT SI HSTITl TK )N : 
IRONWORKS WITH AN (M TPI T Ot *>,<M> TONS PFR Y KAR 
M* THF PR(KX i TK)N OF ((OM RFTF) 
RMNHMU FMFNT HARS 1 ROM Si RAP IRON 

by ANDRF Hl SSI RY 

THIS C *W S IM tut   ts nil stndms mtmhi far hntfan^, nmplifas rtmii/y ami may t**m ul»-mat* 
It mks /# tUms/rnH g prntfatni tppmmk t» pmhhms #/ mmmmtt pmtmt wœJm/faH, tnkmg m/n m n*mt 
/fa rus trufad rn.fvnrth mnrns trmrnüy »vmünkh, km/ mmrthkss amfarmmn tu tfa hmimi^s »I finmmn 

This apprttmh, »i/fam/ «\pim//y *•#*< rtftrtnct pruts excrpt far itipilai and m<mpu»n e*sl ts 
<nnm>*U*t, A*r«w, A» an appmatk •/ «r«/ mm */ rtfrrrmt prtens far supply »I /m/, «imp trun, 
efa/rtci/y, r/t. Mnrrmrr, tí wknHftos mtmfkfarhs and hm s m /fa event »/ impUmtn/ntmn */ th pr#/n/ 
In «/far »>»rds, tí ptrmts tmeunrt #/ tfa tmpmt <tf tfa prtt/ti/ #n im»m Sslrthi4/tnM armntt mumm*. 
Ulte» t s 

()n th ni far famd, tí mny upprnr /m Imtfod t* /fa pntmtmi rfmts #/ /fa prn/ri/, »tí faut tuet** 
Mt» m<»»*! ctrtam rutti!s /fat/ /fa pnipni mmU fam. 7 fa stßntfunme »/ tfa.tr r/fn i tkprmls pru/ty 
m /fa mttmm*» c»mk/mns »f /fa mHty. Tfaér upprutnMm »mnid pnss hryond tfa jmtmwm-k ni /fas 

mmktl CMsr s/mly. 

A.   AT Äff** M   c*   TH*   MKMMt'M 

Ptm/mn */ tfa pr»kkm 

IN ir« iHHR \\\\ Yt nn d*vek»prwem pian, the 
Cjwytament ifttttmé ercctwm nf mm*t(xk* with 

a capacity uf ,H»,(M» urn* pet anmtfn, haaad tm an 
«IKHK acra* rWnatc and rortmn HMH 

The    Department   <<4   Inémmtrtti   rVMnr*inn    M 

chm$mé with detallad «fwdv (4 th« ptrifect and ha«, 

cm  <rf" mmm(wk% i^wifwwm and »iwwcial h*xke» 
lik«)v Kt pamcipatt M th« iwtKM (ii th« w<*k* 

Vale« ckackmg the cxpcct««i p»f)»tah*titv frf rhu 

«vafe***»* ni aU th» W«HKIWU cdbrrs <rf th« a«nf*ct 

T« rvahtatc tht project, rhe ITtejwrtmriK h»* rh« 

f«; StutH <>i the domestic i*»rk«t hif wmíowemKiw 
hart« and nera» ìrtm, 

(k) [letatècd techMcal •#}*& (í,VM*ft partwuW« <rf 
the mvestmeitt and IMM pfxturrnifi <c*t, 

r <•; IMMMKmf  whewir  ptepwed  b\   th*  nationaJ 
wwe<tiwiw hanà after coH^wItatM* with  the 
matn •mancia! hod**s ronrertied 

The  prmcifd  m#r>rwiatio«  feswkm^  f**»  these 
éiiCMnwnts is drwrthed hekw 

F «e tmunit <>f the project, the ítJk.wtnf premtH«« 
were accepted 

Year*»: ««art <4 cunstrmiKin (m#rnstr»*tture a««< 
ctvM tnKinaeriny), 

\ear t : erection and compheitiM ut pían», 
Ì ear 2   «tan oí npttàtmm. 



IhxHMenh tiratiti'»!* til ntstttmmi "/ tltt aiuti 

\nnly\tx ni tí>i  Itttil mark fi ¡ur rt-inftint mrnt htin jiiti 

u rap trun 

I borough investigation made it possihlc to 
spenf\ that the present market tor reinforcement 
liars amounts to 2HJMi t year ami that past i-\ (ilutn.ii 
of imports i the onl\ source <>t supply hitherto i, and 
the prospects of the national etonorm, make it 
reasonable to actept a growth rate of ft",, per 
annum, at least for the forthcoming ten \ears 

I aking these prospects into account the pre nuoterà 
adopted the tollo* ini; programme 

I quipment  renew a hk. every 
1(1 war-» 

I quipmttit  rene» tuie every 
S vt irs 

I Vprtt ini« .11 fruiti year 2 

luir ¡al i spinsi s (t'infinei'i'injt, 

similes,    in.     ekpren»ted   i HIT 

t years 

\miTti/ntK m   m  rhe  hr«  I years 
.if . iperarion   

lumai ». .ri» in« rap« »I MK),iMIU ek .1 

lars   . if   »huh   m   ht   tided   for 
st< >i kpilm« .if iti «Ml.tMHI fir ca»h 

requin mt IH 

ll«+Mir,l 1 In ¿ni/an t 

1,«M).IMM) t SO,«*! 

2»0,(M) «i.iMm 

2*umo 

KNI.IMMI y i,«**) 

2*.1,(MI»> 

IIKmjNKI 

tear 2 111,1 KM) 

N ear 1 |-i,l Ml 

\car 4 to In 211,1 Ml 

ÌVAT   II    IO   IS 2"»,1 Ml 

^ear 1ft to 21 Vl.lMl 

I he output of mie fon of finished goo<|s requires 
1 2 t of scrap, \nal\sis of i he domestic market 
showed that it could suppl\ onh iinr third of fhi 
needs of the works (u 4»*» kg per ton of hnished 
L'IMKIS) ¡he local scrap prKi at faeton door is 
taken to lie S 2<i per ton, equal to the t oh price tor 
export of this scrap ih« additional ^crap neeiled. 
le W*> kg per ton • >f finished product, w ill he hough' 
on the world market, at the i .i I prut, i >t % ¥> per tun, 
taking info account the distatili of sources of suppl 

I h latini fWtìlmrnt\ unii prim I pò i prutliit nun ¡'uh 

The  iron   mill   will  have   an  vietine  ar< turnan 
w M h a capacity of I'M per i ast    |i • t a si » in 24 hours 
arni   an   ordinary    rollini»    mill    pr.itcssmg    small 
si/ed hi I let s 

I he strap iron  is melted in fhi   ele« trie  turnan., 
and  then  <asi   in   myot moulds    l'ht   hillets art it- 
ili ated in the pusher t\pe fumate anil rolled ihroiii/h 
the headers of ihe null 

\tier comparative analysis of ihe v ariotis offers tor 
equipment, ami dr< ision on the nu ist ael\ ant avenus 
solution, the investment is esumatili as follows 

fa) /'.IIHM Writ mm! 

'I of al investment * ill I* S 4 mill it >n as follows : 

Intra«*rut ture it» attlfo! H v railhead. 
».un H k-ph. mt. hi(ih leiiKii m 

p«.»ir hue fit i láepffi laud 
.i i-i   *H n.trs MfMMH H.HHH 

(•miliums, ikptei l»ud mer 
¿M nais 4«#|.t##t *Vt«NI 

Ihe schedule of expenditure looks as follows: 

\t,iturtti    ttt»4nle   ut   capital costs  timi rtmrwal fhtirtfs.   e/fftni 
a v the irtmwmrks turn puny 

I In thtmitmJs oí M/ars) 

>+.„••,,„, 
'•»•'••""• •"'• Imti,     . n,ntr 

lutf.1 ,M 

> ,. '"* """ Hmtiihut' ""'"   """" 1  M 

M 2*1 1*) 4M) 

t *l '•m i,**i   ¿Mi I.KHI 1,*» 
2 t. . » 
h atw Jt») 
"" ii . lu 
II 1.WH     24M \,m 
12 
h. 
r .. -!l 

24 Ml m> 

IVprectat ion shall I* effected in linear fashion. 

ih) / intimimi ut im>t<tmrHi 

The investment will I* financed: 

i -i j H\ Huhttcripfion toctfHtal stock of % \ 5 KIIIIKIM 

dtv itied as follow«: 
State: i <>.•» millKtn; 
Private natron«I grouf>t>: f Un .liston. 
ih*   riM«fHMiv  will   h«  co*Mttttut«d,   *n«i  rh« 
cantal sufxtcrihtid at the hcKMnmg of ve*r I), 

Ih) H\ a k>Ag ter* ktftn né 11 .S million, grMWoi hv 
a foreign h*nk for a period of" to ve»rs m a rMc 
<>•   »",,,   repavahk  in  euual  annual  pavwwnts 
tr< H*I th* nth vear. 

i 11 H\ a medium term loan of II nullio«, grawwd 
h\   a tfonfWHtw. banft, at the rat* ttf ""',, íi»r a 

ptrrHitl ot   S vears,  wpavahk  m etawal  annual 
ittntalwirnts 

The l<M»nt< shall f* »»»ilahle from vea» 1, rh« hrst 
matuntx   dai e  ot  repayment antl  MMcwit  pavt 
will h* m year 2 



1,ihlt t 

PIM>\ISK>NU  (»imriNi.  (i i IH M  'im mi-  moNwoiikt 

tin itmns,in4s »I tenitori / 

Assumed price    t IMt/rmi 

Rettifili 

/ : x ptndttitrts 

( >fK ratMi)i txpenst 
IntiftH» paid 
IX piti I«lofi 

Intal expcndwurr 

Operation pr<>rn 
lax 
Nrt pn>#tt 

l.éUO 2.400 3,2<N> V2<N>   V2M V24N»   VAN» 1,200 VAN) 4,(KNi 4 IHK) 

1.44M) 1 'NN) 2.«NI 2,400 2.«M) 2,4tN> 2,400 2,400 2,400  2,'NtO 2,'HH) 
l'XI PN lé»     HI      11*     124» KNI 7«       M       2« 
2BI 2NI 211.)     2*>     2*»     2*1 2*» 2*1     2*1     2*>     2*» 

LB"} 2,1*1 2,1MB 2.N01   2,7»* 2,770 2,7*1 2,"'2B 2,704   VP*   VI*) 

2TÎ W m W> 414 4*) 4*) 47 2 4% 422 H*t 
0 « 0 (1 124 12«) 1« 142 14*1 24" 2»» 

2"l ¥> «2 *>*) 2<NJ *>1 11» 1*1 14" »"» V>» 

4 *KI 

) *KI 

2*» 

)fi*l 

1.1*1 
MS 
HO» 

4,rtOtl 

V4»N» 

2*1 

I.I*» 
MS 
i* »5 

I :lhlt     > 

Pm IMMIIMI   . n>m \ i IN« .   M ( IM sir um  im   IHIINWIIM H 

. In /hnitsumis /it iM/'/nr. ¡ 

turned prier    f P*/rnn 

HfH/>t< 

I7W  2.441)  V»24l V»2<>  1,520  V»2*>   1,520  V524) V»20 4.40«) 4,44») S.2B0 »2*» 

/ .»/tfdttttets 

( lpt-rattrtg ttnpcnor I.4WI 1 >**) 2.400 2,400 2 4M» 2,4*4») 2.4M4I 2,*fHH ¿,^HIi 2, «WW 2:m ) 404) ) 40») 
Interest pattd 1«*4 PN t*S     HI IM     120 it* "'S       14 2d 
DfeprvcMKton 2*3 2«) 2H)     2*t 2*1     2*) 2*) 2*0     2«) 2*» 2*t 2*) '*• 
Imal «• »pendiiur* l.fM 2.1*1 2.B4B 2.MM1 2,"H* 2.77() 2,1*) 2 T2B 2,704 ) 1714 VI*» ),**» ).r.*) 

t Jftc rat trig pr< »4M Ili 2">) *"»2     714 714     "'s,, 77<* 7t»2     NI* 1 222 1 2*1 1 6M) If»)«) 
Ux « H t)        tl 224)     22« 211 2IM     24» 4*7 r» 4H'i 4H4» 
Net f>*i »4i» 111 2"1» *72     "1" 114     12« 4.W »»4     171 Hi» *"» 1 141 1  141 

I ritt i 

Fil« l>ION*l    (l^mvHNt,    \IIIH   M    III*    lilt     IKONWIlKK-. 

, In thousands ut fallan i 

\S*UI*»K¿ prit'«    S 144 f. m 

mtelfMs 

Halt!« 

I: 

1,44» 2,M0 2.MM» 2 MW 2.MW 2,Mt 2.MW 2,BW 2. MW l,«4W VMM ),*#» l.MW VMM 4,124« 4. )*) 

Of*rWM«ta|WH«   1,4t« 1,W8 2,4«H2,4W2,4))W2,4W2,4m2,4W*2.4m2,<tM2,<«W2,(MW2,<4«W2.(l«tt) l 4M»» ),4H44 
limtrcm pmté IW      17t      )4>1 111     1*    124)     )0H      TB       M      24t      B4      "^      14       r       \'t        H 
1  iHJkMu'IaÉk *aa Ml    24»     2*1 24«    29B    2«t    2SB    21N    2«)    2M    2»4)    24«    2»4)    2*4    2*)    2SM 

l'*mt eapcrMkluMr 1,171 2,1*1 2 IMS 2,«H 2,Tt* 2,77t 2,71t 2,73t 2,74*4 1,17« 1,2.14 V224) V2444 ) IB7 ».**•> 4>*4 

( »piwiim p»i rf« 411    JM       «2 TS      »4    1t«    l.W    1*2     P*    422     W*    WO     W*    41 )    *«)1    *7H 

IM •        0         • »      2t      VI      W      4*      11    127    litt    114    11')    124    I1)»    2441 
N««  pK^H 4.1)    JM       52 7"»      t      T)      ÍI     IM.     12)    M    2M    M    2?1    W    4M    4*l> 

4 vJH 

H 
2*4 

V**4 

*7»4 
24*1 
4*«> 

47 
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Al  TI   II  l/Hl   PUOI TT    0\"i«IIHs    »SM   Mill   PKK   Is    Wll   IUI I t Kl M    Si   II   \l 1/  \ I H IN   K  i  • '  ^ 

\ iluf arhlevril trom 
x lew point ut share 
holder« 

\ <iluc in firm« < >f rush 
halanct of the enfi rprimt 

Total artualiarii protit, 
raking info acc< uni 
tlllHIUIIIH   Condition« 

Present value <<t loan« 
and »nnual rtpmnwmi 

Prot« realised »if hi .ut 
lakiny tin:tnonkí t ' m 
iü»l< ins i util aco 'iinf 

27« Mi l>23 2,34*> 1 0»>3 UN) 4.VHI 2,4->4 'V4 Ito *4* 

+m Si3 é"M t,02í t,12S 1171 ivi') 1 "'(fi I  -IMI l.hl" l,4r 

T-7* 223 2S2 VV2 2.1M44 l.tfl »,'cm 4 ><H 2,4M l.WO Ml 

M 24« *17           «S 214 *»*          H» ^14 **»« Ht») I.OSI 

14*1 2S S*'» V4S7 1.IC4 «u Miro t 'Hfl I.MCKî on 440 

(c) Operttttnit cnmiittHns 

The technical hie supplies a detailed statement of 

rebutted personnel and th« production costs \t 

the final stay«, the start will amount to *KI 

fixed rhurps (which we will, albett irregularly, 

consider as totall\ wniependent of production) 

include : 
Interest» oí loans, 

(«•«eral «»penses estimated a« I 4*N>,<KO». 

( usti prHptrtHmml to the number of ton« protHjced 

amt.ant to f l(Hi per tort as follows 

t l^ wafes and charges pani locally , 

% 4(1 for scrap (<>4  •   2<> * o.» •  4ti   4ti), 

S 2<lfor electric power (l.lKKI kW t) at an installed 

rat«* of 10 MI , 

S 4 for fuel, 

121 for consumables, spare parts ami maintenance 

Th« forecast wllmü price c* works fot reinforce 

mem bars is % InO to«.  It is equivalent to the pen e 

fot imported remet «ecernent hats drlivered at ware 

hotwe (duties and tax paid      It«hterafe and transit ) 

The latter inchad*d W,, import duty, i.e. S Sn ton 

for simplification  a   constant  «citing price  was 

assumed for the  period,  th« error m relation  t< > 

reality should not he too great, taking mto consnler 

ation that  the  price   <4  imported  wrap  varies   in 

parallel to the prie« fit* r«m#orc«ment hats. 

(a) t trHs.t/ /*•* M'mi I mm »j Mr irm»*rlu atmpmmy 

The company wtfi ht exempted from pmrtts ta« 

during 4 years, and will then pay at the normal rate 

of *>"„. Th« company wtt! ako he exempted from 

crut »i and tax on its importation (»crap iron, 

refractories etc j for it« own manufacturing parpo«««. 

Aiktimmi »/ dmáitmds. In order if» simplafv caku 

ktio«, it wat aaawmeal that half the net prefer witi 

he   distributed,   from   \car    \   until   \ear   II,  »ml 

|i*t",. of the profit trom \e*r 12 t< > vrar 21 ' 
I hf**t<ltifKm n/ //» enlrrftrt.it \t the end of operation 

(i.e. at the end of \tat 21) the enterprise * ill un into 

iRiunlrttHifv It is assumeil that the I H^U idat H in value 

is nil, since the shareholders will colled m vtar 22 

onlv the cash balance, assuming thai the working 

capital can lie recovered entireK 

imt/XMs »t Ilium tai i'krín/fiy n/ tftt en/trpri\t 

The forecast accounts of operation, an<l lahles of 

resi »urces And capital use were computed on the 

basis of three hvpothetH ^1 selling prices 1 iWi fon , 

i Pf» ti«, f 144 ton 
lor this last assumption, and to meet financial 

requirements fot renewal of equipment m vtat 11, 

it was assumed that an a<Mif tonal loan of I l,2IKi,l»<» 

was subscribed abroa<l, at a rate of ""',., tor a period 

of ^ \ears, wtth equal annu-al rep«\ ment 
Results for the operations account are shown in 

tal>fes I, 2 ami 1 ami fot res-airces and capital use" 

in 4, S ami fV 
Immediate deduction was made of »ctualiard 

profit (table 7) ami of the ntt of internal pr'ifwainitty 

¡table Ä), correspmdtn»i to the various hypithese* 

on sales prier 

1 Ih« hvpnfhriM», WIí rK«m» on Wntiii«Mi)< irnnkls, ifcse» 
mi« |w<Hiid f<i refireiieii« .^»W»M»J tMiwiciol pntnv h km 
Setn st-i uf r«. faillit»** calculation »tuf does irnf repmrnt 
rht- (¡nirnii rule   Unrenver, M i* I«UCMM .rni»»4t m awnv pnMiis 

-' h'.r 'HiWf»lirH»tK'i rhe inWes *«•>« »urces" *nd "IHM ' d"> 
not explirirfv »fv>w st<a-lip»fHitt * rkt fttftmnioit • if > fxrmmn 
"r M % hi(|fc •maWiK.i level 1 H« «-»ni« m * hmh MiHiaJ lash 
reserve and Mnamved "made *>*<d' valu« tot rakulmu.ii 
of acruattaed pmt« or '* the r*re of mrernal v*id»»Htv, i»l 
c ulatcd fur nwn fundi inverted. 

SI 

-. 



I,i¡ Mrieily from the viewpoint »/ ¡hur^mLhrs; 
(h) I rim the viewpoint nf n#n tmrsted itmh taking 

financing conditions info account; 
( o \ rom the viewpoint */ mil tmtstmi <n*ds wtth<x:» 

taking financing conditions into account. 

lakh * 

Hut     IH      IMOKNU      NUI I I  NBII  I IV     \l     IMIIIHiS:!      l«l«IH 

run t-\ 

I t'eri mttitt I 

Pc mit . >f vH«  • 't sh.<n h. Ukrs 

Project *» * »h«'k-, i<tkin|{ mti > «count 

tlllHIM'IIIK   <' 'tlllltH 'US 

% lth«.ur cintili' 'lis ' •• Im.mc my 

T«    14       ll» 

12       ?.%        4S 

') H     IH        25 

\il(limu,ti  tuli» malum   "i'/,unii/  tintina   reuli^iitum   nf 
nfimmh uHiil\uy ni /'*t prnjfit 

To carry through economie anal\ SIN of the project, 
several additional studies *tre needed to evaluate 
i V mam effects foreseeable tor thf ironworks projet. 
Ir present here the mam results <>t these im estima 

IM»ns 

/»ifiit'iii m niit//tm¡i rutti prist < 

SHIM »nal huikhng enterprises (io noi at present 
work at hill capacity ( .ertain equipment is not 
utilized tor the time liemg. thereto«-, no equipment 
need* to he purchased m order to turnish <iemand 
upon erection of the ta<tor\ 

Ikiwrvrt, i he labour torce of these enterprises is 
rwl'iv employed Increased production will necessitate 
recruitment The »hole qualified star? an<l part ot 
the nonskilkd manpower i representmg a third of 
the total wages paid) is at present working in 
another set tor. tor ihe same remuneration. The 
rem* m mg star? io he recruited can he considered 
a« being presently  unemployed. 

^«•tvsis of the operation ot buikitng enterprises 
show* that   *>",,  "t additional resources woukl he 
spent on new  watts. *•''   of the additional resour 
ce« wo*»kl purchase ntlier goods and services    The 
enterprises pay  *'"   tax on profits 

hifnirtK m tht unitimi/ -in fruit} mlmmisiru/HiH 

Ihe kncal power si uion presently works at tuli 
capacity »* peak hours lo supplv the plant, it will 
therefore he necessan to add a in Ml generating 
set and buiW a high tension power Ime between 
the   factory   ami   (be   po»cr stamm.    The   nation»! 

administration undertakes the t)peration of the set, 
which represents an investment of one million 
dollars (the State, h\ »ay or industrial development 
aid, will finance the power line, i.e., an investment 
of S 6<HXin)- This investment will he carried out 
in the year 1, and depreciated over 21» year«. 

There is sufficient start at the administration to 
cope with this increasing actis it\ ami no new jobs 

will lie created. 

Analysis of the administration's operation shows 
that 2h"n of the additional resources will he spent 
on fuel from the refinery, whereas t<»",, will he 
assigned to other purchases (abroad, etc.). 

Ihe administration pays «•",, profit tax. 

It is assumed that an expenditure of one million 
dollars on this investment expresses a real coat to 

the ec<mom\. 

¡>Hft4tr\ at tlw rtfimr\ 

Ihe rchnery processes imported crude otl. \t 
present, because of the lack of local consumers, a 
great part of the fuel produced by the refinery is 
exported, at $ (>.<H kg. The output of fuel by far 
exceetts the foeeseeahle needs ami there will he no 
increased production at the refinery 

The refinery sells the fuel on the domestic market 
at the price of S n<>4 kg It also pays prof« ta» of 

*»"„. 

I )thrr rutti prists 

Ml other sectors of activity can he considered as 
working at full capacity, arni compelled fo select 
between the offered activities 

It is especially to he assumed that harbotar and 
commercial activity resulting from the ironworks 
\ K-ld very much the same resources as do the import 
ot reinforcement bars and export of scrap iron. 

//* State 

The State is expected to carry out certain develop 
ment works of the enisling infrastructure (especially 
roads),   the cost  of which   in   year   1   amounts  to 
$ M),IHH», nonrenewable. 

Otlmr fm'urs 

The opportunity cost of cap«al is assumed to \m 
Iti",,, ( alculations will however be macie at "* and 
IS",,, to test the sensitivity of the result of an error 
of evaluation of the actualization rate 

It is assumed that the rate tjf exchange wi fore« 
correctly expresses the relative value of the Anwestic 
currency m term« (if foreign currency 

The state of empiovmem m the countr\ is such 
that about two thirds of the wages which wiU be 

S2 



paid hv the ironworks will go to people »ho, with- 
out the project, would have bren unemployed. I his 
rate will grow with time, because of population 
increase ami |ob creation. 

I inallx, it is to be assumed that the effect of the 
project on the enure econorm is small enough to 
consider the change entailed as marginal. 

H   Noi i i ION 

We will analyze effects of the project on tltc various 
economic agencies concerned with creation and 
running of the iron and steel industry, ami will 
ignore effects on all other agents. We will confine 
ourselves to direct ami indirect effects, not taking 
into account "secondary" effects result mg from 
income creation, or reduction, for cerium agents 
(households, the State, enterprises). 

( .onsequently, we will successively analyze: 

(a) \ ffeets on enterprises: 
Ironworks   project    itself    ami   its   share- 
rs »kiers, 
Huikhng trade. 
Power station, 
lefinerv , 
National bank, 
Huvefs of reinforcement bars. 
Traders m scrap iron. 

(h) r fleets on the State. 

It) I «Vets on the households 

If assume the activity of all other enterprises to 
be independent of the erection oí the plant, [his 
impairs that, shouki they receive orders connected 
with construction of operation (jf the plant, they 
would have to foresi equivalent contracts for other 
customers 

The foreign currency economies of the project 
shall not lie especially evaluated, it being assumed 
that ine rate of exchange corresponds to true parity 
of the domestic and foreig   currencies 

This approach doufrtless fives a limited coticep- 
tion or the mtertsi m the project. In particular, M 

neglects secondary efWts which may be »«portant 
in an underdeveloped economy, where certain 
productive capacities are nut ut lit»: and M due« 
not explicitly deal with certain advantages: «carton 
of employment and framing of manpower, more 
secure supply, psychological effects on other 
supplier». 

( akukrtton« will first he made with the assumed 
selling price of S 1 f»t I ton. Later we shall tac the 
sensitivity of results to a change m assumptions. 

( uliiilutmn o/ rawamu ri,ii>ün\ /,l :>>, pn,i,, • iii'-ni /"f 

¡rame ut th imitai h\porhetn i»i p>/,,<   nul , »/pit,\>n,nt 

( jlatlattHH ni effet i.\ nl Hi, pm/nr un , i, h •, mi,,»//, ,/^, m 

I.ff eil s r-suiting ¡mm ll<i  ¡rutin uri .\ ,i/ltr/<r/u 

The profit created by ihe ironworks is di-tribuud 
within the State, as dnect tax, to i fu  Siiti   is sh.irt 
holder, an<l to pmau  shareholders i >t the mdtisin 
considered in this cast as nationals. 

However, it should Ix noted that the warb 
balance of resources and employment of tlu under 
taking is not immediately paid as dixidend to the 
shareholders. Therefore, ihctt is ,t permanently 
favourable cash balance which, since the shareholders 
are nationals And the artiyitv of the enterprise i^ 
mainly on the dornest« market, can l>c considered 
as a benefit to the national economy, though we 
made no explicit hypothesis as io platement ot these 
money s 

I inalK, for the enterprise itself we shall adopt 

la) l>isfrtbution of dn ulentls and resene- io the 
sharehohlers as per lahlt "\ i e d I s of theioial 
divkiend to priyate shareholdeis àiìt\ '» H to 
the State Table M gixc* ibis last result 
(column ft), 

(h) Payment of taxes is summarized in column ^ 
of table  lì, showing effects on the St .ite, 

(() Liquid assets, t<ir whith table ^ indícales the 
actualized value at the rates of "', |n and IS" 
This cash takes into account all (ht  payments 
made by   the enterprise, inducimi;  dividends, 
taxes, repayment of loans :t 

ftmldinx trade 

Ihe erection of the works 'year * • and I i w ill hay e 
a bearing on the building track 

labte ') permits calculation of the additional 
proftt that the building trade will draw from this 
new activity, after deduction from its new resources 
of additional operating expenses (wages of recruited 
staff, purchase of consumables, etc ), *nt\ later, 
increased fa» on pront The erection of the plant 
will represent pront to the building ira<k which 
can he evaluated according to actualization rates 
adopted, at f 2^,1 Mi, $ 2"11,1 Mi <* | 261,IMI 

(a) Th$ pHBter st*t*m 

r rectKm oí the ironworks requires exrenston of 
the station in vear 1, m the course of which one 
maltón dollars must he invested to meet additional 
demand. 

• THe artuaUaed v*Ju« • >( <hi« <w«h m hauti hw. Keen rsti- 
aiateif optMttMMiraMv, o>n«t<Jerin« ihar amr< ut rhw rash m 
*m¿ at the MMttal M«H« ut <>ptim»m &« si.»< kpiitnn r-nr 
nimpfklty, tan proccdur« ha« not been taken up **Mft m 
ta* taa*M <4 "N«>MCCI" and "utes" 

M 
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Tabli 9 

En-MTS Ol" THF IRIXTION Ol   Uli   WORKS ON THF WILDING TRADE 

fin limn sands of ¿ollari) 

Additerai .«/»«„ AMil«m„l AX „Im utlmti^td al lb. ral, „f 

Additional tuxablt AtUinmil addttiim-tl 
>«r 

""""' *'"" Pwchtut i 
'""'" '"" ttrtihl '"* tir. If"» 

0 150 45 45 60 18 42 42 42 42 
1 750 225 225 360 108 252 

Total 

236 

278 

229 

271 

219 

261 

Table tO 

En-KCTS Ol   Till   I.RI(TION Ol    IUI- WORKS ON THE  POWKR-S T ATION 

fin thousands of dollars) 

Punhttit I'mlil 

'•I I 'aim* admltxfd at tbt ralmf 
Additional AMfwnal •idiittuiml adtlihrmal iiildlli'mul Additional AddllHHMÌ 

YHT rttttfih ä,pr> iiatiim lui P»"1»"" 
"•"' 

to fnfll m". 1!", 

1 1,000« -935 -909 -870 
2 200 50 50 20 80 24 106 92 87 80 
3 300 50 75 30 145 43,5 151,5 124 114 100 
4 400 50 100 40 210 63 197 150 135 113 
5 400 50 100 40 210 63 197 140 122 98 
6 400 50 100 40 210 63 197 131 111 85 
7 400 50 100 40 210 63 197 123 101 74 
8 400 50 1(H) 40 210 63 197 115 92 64 
9 400 50 100 40 210 63 197 107 84 56 

10 400 50 100 40 210 63 197 100 76 49 
11 500 50 125 50 275 82.5 242.5 115 85 52 
12 500 50 125 50 275 82.5 242.5 108 77 45 
13 500 50 125 50 275 82.5 242.5 101 70 40 
14 500 50 125 50 275 82.5 242.5 94 64 34 
15 500 50 125 50 275 82.5 242.5 88 58 30 
16 600 50 150 60 340 102 288 98 63 31 
17 600 50 150 60 340 102 288 91 57 27 
18 600 50 150 60 340 102 288 85 52 23 
19 600 50 150 60 340 102 288 80 47 20 
20 600 50 150 60 340 102 288 74 43 17 
21 600 50 150 60 340 102 288 70 39 15 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 

0 

3,577.0 

0 

1,151 

0 

668 

0 

183 

Additional investments for the new set. 

During the entire operating period of the plant, 
the receipts to the power station will increase 
because of sale of energy. However, the station will 
have new expenses (fuel, various purchases). After 
computation of profit from additional operation 
and deduction of tax, we have the additional yearly 
profit for the power-station (after adding the 
amount for depreciation). Table 10 shows that the 
power-station draws a profit from erection of the 
plant which, at the rates adopted, equals $ 1,151,000, 
$668,000 or $ 183,000. 

(b) The rtfintry 
The refinery will have two additional resources: 

sales to the plant and sales to the power-station. 

54 

However, its sales abroad will decrease (by a value 
equal to three quarters of its new resources). 

After tax deduction, we obtain the additional 
yearly profit of the refinery. 

The profit that the refinery draws from this exten- 
sion of its local market can be estimated by means 
of table 11 ; % 333,000 at the discounted rate of 7%, 
% 251,000 at 10% and $ 167,000 at 15%. 

(c) T/M national bank 
It lends one million dollars in year 1, repayable 

over 5 years at the rate of 7%. According to the rate 
adopted-7, 10 or 15%-the discounted profit will 
be nil (rate of 7%) or negative, as table 12 indicates. 
This actualized loss corresponds to the "premium" 

fa 



Tabit 11 

EFFECTS OF THE ERECTION OF THE IIONWOIKS ON TIIF. HF.FINI-.RY 

fin thousands of dollars) 

Additional rttttpti from ¡miti 

U„.f AéHliMul .\>; 4ftmti/i~tti 
io Iht trim- h thf fnwtr 

from export 
pr«tll 

bifori tax 
AJMlimal »ddiltrmat 

firv/it 
Ytar 

0 

III", tt't 

1 
2 40 50 67.50 22.50 6.75 15.75 14 13 12 

15 
18 
16 

3 60 75 101.25 33.75 10.12 23.63 19 18 4 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 24 21 5 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 22 20 6 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 21 18 14 
12 

7 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 20 16 8 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 IH 15 10 9 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 17 13 9 
10 80 100 135 45 13.50 31.50 16 12 8 

8 
7 
6 
6 

11 100 125 168.75 56.25 16.87 39.38 19 14 12 100 125 168.75 56.25 16.87 39.38 17 12 13 100 125 168.75 56.25 t6.87 39.38 16 It 
14 100 125 168.75 56.25 16.87 39.38 15 10 15 100 125 168.75 56.25 16.87 39.38 14 9 5 16 120 150 202.50 67.50 20.25 47.25 16 10 17 120 150 202.50 67.50 20.25 47.25 15 9 4 
18 120 150 202.50 67.50 20.25 47.25 14 9 4 
19 120 150 202.50 67.50 20.25 47.25 13 8 3 
20 120 150 202.50 67.50 20.25 47.25 12 7 3 
21 120 150 202.50 67.50 20.25 47.25 11 6 
22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Total 740.28 333 251 167 

on industrial development, which the bank supports 
when it grants a loan at a rate lower than the average 
return on capital from the viewpoint of the national 
economy-estimated in the country at 10 or 15% 
according to the rate of actualization adopted. 
Possibly, this loss need not be taken into account if 
the bank always lends its funds at 7%, no matter 
for what project, or if the funds put at the disposal 
of the plant were denied to another project. 

(d) The buyers of reinforcement bars 

For the latter the situation remains unchanged. 
In fact, they pay the same price for the same quantity 
of reinforcement bars. For the community, the 
difference derives from the fact that the purchases 
are made on the domestic market and not abroad. 
However, this difference is taken into account in 
calculation, by recording in the community receipts, 
the total amount of sales of reinforcement bars 
(for the ironworks) and in expenditures, the losses 
resulting from cancellation of duties that the State 
collects on import of reinforcement bars. For the 
community, the profit is in fact equal to the value 
less tax of the reinforcement bars, which it is no 
longer necessary to import. The solution adopted 
is equivalent to the application of an international 
price equal to % 104/ton of reinforcement bars. 

(e) Transactions on scrap 

Here we have the converse: stoppage of export 
of scrap represents a cost to the community, already 
taken into account in the operating forec ist of the 
enterprise, which pays a price equal to the f. o. b. 
price. The purchases abroad were also recorded in 
the operating account of the iron industry. 

(f) The State 

The State supplies part of the capital for the 
enterprise in the year 0. In year 1, it also finances 
some infrastructure facilities. But it receives addition- 
al tax from the ironworks, building trade (table 9), 
power station (table 10), refinery (table 11) and its 
share of dividends from the works. However, 
primarily as a development premium, it renounces 
collection of duties on imported goods, for erection 
or operation of the plant. 

As is shown by table 13, the waiver of import 
duties is by far the most important factor, involving 
a considerable actualized loss of $ 8.1 million at 
the rate of 7%, $ 6.6 million at the rate of 10% 
and $ 5.0 million at 15%. 

It is, however, proven that the value of this loss 
decreases in parallel with the rate adopted. This is 
understandable, since the lost returns of the State 
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Table 12 

lil-Fh.CTS OF  IRh.CTION OH Till   PLANT ON THF   N4TIONA1 

(In   thousands  of dollars) 

. 1, w,-„ ,,,;„, ,„ ,/,, r„ , „, 

tdjEtvn.il 

'"" '"•"•"•""" '"' / ; 

- 1,000 935 909 870 
244 213 201 184 
244 199 183 161 
244 186 167 139 
244 174 152 121 

6 244 163 138 105 

T iUl 0 68 160 

continue   throughout   the   whole   lifetime   of  the 
enterprise. 

(g) The income of /be Imnsebo/tls 

Households draw their additional income from 
two sources: that paid by the building trade (two 
thirds of the new wages; the remainder being paid 
to personnel who had already equivalent wages), 
and that paid by the ironworks (also two thirds 
of the wages paid by the enterprise). 

The benefit represented by this additional income 
distribution depends on the economic cost relating 
to use of unemployed manpower. 

Without again discussing this problem, let us 
remember that this economic cost is at least equal 
to the production value previously realized by the 
same personnel in another economic sector. If 
creation of the plant eventually finds expression in 
decrease of working population in agriculture, the 
cost of manpower is equal to the marginal produc- 
tivity of the agricultural labour force. 

Some authors take into account the fact that part 
of the wages paid will be exchanged for imported 
consumption goods or services diverted from 
saving and recommend adopting for wages a refer- 
ence rate higher than opportunity cost. 

We shall pragmatically adopt a reference rate of 
0.5 for wages paid to personnel unemployed in the 
absence of the project. Table 14 indicates the 
actualized profit of these additional wages: 
S 1,148,0<X) at the discounted rate of 7"„, S 885,000 
at 10",, and $ 614,000 at 15°,,. Thus the phenomenon 
in question is an important one, exceeding the 
effects on the power station and refinery. 

1 tibie H 

Hl I Et TS OF  Till    KAM.THIN Ol   Till   IRONWORKS ON Till   TRIAS! RY 

(In thousands of dollars) 

Assumed price; S 160/ton 

.Xddttiimal 
Aiiilnul Addttiimtil utitfi'tzii/i'itt 

umtun Ironwrki U\ ¡murr lax He/urn un \ W/riW /..«/ 
)'tjr    invtslmtnl 1,1 V building nation nimm iapit.,1 i'"p<irt .lutiti Mtrr, nit -"i( •'""o it".. 

III i2t l'I HI <*) mi 
''• Oil 

0 — 18 — 900.0 882.0 882 —882 —882 
1         60 — 108 — - 48.0 45 44 42 
2 24.0 6.7 560 - 529.3 -462 —437 -400 
3 43.5 10.1 12.0 - 840 -774.4 -632 582 -510 
4 63.0 13.5 105.6 1,120 - 937.9 716 —640 -536 
5 63.0 13.5 120.Ü 1,120 923.5 658 --573 -459 
6 124 63.0 13.5 87.0 1,120 -832.5 554 -470 - 360 
7 129 63.0 13.5 90.6 1,120 -823.9 513 —423 - 310 
8 135 63.0 13.5 94.8 —1,120 -813.7 -473 -380 -266 9 142 63.0 13.5 99.0 - 1,120 - 802.5 -437 -340 -228 

10 149 63.0 13.5 104.4 1,120 -790.1 -401 305 —195 
11 247 82.5 16.9 172.8 1,400 - 880.8 -418 -308 —189 
12 255 82.5 16.9 357.0 1,400 688.6 —306 —220 —129 
13 255 82.5 16.9 357.0 - 1,400 - 688.6 286 - 200 —112 
14 255 82.5 16.9 357.0 -1,400 688.6 -267 181 —97 
15 255 82.5 16.9 357.0 - 1,400 -688.6 249 -165 —85 16 345 102.0 20.2 483.0 1,680 -729.8 -247 —159 —78 17 345 102.0 20.2 483.0 1,680 -729.8 -231 —144 —68 18 345 102.0 20.2 483.0 1.680 -729.8 -216 - 131 —59 19 345 102.0 20.2 483.U -1,680 - 729.8 -202 —120 —51 20 345 102.2 20.2 483.0 1,680 - 729.8 -188 —109 —44 21 
22 

345 102.2 20.2 483.0 1,680 -729.8 -177 —98 —39 
.   ~~ - 1,618.2 — 1,618.2 366 199 74 

Total   —60 4,016 126 1,533.0 317.0 5,930.4 —26,320 -14,457.6 -8,104 —6,624 4,981 
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Table 14 

PUOI IT   I HUM   rilK  PROJH   !   IN   ADDII ION \1.   W«,F   INIOM1   Ol 

IIOISI HOLDS 

flu thousands of dollars) 

Assumption: Two thirds of wage income is paid to unem- 
ployed persons 

Reference price: 0.5 

•ti/« ih-,,lv,ilu, '..1 i~td 
Iran             HuU.rti -r„i,             I„I.,I ,11 II» r.,1,     I 

»">t               ,mi tKl>/l.                 tladllvilll 
Yr.w ».(tv (               r-'W 

'"••'"                  """"" 
tir.. M 

0 15               15 15 15 15 
1 75               75 70 68 65 
2 50 50 44 41 38 
3 75 75 61 56 49 
4 100 KM) 76 68 57 
5 100 100 71 62 50 
6 100 100 67 56 43 
7 100 100 62 51 38 
8 100 100 58 47 33 
9 100 100 54 42 28 

10 100 100 51 39 25 
11 125 125 59 44 27 
12 125 125 55 40 23 
13 125 125 52 36 20 
14 125 125 49 33 18 
15 125 125 45 30 15 
16 150 150 51 33 16 
17 150 150 48 30 14 
18 150 150 44 27 12 
19 150 150 41 25 11 
20 150 150 39 22 9 
21 150 150 36 20 8 

Total 1,148 885 614 

Recapitulation of all the effects and vaine of economic 
viability of the project 

Without at first taking into account the effects of 
the project on income distribution, it will suffice 
to add the effects of the project as felt by various 
economic agencies, which gives table 15. 

Undoubtedly, effects other than increase of house- 
hold income can be considered as practically certain. 
It is to be noted that in no way do they provide 
justification of the investment. The profit is negative 
for all discounted rates which corresponds to the 
operation being detrimental to the national economy, 
until year 16, when the output eventually reaches 
the level of 30,000 tons/year-the maximum capacity 
of the plant. 

Considering a part of the wages paid as a profit 
certainly improves the over-all balance sheet, but 
does not make the operation profitable, when the 
State's immense deficit is taken into account with 
regard to the reference solution (import of rein- 
forcement bars). In fact, the balance is just as 
detrimental for two reasons : 

(a) The plant has a low production capacity and 
consequently does not benefit by economies 
of scale prevalent in competitive units abroad; 

(b) Pnxluction capacity, although low, is snll 
far in excess of market volume. The plant 
uses two thirds of its capacity only from the 
eleventh year on. The equipment renewed at 
this time would he only partially utilized, and 
it would perhaps be possible to postpone 
the renewal for some years. Yet, such a 
delay would not fundamentally change the 
result. 

From the viewpoint of income distribution, the 
operation represents income distribution by the 
State (and incidentally, the national bank), to the 
benefit of households, shareholders of the works 
and suppliers. The study shows thai the profitability, 
which is high from the viewpoint of the shareholders, 
does not justify the operation, as far as the communi- 
ty is concerned, within the frame of the adopted 
hypotheses. 

Analysis of changed hypotheses on the economic viability 
of the project 

Changed selling price of reinforcement bars on the domestic 
market 

Without calculating, one can assert that such a 
change would not alter the economic viability of 
the project, but only the income distribution among 
the various economic agencies concerned. Never- 
theless, we shall make the calculation for better 
illustration of the mechanisms. We will consider 
two assumptions, of S 144/ton and S 176 ton. We 
assume that the consumption of reinforcement bars 
is not affected by a change in price of ! 10",„ 
though this is most probably wrong.4 The effects 
already calculated for building enterprises, power 
station, refinery, national bank, income from wages 
and buyers of scrap will remain unchangetl. ( )n the 
other hand, the following will be subject to altera- 
tion: 

(a) Profits of the iron industry and consequently, 
their distribution amongst the State, share- 
holders and cash  assets  of the enterprise; 

(b) Income of the buyers of reinforcement bars, 
who will gain or lose, depending on rise or 
reduction of price ; 

(c) Finally, in the case of price reduction to a 
level of $ 144/ton, an additional loan is 
subscribed in year 11 by a foreign bank, at the 
rate of 7%, thus altering the value of actual- 
ized profit at the discounted rates of 10 and 
15%. 

We will calculate these various terms successively. 

4 To give up this simplifying hypothesis, it would be nec- 
essary to make additional calculations. They would not in- 
volve difficulties, as long as the effect of price fluctuation 
on demand can be estimated. 
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Table If 

Sl'MMARY OK EFFECTS OF THF. IRONWORKS PROJECT ON THF: NATIONAL ECONOMY 

(lit thousands of dollars) 

Assumed price : S 160/ton 

A(tuah?aÈHM   Building Irait 
ralt               and puhltt 

( f>rrlftttagf ;              B-nrrj Power-flatten K,„m 
,\ allunai 

/»lit* iht/rthfifiiers =" SUI, Maritai total Hamifhnids ( .rttnd total 

7           278 
10           271 
15           261 

1,151 
668 
183 

333 
251 
167 

0 
68 

160 

940 
425 

40 

1,023 
1,125 
1,171 

-8,104 
6,624 
4.981 

- 4,379 
3,952 

-3,399 

1,148 
886 
614 

—3,231 
—3,066 
—2,785 

Table 16 

AcTl A1.1ZEI) VAU F. OF TAX PMI) TO THF. STATF. 

(In thousands of dollars) 

At muted pn<t it ihíUri ptr to» 

1611 fi, 144 

»,ir "",, 7"„ III",, ""„ »••.. -••„ III-,, /'"., "'„ '"„ IO",, 1 S"„                                      . 

6 124 83 70 54 220 146 124 95 28 19 16 12 

7 129 80 66 48 225 140 115 85 33 21 17 12 

8 135 78 63 44 231 134 108 75 39 23 18 13 

9 142 77 60 40 238 129 101 68 46 25 19 13 

10 149 76 57 37 245 124 94 60 53 27 20 13 

11 247 117 86 53 367 174 128 79 127 60 44 27 

12 255 113 81 48 375 167 120 70 110 49 35 21                           I 

13 255 106 74 42 375 156 109 61 114 47 33 18 

14 255 99 67 36 375 145 99 53 119 46 31 17 

15 255 92 61 31 375 136 90 46 124 45 30 15 

16 345 117 75 37 489 166 107 52 195 66 43 21 

17 345 109 68 32 489 155 97 45 201 64 40 19 

18 345 102 62 28 489 145 88 40 201 59 36 16 

19 345 "6 57 24 489 135 80 34 201 56 33 14 

20 345 89 51 21 489 126 73 30 201 52 30 12 

21 345 83 46 18 489 118 66 26 201 49 27 11 

Total 1,517 1,044 593 2,296 1,599 919 708 472 254 

Table 17 

Al Fl Al.lZEl) INCOME OF  THF: STATF.  AT Till, VARIOl'S PRICES  ASSCMEI) 

(In thousands of dollars) 

Asiumtd prut in dollars ptr m 

Atlmli^iiom 

/w.«./< 

IMI 

/-*. ¡dividendi 

l?à 

lolul» Dividendi 

144 

Toit/' 

7 
10 
15 

1,409 
638 
-60 

1,517 
1,044 

593 

8,104 
6,624 
4,981 

2,639 
1,496 

452 

2,296 
1,599 

919 

—6,095 
-5,211 
—4,143 

167 
—216 
—554 

708 
472 
254 

—10.153 
— 8.050 
— 5,814 

Total, taking into account other income and charges, not altered by a change in th¿ selling price of reinforcement ban. 

The income of private shareholders is equal to 
40% of the total income of shareholders, as already 
calculated in table 7. 

The actualized value of cash fluctuation of the 
enterprise is also indicated in table 7. 
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The actualized value of dividends collected by the 
State is equal to 60° u of the total income of the 
shareholders (table 7). 

The actualized value of tax paid by the enterprise 
is calculated in table 16. 



Table 18 

AcTl'Al.IZF.U VAI.l'F.  Or  A  CIIANfiF. OF   %   16/TON  IN   PRICF. Ol 
REINFORCEMENT BARS 

(In tlmtisands of dollars) 

Year II'o ?'•, in". if. 

2 160 140 132 121 
3 240 196 180 158 
4 320 244 219 183 
5 320 228 199 159 
6 320 213 180 138 
7 320 199 164 120 
8 320 186 149 105 
9 320 174 136 91 

10 320 163 Î23 79 
11 400 190 140 86 
12 400 178 128 75 
13 400 166 116 65 
14 400 155 105 56 
15 400 145 96 49 
16 480 163 105 51 
17 480 152 95 45 
18 480 142 86 39 
19 480 133 79 34 
20 480 124 72 29 
21 480 lib 65 25 

Total 3,407 2,569 1,708 

Table 19 

BENEFIT REM I.TINT; FROM LOAN OF YEAR 11 

fin thousands of dollars) 

Aittulixtä f line tit tht tJiKoantfd ralf nf 

(a,h 
Ytar flKttmtìon til'. li". 

11 1,200 570 420 258 
12 293 -130 - 93 —55 
13 -293 —121 85 - 48 
14 293 -114 —77 41 
15 -293 -106 -70 —36 
16 —293 — 99 -64 31 

Total 0 31 47 

Table 17 indicates total income of the State at 
price levels of $ 144/ton, $ 160/ton and $ 176/ton. 

Table 18 gives the actualized value of profits or 
losses, for consumers of reinforcement bars. 

Table 19 indicates the actualized value of profit 
represented by the loan of $ 1,200,000 contracted 
in the year 11. 

Tables 20 and 21 summarize these various factors 
to devise from them the economic value of 
the project. As foreseen, the over-all economic 
balance remains the same as that obtained 
in table 15, apart from the case of S 144/ton, where 
the loan from abroad at a rate of 7% slightly im- 
proves this table. 

If the assumption of demand being independent 
of price is abandoned, one could doubtless recom- 
mend a solution which would slightly reduce the 
sales price in order to obtain an increase in demand, 
which would thus lead to higher income. 

Change in price of electricity and fuel 

The conclusions reached will be the same as in 
the previous case. 

In fact, if there is increase in price of electricity, 
the power-station will receive additional resources 
from the ironworks and other domestic consumers. 
It will also pay additional tax. The ironworks profits 
will decrease as will the tax and dividends it pavs 
(a rise in price of electricity does not entlanger the 
financial equilibrium of the plant). 

All these operations take place within the commu- 
nity (between domestic consumers, State, power- 
station, ironworks, private national shareholders). 
They end in internal redistribution of resources, 
and not in alteration of actualized profit (or loss). 

In the case of price reduction of fuel, the operating 
profit of the refinery will also decrease. It will pav 
less tax. The power-station augments its operating 
profit and will pay more tax. The ironworks will 
have increased profit, will pay more taxes and 
distribute higher dividends to its shareholders. All 
these operations are internal redistributions which 
do not affect the profit of the community, but onlv 
income distribution. 

Rise in world price of rebifurcement bars 

In this case, the profit resulting from the project 
changes considerably, since the reference price, i.e. 
the price of reinforcement bars delivered, at border, 
is higher. I erection of the plant makes it possible 
to avoid suffering the consequences of this increase. 
For instance, an increase of S 8 in the price per ton, 
less custom duties (i.e. a change of about 5% in the 
selling price) improves the actualized balance of 
the project bv $ 1.7 million at the discounted rate 
of 7°'„, % 1,285,000 at 10";, and % 0.85 million 
at 15%, assuming the planned production (cf. 
table 18). 

Building of the plant therefore grants some protec- 
tion against rise in world prices of reinforcement 
bars. However, this is not sufficient to justify the 
plant from the economic viewpoint. In fact, the 
consequences of the envisaged increase of $ 8 
would compensate for only about a third to a half 
of the discounted loss as previously calculated. 
Equilibrium would be achieved only by an increase 
of about $ 16 to $ 25 per ton from the year 0, and that 
without parallel change in world price of imported 
scrap iron. In the case of a change in price over a 
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Table 20 

ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF THE IRONWORKS PROJECT 

(In tkiisands of dollars) 

Assumed price $ 176/fon 

Actual- Hmldinp 
Irutlr und p,zz. fit im fry 

\ ulinnal 

noi dffttttfi 
h 

prue 
t Incluait»» iWiMtH 

/ronwrlrs 

liquid atiets sut, 

( tmnumers nf 
remforcrmtH/ 

Partial trial Homtholds it rand total 

7 278 1,151 333 0 1,762 1,760 1,599 6,095 -3,407 4,381 1,148 -3,233 
10 271 668 251 68 1,122 998 1,709 5,211 2,569 3,951 886 - 3,065 
15 261 183 167 —160 451 302 1,700 4,143 1,708 3,398 614 -2,784 

Table 21 

Kf'ONOMIC EFFECT«. <>!•• THE IRONWORKS PROJECT 

/In thousands of dollars) 

Ar.suincd price $ 144/ton 

i   i 

Attuali 

\PtnrnUyr ) 

tint jflttted 
h p'n, 

liltttkillWH ihmh.Utr, 

Irnnnrk, 

l/j/r 

( '>n rumen uf 

remt'irit'mrnt ":;:? IhmrMd, (•rand trial 
Profit from 

/olii labt 
lomparrd lo 
Ihr aimmtd 

prill ufi Im 

7 1,762 111 498 10,155 3,407 - 4,377 1,148 -3,229 0 —3,229 10 1,122 144 593 8,050 2,569 -3,920 886 3,034 31 —3,003 
15 451 369 671 5,814 1,708 3,353 614 2,739 47 —2,692 

span of 10 years, the actualization effects would 
lead to even higher increases being necessary to 
achieve equilibrium. 

It must be added that a change in the world 
price of reinforcement bars would involve change 
in price of scrap and consequently, the profit 
envisaged. 

Hypothesis of private foreign shareholders 

Assuming that the private shareholders would be 
foreign, and would repatriate their profits, the 
actualized amount of these shareholders' income 
must be deducted from the profits previously cal- 
culated. The interest of the project fcr the national 
community would be lessened accordingly. It is 
also probable that the part of the profit measured in 
liquid assets of the enterprise must also be subtracted, 
if there is free transfer of funds to abroad. 

In this new situation, it appears that change in 
selling price of reinforcement bars would alter the 
value of the project for the national economy: a rise 
in price, whether through increased protection or 
fixing of quotas, would find expression in higher 
profits paid to foreign shareholders, who could 
transfer them abroad. There would be no more 
neutral prices. This situation quite often corresponds 
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in reality to many industrial projects with foreign 
investors, who benefit from high protection on the 
domestic market, and repatriate their profits. 

Hypothesis of greater underemployment 

This hypothesis, presupposing a reference price 
or 0.33 for the total amount of wages paid, leads 
to the results indicated in table 22. 

I wen taking this advantage into account, on the 
assumption of domestic shareholders, the project 
would not be justified. 

Kven a reference price nil for the labour force 
would not be sufficient to justify the project. 

Table 22 

ACTI A1.IZEIÍ  PROFIT  OF  THE   PROJECT   ASSI MING   VERY   HIGH 

UNDEREMPLOYMENT 

(In thousands e* dollars) 

Profil oj lot profili 
Attualismi rillml lit adnmlnu 
iprriru^i) oj mmpntr 

Vilfipéii It 
*Mp/ovtil prrmuul 

7 
10 
15 

4,379 
3,952 
3,399 

2,2% 
1,732 
1,228 

Total profil 
of Ito frolla 

—2,083 
—2,220 
—2,171 
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GhNKRAL CONCUSIÓN 

The envisaged project taking into account the 
narrowness of the market, does not allow production 
of reinforcement bars under economically satisfactory 
conditions. 

A new analysis of the project on the technical 
plane would perhaps permit reduction of certain 
initial investments, or delated renewal of under- 
utilized equipment in the first ten years. But the 
improvements ,'o be expected are minor. 

Export sales hardly seem possible. In fact, the 
marginal cost of production is at least equal to 
$ 100 per ton, whereas the price less customs duties 
amounts to $ 160 - $ 56 $ 104. Taking into ac- 
count the cost of transport, export sales could only 
be done at loss, except to countries located on the 
continent, where the market is very limited. 

Therefore, it appears that the project in its 
present form must be abandoned as long as the 
domestic market has not reached a volume sufficient 
to make better use of productive capacity from the 
start. A delay of about 10 years seems necessary, 
according to the market analysis. 

Except for some slight nuances, the method used 
here is equivalent to that of "reference" price and 
cost which is often recommended and which adopts: 

(a) For labour force-its cost to the national 
economy: therefore, the wages and charges 
of ironworks personnel should be reduced by 
one third, to adopt an assumption consistent 
with that made here; 

(b) For goods and services subject to international 
trade (in this case reinforcement bars, scrap 
iron, fuel, etc.): their world price delivered 
at national border; 

(c) For other goods and services (in this case 
electric power, certain general expenses, 
etc.); the cost of inputs contributed to their 
production, as previously calculated. 

Cmrrtnt pria 
  It J Ion) 

Riciipls:  160 

lixptnditwrts: 
Wages and charges 15 
Scrap iron  40 
Electric power .... 20 
Fuel  4 
Other expenses ... 21 
General expenses .. 20 
Interest    5 
Depreciation  12,5 
Ta*     6,8 

Total expense 144,3 

M¡t :  15,7 

RtftrrtKt [triti 
It I Im) 

104 

10 
40 
10 
3 

20 
20 

5 
12 

120 

-16 

t\f whitk forttgn 
tttrrtmty 
(tilo») 

104 

40 
10 
3 

12 
11 
5 
9 

90 

14 

We are going to summarily illustrate the approach 
with reference prices, not in consideration of 
detailed accounts and total actualized values, but 
of values relevant to a ton of reinforcement bars. 
Taking the representative values for the years 
6 to 10, with some additional assumptions on 
certain expense items, one obtains the foreg. >mg table. 

At the reference prices, the receipts therefore 
amount to S 104/ton and expense to S 120 ton .which 
implies a loss to the national community of SI 6 ton 
of reinforcement bars. This loss corresponds to 
the following breakdown: 

For the profit of the ironworks 
shareholders 

To the detriment of the treasury for loss 
on import duties alone: 104      160 

For the profit of other economic agencies- 
144.3 - 120 = 

Total 

f-15.7 

56.(1 

{ 24.3 

16.0 

The above-mentioned distortions between ob- 
served price and reference price are deemed to 
express transfers of income to various domestic 
economic agents. Hxcept for the differences in 
evaluation of these distortions, on the one hand, 
and transfers on the other hand, it therefore amounts 
to the same thing to estimate viability for the 
economy by using reference price or by computing 
differences in income of the economic agencies 
with the income of the enterprise (at observed 
prices). 

The loss of $ 16/ton to the economy is broken 
down another way to cos' in national currency 
of $ 120 - $ 90 - $ 30/ton and profit in foreign 
currency of $ 14/ton, assuming reference price to 
be equal to observed price for import and export. 

It was in fact assumed that the current rate of 
exchange corresponds exactly to the relative value 
of the domestic currency in terms of foreign 
currency. For instance, if we suppose that the 
national currency is overrated by 20%, the value of 
import substitution would need to be increased 
by 20% from the economic viewpoint. Likewise, 
20% should be added to the economic cost of 
direct and indirect import for the project, as well as 
to export not performed, because of the imple- 
mentation of the project (local scrap, fuel). Cal- 
culation of detailed accounts and actualized values 
could be easily made. Btiefly, one can see that each 
reference price of the previous table would be 
subject to an increase equal to 20% of its foreign 
currency component (figure in the last column at 
the right). The loss to the national economy which 
previously amounted to $ 16/ton would be reduced 
by 20% of $ 14, i.e. by $ 2.8, which finally amounts 
to a loss to the economy of $ 13.2/ton. Thus it 
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appears that in this case, the result is little sensitive 
to the reference price of foreign currency. An over- 
evaluation of more than 100% of national currency 
would be necessary, in order to dispute the above 
conclusions. 

In conclusion, the ironworks project would 
remain very disadvantageous to the national 
economy, even when adopting relatively optimistic 
assumptions for: 

World price of reinforcement bars and scrap; 
employment level; 
Currency parity. 

Nevertheless, this project, as we have seen, is: 

Greatly profitable intrinsically — profitability rate: 
25°' • 
Greatly profitable for its shareholders; 
Greatly profitable for the balance of payments; 
Creates employment for about 300 persons under 
optimal working conditions with an initial invest- 
ment of $ 4 million and  $ 5 million including 
the power station extension. 

The last two criteria, frequently used to judge the 
national interest of a project, should never be 
allowed to cloud the fact that corresponding costs 
must be taken into account. In the case under 
investigation, implementation of the project means : 

(a) To earn one dollar in foreign currency, the 
economy spends about two dollars (profit in 
foreign currency amounting to $ 14/ton, 
against an expense in national currency of 
S 30/ton; 

(b) To ensure employment, the economy spends 
$ 10,000 in present value (at a rate of 10°,,), or 
in other words -to pay one dollar of additional 
wages, the national economy spends S 2.2 
(ratio between S 1,770,000 for additional 
wages and the loss of $ 3,952,000 discounted 
at the rate of 10°,,). 

Consequently, this example shows how carefully 
simple criteria (effect on the balance of payments 
and on employment) are to be used. 
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Book reviews 

THK INDI STRIAI. ECONOMY 

by Roland |rr.ir.NNf-. 

Instifuie for Studies of Hconomtc and Social Development, tntversHv of Pins 

INIX'STMAL DKVIXOI'  IKS I 

THE IMPORTANT ROI.K or INDI STRY "transformation 
of one product into another" in economic develop- 
ment explains the prestige attacheJ to industrial 
development by the developing countries. Several 
factors explain this motive action of industry: less 
elasticity in consumption of agricultural products 
than in manufactured products; more abundant 
self-financing in industry than in agriculture, since 
the former is free of climatic hazards and shows 
evidence of a creative dynamism in constantly 
renewed innovations. It is in the nature of industry 
that it supplies work to itself (intermediary con- 
sumption) as much as and more than for final 
consumption, which conveys the picture of inter- 
industrial exchanges. However, the alternative of 
industry or agriculture is a false choke, because the 
two sectors are in fact obliged to sustain each other. 

Any industrial enterprise results from the union 
of four factors : 

(a) A solvent demand since production is useless 
if it is not consumed; moreover, the bond 
between the two terms has a double sense, for 
if demand evidently stimulates production, 
then vice versa, industry stimulates demand 
by its distribution of revenues, its inter- 
mediary consumption and its equipment 
requirements; 

(b) A technique of transformation, whence the 
importance of the phenomena of techno- 
logical evolution and of obsolescence and 
applied research ; 

. *  Tlle P*««*«* «rtkl« it « lumiMry of a course  inven 
during 1970-1971. " 

(c) \ieans of production: 

(i) A tool for production, maintenance and 
management, hence resources capii al for 
its acquisition; 

(ii) Manpower of diverse levels a professional 
cadre and influx from outside (migration, 
with all the problems ir poses); 

(iii) Materials to he transformed; 

(iv) Other  production  factors, the  principal 
being energv ; 

(d) Rentability, which results from the exploita- 
tion of the other three factors, and which 
must be appreciated at the levels of the entre- 
picneur and of the community. 

Products, just like living creatures, are horn, live 
for a certain length of time, and die; four successive 
phases can be discerned in the evolution of an 
industrial branch: growth (more than 10",,), rapid 
expansion (from 7 to 10",,), normal expansion (at 
the rate of the general economy), decline. According 
to the phase, the number of enterprises, professional 
organization, management, importance of invest- 
ment and <»f amortization, cost and sales prices 
vary considerably. In terms of their place in the 
different phases, industries can he classified as 
spear-head (enthusiastic), modern (plodding) and 
traditional (aging). Technical progress acts con- 
tinuously to suppi» new means and p.oducrs, by 
way of "mnovattori" and in particular "major 
innovation", which upsets the production structure 
by making it pass from an age of development to 
a new age. A new "pole of <ievclopment"is char- 
acterized by a major irrtovatKm and the motive 
units issuing directly from k. 
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TUF. INDUSTRIAL DKVKLOPMKNT STUATM.Y 

Tfo elements of I he strategy 

The ¡'•.)blems confronting those responsible for 
the industrial spurt are: how to invest (high or 
low capital intensity investments^.- in which sectors 
(hasic or consumer industries):- and following »hat 
time schedile? while taking into account the fact 
that industrialization is not a impie juxtaposition 
of industries, but the birth of complementarles that 
bring about a cumulative movement. 

Generally, industries manufacturing intermediate 
products and equipment necessary for their pro- 
duction become the motive element in industrializa- 
tion. Their realization often conforms to an auda 
cious forecast and runs foul of difficulties m imple 
mentation; their advantages are no less considerable, 
the principal one being inherent in their great 
possibilities for capital accumulation. 

For there to be an 'ndustry, a technique is ne 
cessary; the choice of technique, if such a choice is 
possible,  is  multiple (but   in  all  cases   it  must  he 
adapted to local factors of production): 

(a) Utilization of a  known  materia!  and much 
labour-' or modern materials and little man 
power ~t 

(b) Specialization by the country in certain 
branches? Attempts to make i little of 
everything ? 

In practice, states can be classed in three cate 
gories: those having a limited industrial vocation, 
those having some industrial vocation, and those 
having a large industrial potential, each of which 
calls for different conclusions in the choice of 
technology. This choice cannot limit itself solely 
to the industry, but must take into account the 
necessary infrastructure. 

The continual growth of industry is manifest 
starting from a certain size and diversity of the 
sector, by the interplay of the "multipl-cator" and 
"accelerator" which involve a cumulative process 
of income, saving and investment, by "external 
economies" which are created when the profits of 
one producer are affected by another, and by 
"economies of scale" which lower the production 
cost per unit as the enterprise grows. 

Possible strategies 

"Industrialization by substitution of imports" is 
based on the idea that the process of industrializa- 
tion can only begin with the sectors whuh sell to 
the end user, since the market for intermediate goods 
is non-existent; it will then continue gradually to 
intermediate products which are less and less 
elaborate. In practice, this type of industrialization 
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encounters certain restraints and rapidlv  finds its 
limits. 

"Industrialization b\ exploitation of local re- 
sources" admits the fact that, since a market for 
intermediate goods does not exist, it is worth while 
to seek it abroad, that is to export, on condition 
that those industries be favoured which arc effective 
in internal liaison, anil not thnse whose activities 
are "closed". Such a policy does not always give the 
anticipated results. 

In examining the picture of intersectoral ex- 
changes, we perceive that the degree of inter- 
dependence of the various industries varies strongly, 
whence the notion of "kev industries" which 
maximize these effects of liaison. The strategy 
adopted is, then, that of industrializing industries 
which alwavs necessitates some conditions of 
adaptation to the socio-political environment and to 
the size of the country (or regional economic 
policy ). 

"Transfers of industries" arc envisaged by 
those who believe that the industrial countries will 
progressively abandon certain parts of their tra- 
ditional industrial activities, or that certain in- 
dustries can only function on the planetary scale. 
In both cases the decision rentres of several types 
of industries will have the opportunity of locating 
themselves in the developing countries if the 
necessan measures are taken progressively (sub- 
contracting, participation in decisions, etc.) 

Recourse to "spearhead industries", with the 
technological jump that this entails, seeks parti- 
cipation in the unleashing of new technologies, 
instead of pursuing the difficult course of catching 
up with technologies already in industrial use. The 
systematic use of this method, while being capable 
of achieving fruitful results, incurs the risk of grave 
miscalculation, rsvchological trauma, economic 
dislocation ami financial and social burdens. 

Industrialization based on the "small and medium 
enterprises" is a part of the premise that such enter- 
prises play a considerable rt>k throughout the world. 
Their development calls for very adaptable eco- 
nomic policy and support by means of which 
promising results may be achieved. Recourse to 
crafts and cottage industries also appear« to oétr 
real, but limited possibilities. In fact, such a policy 
should no« exclude 'arge unit industnaluation, «nee 
the manufacturing velopment of a country calls 
tor factories of all sizes, interconnected by com- 
plementary relation* 

Tht spatial »sptct 

(feographical space not being homogeneous, 
since the distribution of population, potcntialitict 
and  limitations  reveals  strong and weak points. 



industrial enterprises must take into account a 
certain number of more or less limiting factors of 
location (transport, availability of production fac- 
tors, various facilities). Certain units are bound to 
fixed sites, others are completely free, and still 
others can be located by optimization of factor 
costs. Two policies of "adaptation of territory" may 
be pursued: based on strong geographic points, 
which is development by "poles of growth"; or 
favouring of weak points in order to overcome their 
backwardness, which is "harmonized regional 
development" with economic and human conse- 
quences diverging because of the different effects 
of an enterprise resulting from its location. In a 
number of cases, it will also lie convenient to take 
into account the narrowness of national frameworks, 
and envisage co-operation between neighbouring 
states. 

INDI STRIAI. PR<X;RAMMIN<, 

Outline of an adapted strategy 

Kach country constitutes a specific case which 
varies with time; the strategy to be adopted should 
therefote not be singular, chosen as a function of 
theoretical options, but composite, based on the 
given needs of a given moment. The implantation 
of industries is not an end in itself but a means of 
raising the standard of living and changing the 
quality of life. It must therefore be integrated into 
"industrial programming" which takes into account 
not only the industry, but also its environment 
(education, technical training, housing, etc.) in a 
"global planning" which will emphasize the effects 
of choices taken and ensure the coherence of the 
objectives pursued. In elaborating the strategy and 
implementation of planning which will translate it 
into practice, the design of a long-term "growth 
model" constitutes the first stage: that which 
defines the economic, social and political structures 
necessary for a general process of growth to become 
possible, and which will permit orientation, co-ordi- 
nation and ranking of public and private operational 
programmes. Starting from the growth model, the 
»tcond stage consists in the elaboration of a more 
detailed and precise medium-term development plan. 
The third stage then constitutes implementation of 
the industrialization programme which will incorpo- 
rale the objectives determined by the general plan, and 
the means chosen as a function of the adopted 
industrialization strategy. 

The mnitmtnt prtjtct 

The realization of the strategy and policy of 
«duatriaiáaatiosi by means of the industrialization 
programme and its obfccti/es is assured by the 

execution of projects. The projects may be defined 
as a group of means implemented in a co-ordinated 
fashion in order to pursue a development objective, 
such as a group of technical, economic, financial and 
human studies which define what each must do in 
order to attain the determined goal. Three problems 
emerge from a study of the projects: evaluation 
because the effort demanded from the realixcr 
must lie inferior to the result obtained (validity of a 
project); a choice between incompatible projects, 
to retain the most advantageous variant; priority 
between compatible projects if the financial means 
are insufficient to ensure realization of all of them. 
To lie sure that the project has been studied in all 
'ts aspects, and to co-ordinate execution by the 
different responsible bodies and control the results 
obtained, it is necessary to prepare a file of the 
project according to a sufficiently precise and 
complete scheme. 

Project evaluation methods 

Viewpoints differ as to whether it is the entrepe- 
neur who is interested in the validity and must make 
a choice, or whether it is the community, which 
must equally take priorities into account. 

The economic calculation in the enterprise begins 
by evaluation of the project, based on its financial 
equilibrium, on results obtainable at maximum 
capacity and on the cost price per unit tn comparison 
with the competition. To take into account the 
different periods at which expenditures are made 
and incomes received, one proceeds to "actualiza- 
tion" which gives the "present value" calculated 
according to a "time-adjusted rate." Such actualiza- 
tion permits comparison between projects, allowing 
a choice according to concepts such as: 

- "Duration of amortization" the number of 
years at the end of which the sum of receipts at 
the present value becomes greater than the 
sum of expenditures; "recuperation period" is 
an identical concept but without actualization; 

- "Relative profit at present value"-which for 
each independent project is the ratio between 
the "actualized" gross profit and the initial 
expenditure ; 

- "Rate of rentability"-which is the rate of 
actualization at which the actualized profit 
'tecomes nil. 

From the point of view of the community, it is 
a matter of choosing between variants and then 
determining the date of realization, taking into 
account existing limitations (capital, labour, etc.) 
while attempting to maximize certain functions 
which express the collective satisfaction (and which 
cannot be reduced to monetary gain). The effects 
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of an investment differ according to the environ- 
nant; its efficacy is yielded not only by the direct 
primary effects direct contribution of the project to 
national income, but also by its primary indirect 
effects growth of income in sectors directly limited 
to this sector by direct technological ties, and 
finally, secondary effects which result from the use 
of additional income thus generated. These mechani- 
cal effects are completed by price acceleration, 
training, nuisance and non-commercial effects (health, 
time-saving, psychological effects). Although theo- 
retically it may seem simple to judge these effects 
by referring to a collective optimum, in practice 
no method permits the calculation of such an 
optimum and one is forced to reconcile one bv one 
the effects of an investment with the objectives which 
the nation has assigned itself. The choice will then 
fall according to a certain number of criteria which 
may lie divided into two categories: 

(a) Those relative to the specific project: financial 
rentability, costs, social return, etc.; 

(/>) Those relative to the allocation of resources: 
capital per production unit, marginal rate of 
re-investment per capila, marginal contribu- 
tion to growth, marginal social productivity, 
etc. 

REALIZATION Oh  INDI STKIAI. I'R()|I.CTS 

Industrial pro mo I ion 

The process of industrialization corresponds to 
the realization of a series of industrial projects: 
their promotion will differ according to whether 
they are state-owned and controlled or whether they 
are of private persons or enterprises: 

(a) For state-owned projects, promotion boils 
down to defining a method adapted to the 
identification, elaboration and implementation 
of the project, the value of which will depend 
on the quality of the instruments and regulari- 
ty of state functions (finance, industrial policy, 
etc.); 

(It) For privately owned projects, a whole series 
of measures are necessary to select the in- 
vestors, who may be foreign or national 
industrialists, local holders of capital or 
artisans: pre-investment, protection, financ- 
ing, formation, etc. A number of systems 
exist: industrial development centre, invest- 
ment promotion centre, assistance at the pre- 
investment level, search for investors, etc. 

The action of industrial promotion takes on a 
national character but this does not imply that the 
administration must be in sole charge of it. It is 
often advantageous to separate the role of choice 

and decision (normative aspect — organization and 
surveillance) from the role which gathers the 
elements of choice and action which prolong deci- 
sions (preparation and exploitation aspect -= 
promotion and stimulation). A more or less autono- 
mous promotional body presents numerous advant- 
ages to encourage new or to improve existing enter- 
prises, but poses two series of problems: the degree 
of subordination to the ministry responsible for the 
industry; the degree of freedom which it leaves to 
the different specialized cells it will create to ensure 
the diverse industrial services expected of it. 

The industrial services 

No industrial enterprise, even in developed coun- 
tries, is completely self-sufficient, but is obliged to 
call on external aid (financing, technical studies, etc.). 
This dependence appears even more marked in 
developing countries which must have a complete 
range of industrial services, the creation of which 
cannot be left to chance, but must form part of the 
industrial development plan: 

Institute of Technology ; 
Bureau of Standards, Measures and Quality 
Control; 
Industrial Information Centre; 
Industrial Advisory Services; 
Protection of industrial property ; 
Industrial co-operative associations; 
Fairs and exhibitions; 
Industrial estates. 

If the Government is called upon to play a decisive 
role in the creation of industrial services it must 
retain sufficient flexibility to allow the participation 
of the private sector concerned. 

financing 

Financing relies on both internal and external 
sources. The latter cannot assure industrial develop- 
ment by themselves: the correlation between the 
two sources does not limit itself solely to investment, 
but extends equally to the function and results 
which have repercussions on the balance of pay- 
ments. 

Internal financing relies on household savings, 
which is best channelled to financial institutions, 
company savings, where reinvestment on the spot 
should be encouraged, and public savings, which 
plays a decisive role. Various techniques facilitate 
mobilization of internal resources: institutions 
specializing in industrial financing (investment 
societies, development banks), commercial banks, 
other financial institutions (savings funds, etc.), 
stock exchange, etc. 
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hxternal financing complements internal savings 
and brings in foreign currency for investment and 
operation: flow of private foreign capital which 
relies on the existence of healthy projects recogni/ed 
by the financiers, on a policy of stimulation, and on 
the guarantees given by the receiving state; public 
bilateral or multilateral financial assistance. 

Financing of small industry demands specific 
solutions. It is one aspect of the group of problems 
posed by the creation, modernization oi growth of 
modest-sized enterprises, and financial measures must 
be integrated into an over-all programme of aid. 

Public power and industrialisation 

Industrialization brings together three partners: 
the State, with a double role (decision and control 
on the one hand, assistance and encouragement on 
the other), the public sector and the private sector. 
It follows that there must be co-ordinati n of 
activities, all the more so since each partner com- 
prises smaller units with varying reactions, which 
calls for internal co-ordination. 

The State, as guardian of the national interest, 
determines the rules, defines the nature and impor- 
tance of the measures to be taken and verifies their 
implementation. It is therefore of benefit for the 
State to unify the policy of its different services, to 
ensure that current decisions do not contravene' it, 
and to remember that its very function introduces 
disturbing elements. 

The State is capable of assisting industrial develop- 
ment in addition to promotion and industrial 
services-hy granting fiscal, legislative and economic 
advantages, protecting infant industries and In- 
industrial legislation. 

The public industrial sector is created to favour 
the application of industrial polies ; bur while 
remaining true to this mission, it must renin its 
own will and act so as to limit its appropriations 
from public budgets, and preferably to operate 
profitably. It would be desirable for all developing 
States to establish a well-conceived policy for public 
enterprise. 

MANAGEMENT OF INVESTMENT 

Once industrial investment is realized, matters 
must not be left there: evaluation of results and 
their comparison with the forecasts will offer the 
possibility of eventually taking desirable corrective 
measures and constitute a source of guidance for 
future investments. The results are traditionally 
diagnosed according to the duly corrected accounts 
notably the balance sheet and the profit and loss 
account. Capital investment and cash flow already 
give useful indications on management The diagno- 
sis of management depends on the analysis of the 
general policy of the enterprise, products, type of 
production, conditions of exploitation of the market, 
distribution of investments and personnel policy. 

QUANTITATIVE PLANNING TECHNIQUES 

by Roland OLIVIER 

Published by the State Secretariat for Foreign Affairs, Paris, 1970 (480 pages) 

THIS WORK WAS PREPARED at the request of the 
State Secretariat for Foreign Affairs, for use in 
developing countries. Its aim being essentially 
practical, it presents general planning techniques 
and the most widespread programming, voluntarily 
leaving aside certain other techniques which are 
sometimes used by the Bureau of Planning, but 
which, in numerous cases, and in particular in 
developing countries, are more applicable to prob- 
lems of the enterprise than of the nation. 

Divided into a brief description of the Plan's 
logic.a presentation of the technique of understanding 
and economic selection of projects, this manual of 
general planning is composed of three parts: 

FIRST PART: 

THE LOGICAL PROCESS OE PLANNING 

The general targets of development can be classi- 
fied very simply under three headings (leaving 
aside aspects of security, prestige, etc.): 

Search for greater independence; 
Search for better distribution ; 
Search for better living. 

It is in the light of these general targets and the 
various existing constraints that the projects must 
be started. In developed countries, projects, always 
numerous, are initiated by two categories of agent : 
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(a) entrepreneurs for projects of the private sector; 
(b) technical ministries for public investment pro- 
jects. ( )n the other hand, in developing countries, 
projects are often few, due to the weakness of the 
private sector or a certain lack of highly qualified 
personnel in the technical ministries, if the Bureau 
of Planning wishes to have projects at its disposal to 
build up a programme, it must assist the entrepre- 
neurs and ministries in preparation of the projects, 
or even take this preparation upon itself. 

The planner must therefore first verify the existence 
both of a series of medium- anil long-term coherent 
objectives and of a list of projects which in principle 
will be integrated into these objectives, some of 
which will be studied in detail and presented in the 
form of operation files. In case this is insufficient, he 
must attempt to define objectives and conceive the 
projects. 

It then remains for the planner to combine the 
different projects into a short-term programme, sav 
of two or three years, while respecting budgetary 
equilibrium and the objectives of the Plan. 

It goes without saying that the economic agents 
must be pushed toward the realization of determined 
objectives by a certain numbe- of executive measures 
which pose difficult problems of choice. Such 
measures may be of information, incentive, or 
authority and assistance. 

Finally, the planner will have to evaluate the 
deviations in relation to the determined objectives, 
analyze them, draw conclusions and adjust later 
programmes and their related measures, in the light 
of the experience thus acquired. 

SECOND PART: 

FORECASTING AND PROJECTION TEOHNIQIT.S 

In this second part, essentially technical, a large 
section is devoted to mathematical demonstration. 
It liegins by a general study of the different empirical 
and mathematical methods used in forecasting and 
projection. Although it is alwavs possible to envisage 
the future in the light of laws deriving from past 
experience, forecasts and projections (forecasts in 
which the intervention of man is more "voluntary") 
must take into account the context and conditions 
for which these laws are true. 

All economic and social planning liegins by a 
serious demographic analysis, and continues bv 
long very long term projection. An important 
chapter here deals with demographic forecasting 
which permits conclusions to be drawn that have 
particular bearing on the various future needs of 
the population (food, housing, education, health, 
employment, etc.). 

The demographic statistics, tables and graphs 
serving as illustrations are taken from the economies 
of both developed and developing countries, and 
attempt to bring out the various correlations between 
economic situations and the demographic behaviour 
of populations. 

These first provisions having been established, it 
is legitimate to give priority to purelv economic 
dimensions, such as volume of production and 
consumption, in order to measure the values of 
production or consumption pir capita, which in 
turn express the productivity or average standard 
ot living of the population. 

The economic dimensions are presented in the 
classic forms of national accounting, in tables of 
"balance of resources-uses" and in tables of "inter- 
sectoral exchange". An original demonstration, 
starting from a spatial-economic table leads, by- 
projection of the table's elements on one or two 
planes, to the table of resources-uses or to that of 
plotted exchange between agents. 

But the economic dimensions are not only linked 
by balanced accounting relations. There are also 
relations of interdependence, statistically more or 
iess true, which are used precisely in carrying out 
the provisos am) projections. To quote: 

The case of enterprises: 
Intermediary consumption  is  proportional to 
production (purchasing coefficient). 

The case of households: 
The  consumption  of households  is   a  linear 
function of household income (marginal pro- 
pensity to consume). 

Practical tables promote, better than formulas, 
the understanding of the usefulness of these coeffi- 
cients, which link dimensions to each other. 

Fconomic projections which are based on an 
analysis of the past and on demographic forecast 
must therefore describe coherent future situations, 
starting from certain political objectives. 

It is evident that the calculations must rely as 
much a possible on concrete fact in order to have 
the largest number of ¡ocal possibilities and targets. 
The Planning Bureau must also establish its "devel- 
opment objectives" in liaison with the technical 
services, while endeavouring to adjust the results 
obtained against international comparisons, which 
may in certain cases serve as general rules for 
development. 

In practice, the projection of revenue, even if 
only rough, is essential for establishing more 
detailed projections later on: in actual fact, supply- 
will depentl on demand, itself closely linked to 
income. 
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T 
- An example of French perspective for 1965, 

made in about 1955-56, illustrates a realistic 
approach to the problem. Easily conceivable in 
a full-employment economy, this method is 
nevertheless hard to apply in developing 
countries. 

- The 1970 forecasts of the Tunisian economv, 
made in about 1958-59, present the second 
-normative mode of apporach: out of sixteen 
dimensions chosen, four were introduced volun- 
tarily. These four dimensions constitute the 
objectives to be attained and determine, by- 
means of a simple model, the situation desired 
for the Plan's horizon vear. 

This gross evaluation of income makes it possible 
to push the other projections forward, notably that 
of demand and supply. 

(a) Demand is obtained directly from incomes, 
since it is linked to them by relations of 
interdependence. Here we see, by concrete 
examples of food, housing and education 
demand, how varied the projection techniques 
can be: in other words, the use of these 
techniques must be adapted to the specific 
circumstances. 

(b) Once the medium-term objectives of final use 
have been determined, it is possible to evaluate 
production objectives. Here, the techniques of 
use of the table of intersectoral exchanges are 
studied. The "Input-Output" model calls on 
technical-economic coefficients which are 
presented in as general a manner as possible. 
Certain applications of the model, eventually 
useful for the planner, are given as an example 
(work value or amount of energy contained 
in a product). 

Since the medium-term projections are not the 
only ones used, the Planning Bureau often being 
led, for multiple reasons, to build macromodels of 
growth, certain formal types of growth models are 
examined in the work. 

It was also interesting to present retrospective 
models of the American and Japanese economies 

nee the end of the 19th century. The interest of 
ese examples lies in that they show, in two cases 

of success, that long-term evolutions are generally 
very slow. A growth rate in production and con- 
sumption of 2-3% per capita per annum in fact 
leads, over a period of 50 years, to quasi-explosive 
results. 

THIRD PART: 

LCON'OMIC ITCHMQIT S OL- SUM ITO\. 

ANALYSIS OI INVISTAH M PROJI C IS 

The techniques of economic selection of a project 
are studied in detail according to the two classical 
perspectives of project evaluation: the perspective 
of the enterprise and the perspective of society 
(community). 

The economic criteria for choice, from the per- 
spective of the enterprise, are primarily economic- 
financial, such as profits realized, realization of 
investment and the rate of internal proiitabilitv ; 
on the other hand, the criteria of soctetv often take 
many forms: they take into account the effect of the 
project on national independence, on redistribution 
(between individuals or between regions) ami on 
production. 

The effects on production are measured by means 
ot the same economic-financial indicators as those 
of the enterprise, but in this calculation it is prefer- 
able to take into account the context and the effect 
of the project on different economic agents. 

In particular, the mechanical effects of the project 
on the economy as a whole should be analysed in a 
very systematic fashion, by distinguishing the effects 
bound to expenditure on equipment from those 
bound to utilization of labour, and by distinguishing 
the effects on other economic activities brought 
about by technological liaisons and on household 
incomes. In many cases it will also be necessary to 
measure the effects of the project in a system of 
prices different from that existing on the market: 
some examples of such systems are indicated in the 
text. 

After some theoretical reminders which constitute 
three chapters of the work, a series of examples is 
given : 

- First, choice between variants of an identical 
project in relation to the best venture to be 
retained (improvement of rural production), the 
best technique (choice between communication 
routes), the best l«>cation (jf case of a cement 
plant), the best schedule of realization (the 
scheduling of several stages within a period of 
time). 

- Then, on the actual evaluation of the project 
from the standpoint of society: anal,sis of the 
effects of a project, calculation of the rentability 
of an investment from the point of view of 
financing, and finally the influence of public 
aid measures on the rentability of a project. 
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INDUSTRY AND COM \II.KCl. IN SONIC DIA ITOIMNC COI VIRU S 
A COMPARA'! I\ I. STI DY 

by lau l.l i ni., Tibor S< ITOY.SM and Maurice Stori 

Published tor the Development Centre 
of the Ol.( D by Oxford I mvcrsitv, Press, 191) (512 pages) 

Tilts HOOK IMII   < OSslDI K \ HI 1   IVII'OK I \\< I   Ml thai It 

contains an interesting analvsis of ihe policies 
followed during the last tweniv \ears to pronio'c 
and organize industri.ih'ation in certain developing 
countries. It suggests alternative policies tor the 
commi; decade and examines possible obstacles to 
their implementation. 

The authors base themselves on empirical studies 
ot the industrialization ol Brazil, India, Mexico, 
Pakistan, the Philippines and Taiwan, written In 
other specialists'  and alreadv   published scparatclv. 

The work analvzed is therefore the fruit ot the 
reflections ot nine specialists who worked tor the 
Development (entre ot the ( >l ( I) between l'Wñ 
and 1%'k 

It  maintains that the economic and commercial 
policies pursued bv the six countries under consideri 
Hon, between   I'JSO und  l'i7!), have stimulated  the 
production    ot    manufactured    goods    more    than 
agriculture,  and   production  tor  ihe  home  market 
morí' i lian tor expon. The imbalance lo the detriment 
ot  agriculture  has  been  pirtiallv   correcteil  bv   im 
proved yields and a more energetic application ot' 
agricultural   development   policies.   The   imbalance 
to the dctnmcni ot expon s persisted longer, and the 
currciicv    dev aluai ions   linallv    accepted   were   loo 
weak  .uni  too t.irdv.   Nuce   1%0,  ihe countries  in 
ijiiesiion  have been obliged lo recourse to a  policv 
of impon control which has .n'l'iav ated the alreadv 
excessive protection ot industrv. 

The tact that production of manufactured goods 
increased tapidh in diesi countries between P'Stl 
and I'ft I (, .uni. conseijui tub , all is well) is of no 
value in ihe authors' eves. Thcv declare that in all 
the conni rii's anal\/ed, an industrial sector was 
created composed ot luminous small enterprises 
with high produci ion costs and constituting a 
mediocre springboard from winch to challenge 
international competition on the export markets. 

The principal reason for ihis is thai industrv has 
enjoved excessive protection against foreign compe 

' Hr.i/il: Industri,¡li~ .In», .,/.',/ I >...:, /',-/,,,,,, In |,,,.l h, us 
nun. MiAien: fnii/:itn.,.'-;.i/: >• ,n,i I <;.,/, ,''„//,,,. ,,,„, /<//(/_ 
In Tmnnfiv Kinu. IIHII.I I\..H>IIIII m /<i,/.w>7„7/-,,7,'r/i,\ h\ 
l.i^ilisli V Hrui^u.ui .nul I'.HIMI.I IVs.u. I'.ikisi.in : /<;,//,./>/,,/ 
tX.itinn.iml I r.iiii /V/i/o. In Miplu-n R. I i vv is. |r. I.iiw.m 
•nul Philippines: Imi ••:>•!,iíi;,;:iun ,.W />•,;,/, /><./.,„,, In \|,. 
liliali listili;, |nhn P. i\v,a uul (ni. li. li > I'. Sm.ii. MI puh 
lislu-il In   (Kti'iJ  t  imiisiiv   l'iisv. I°""ll. 

tition. The level of custom duties luis varied con 
siderablv from one product lo another. The proci 
dilles used lo protect numerous industries have 
consisted in imposing ipioias rather than lindi 
custom duties. The levels of' etlective protection 
(thai which, relates to the pan of the ni.uiufacturi'm 
process performed inside ihe eountt v ) are estimated 
ai   approximatif 'lili" for   India   and   Pakistan, 

If»)",, lor \rgentina and Brazil, S«1",, tor the Philip- 
pines and .VV',, for Taiwan. I nder these conditions, 
internal competition has generativ been unable to 
saiisfactorilv  replace foreign manufactures. 

>iiice indusirv is protected In iptotas or bv high 
and uneipial custom duties the choice of products 
to be manufactured in the countrv has not alwavs 
conformed to ihe choice to be made according to the 
principle ot comparative advantage. Numerous 
industries with high production costs have been 
created; the excessive protection has enabled main 
(aciones to attain the threshold of rentahihtv, while 
using onlv a small pan of i licit capacitv ; there has 
therefore been a tendencv to create excess pro- 
duction capacitv that is incapable of supplying 
export markets. 

In a number of countries the investment demand 
and torcigli currencv needs have taken on an 
excessive dimension which has led to the imposition 
ot a svsiem of administrai iv e control io brake them. 

I hese controls and the protectionist policv have 
liad ihe aggravating result < if encouraging industrial 
enterprises to relv more on the privileges granted 
bv the do\ ertimene to ensure their profitability than 
on their own abihtv to organize efficient production 
muís and redine their cost price, denerailv, in- 
dustrial growth has therefore been the act of a small 
number ot large, well established tirms which, under 
these conditions, proved better able to prosper than 
the small companies of recent creation. 

Passing on to the l'flK, the authors find no 
justification for the pessimism shown hv a large 
number of developing countries during the 1%0* 
regarding the possibilities of increasing their 
exports of manufactured goods. The\ note that; 
(in certain Asian countries have obtained good 
results in this field; ( A.) export of manufactured goods 
from developing countries today holds onlv a very 
insiumti.-aiit piace in world trade of these products; 



(i) manufactured goods at present represent onh 

12",, of i lie total e\ports of developing countries. 

They therefore judge it possible, during tins decade, 

to augment sales to industrial countries In a lusher 

.ninnai rate than the i>'\, realized in recent years. 

I unherniore, they consider that an even higher rate 

of increase during the same period will probably 

not disrupt the markets and will not create employ 

nient problems in the inductnali/eil countries. 

The authors therefore recommend that during 

the l('~lis policies he initiated which will avoid 

excessive protection of the industry, stimulate export 

of manufactured goods and encourage greater use 

of manpower in manufacturing industries. The rate 

of exchange must he fixed a; a level which will 

permit the abolition of uuantitatne restriction of 

imports, leaving custom duties as the sole form of 

protection. A radicallv different policy must he 

adopted that will replace protection In promotion 

based on subsidies and measures for encouragement. 

Two connected reforms should allow this to be 

achieved. Iirstly, in every case possible from the 

administrative poin< of view, it will be expedient to 

impose a sales tax which will affect both domestic 

anil imported goods; lis application is preferable to 

custom dunes, the level of which must finally be 

reduced and made uniform (the authors suggest 

a 1<I",, rate). Secondly, it will be necessary to 

subsidize local industries and grant them facilities, 

in order to permit them to lower their production 

costs on the one hand, and thus compete with for- 

eign products, and on the other improve their 

exports; to replace traditional encouragement of 

investment, such as tax exemptions, the authors 

propose payment of a regular subsidy per person 

employed, amounting to between 10 and SO",, of 

the wages of a worker in a manufacturing industry. 

I hi authors recognize that such significant 

modifications in policy will be difficult to implement. 

I or this reason the last chapter deals with problems 

which will probably arise from the transition from 

present policies to new ones, based on the principles 

that thev have defined. In their opinion, each 

viovernmcni must begin by choosing the policy 

toward which it wishes to orient itself and, over a 

number of years proceed. In successive reform, to 

its complete implementation. \\ hen the industrialists 

realize the direction chosen, they will think and act 

in a manner to adapt themselves to the tu w eco 

nonne conditions which the (¡ovcrnnictii is .11 

tempting lo create and which will be marked by 

more vigorous competition, an activity based more 

on exports, ¡is well as a larger place given to employ- 
ment problems. 

I ike some other works which have profoundly 

stamped the evolution of' economic thought and 
government policies, this book makers difficult 

reading. It is repetitious, ,md certain subjects (tor 

example, the theory and practice of protectionism) 

are developed at ¡Teal length, while other, perhaps 

more important and related problems 1 such as the 

determination of the best adapted rale of exchange) 

are treated cursorily and in a relatively dogmatic 
manner. 

Throughout the work, die authors have a ten 

denev to Mu-ss the need for a heller allocation of 

resources; this niav be explained In the fact that 

two of them have contributed to the elaboration 

of the theory of' "the economy of well being." This 

objective may be justified in the eves of theoreticians, 

but the book dots not present proof that progress 

in the standard of living deriving from better allo- 

cation of resources will not be counterbalanced anil, 

even more, by recession in the rate of industrial 

growth, deriving from the implementation of the 

more prudent and selective policy necessary to 
realize this belter allocation. 

I be value of the thesis proclaimed by the authors 

lies theretori more in concrete viewpoints eon 

verging on the uka that tor developing countries it 

is essential to produce at costs closer to those 

observed in industrialized countries. The work 

shows thai the considerable disparities are due to 

policies followed in the past, unless their present 

policies are modified, the six countries studied (and 

other countries less advanced from the point of 

view of industrial development, but which apply 

the same methods) will continue to create industries 

where the costs or production are not competitive 

on the world market tor manufactured products. 
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